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A male operating nurse 
who tested positive for the 
HIV virus has sued the 
Portland medical practice 
that fired him. 
The nurse, who remains 
anonymous in the suit filed 
in U.S. District Court, 
wants his job back and 
damages. Orthopaedic 
Associates, the practice, 
does not deny firing him 
after discovering he was 
HIV -posi tive. 
ACT UP/Portland 
members reacted angrily, 
chaining shut the doors to 
the medical building and 
warning that other medical 
firms would become targets 
if they also fired infected 
health-care workers. page 2 
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To be a Bonehead 
Local rock 'n' soulers The 
Boneheads are burning 
their way through bars 
from Portland to Bangor 
with original music that's 
bluesy, energetic and 
authentic. page 19 
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Casco &y Weekly is looking 
for the people, places and 
temptations that make 
Greater Portland great. 
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Is Isaac Stern? 
He's one of the great violin virtuosos of all 
time. He's the president of Carnegie Hall and 
was one of the founding members of the 
National Endowment for the Arts. In the 
course of his 5O-year career, he has appeared 
on the world's most prestigious concert 
stages. Is he or isn't he? Decide for 
yourself Jan. 3, when he'll be pulling 
strings at Portland City 
HaIl Auditorium. See Calendar. 
Laura, Christopher and Patricia Elgee moved away from the sewage compostlng plant 
In South Portland because they believed It was damaging their health. 
CBW(Tonee Harbert 
Compost ,plants stuck 'up sludge creek 
• By Paul KPrr 
"We've had a healthy Christ-
mas for the first time in years," 
said South Portland resident 
Patricia Elgee, sitting in her 
Ocean Avenue duplex near a still-
decorated tree. "It's finally over." 
Elgee and her family moved to 
Ocean Avenue, leaving a neigh-
borhood bordering South 
Portland's sewage compost plant 
- a plant Elgee claimed made her 
fami! y sick. 
"We were used as guinea 
pigs," she said, shuddering at the 
memory. "Christopher was on 
penicillin year-round for various 
infections. We had pneumonia 
often." 
Until this summer, the South 
Portland sludge plant turned an 
unpleasant byproduct -liquid 
sewage - into a useful one: 
topsoil-enhancing compost. 
"Compo sting is the best-proven 
method for dealing with sludge," 
said Jerry Collett, former manag-
ing operator of the plant. It 
worked so well that the Portland 
Water District, which operates a 
similar plant on outer Congress 
Street, wanted to bui!d another 
one in South Windham. 
CBW(Tonee Harbert 
But Elgee and dozens of her 
angry neighbors thought the 
plant was producing something 
else: disease. In mid-December, 
after several heated City Council 
meetings, the plant was closed 
for at least one year - possibly 
forever - by the council. Almost 
simultaneously, the South 
Windham plant was also 
scrapped. 
Now Regional Waste Systems 
(RWS) is talking about building 
a giant sludge handling plant 
that would replace all Greater 
Portland's existing small ones, 
RWS can't guarantee it will 
compost the sludge, though. 
And whoever lives near that 
plant is certain to make 'a stink. 
As the debate over local 
sludge heats up faster than a 
compost pile, councilors and 
planning boards in local commu-
nities must decide which is 
worse: the smell produced by 
composting the sludge here, or 
the irresponsibility and higher 
cost of not doing so. 
Continued on page 8 
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R'l:.Lf'.:t. 'UsNI.' 
2 Ozsco &y Wukly happen to me, it can happen 
to anyone in the state of 
Maine." 
A revl_ of the top n_s stories affecting 
Greater Portland: December 17 through 30, 1991. 
HIV-posltlve nurse sues 
Orthopaedic Associates 
Activists padlock clinic's doors in protest 
As dawn broke on the next to last day of 1991, seven people 
from ACT UP /Portland rose at five in the morning to tote four 
banners - and one padlock - to OrthopaediC Associate~ of 
Portland's Libby town offices. They were there to symbohcally 
"condemn" the medical practice that had fired a male nurse 
found carrying the HIV virus. 
'This is Dark Ages stuff. People need to be inform~, not 
intimidated," said Maryanne Scally after the protest. 'Health-
care workers shouldn't be forced to undergo mandatory 
testing." . 
Jed Davis, the nurse's attorney, said the York County 
resident had worked at OrthopaediC Associates for one month 
last spring when he was asked to take a blood test for the 
presence of the HIV virus. When the nurse agreed b~t asked to 
take the test elsewhere, his employer consulted medIcal records 
-"illegally," said Davis - discovered HIV -positive test results, 
and dismissed him. 
'There's a Maine statute that says HIV test results are 
confidential, and that an HIV test can't be used to fire a ., 
worker" said Davis. He also noted that federal laws prohIbIt 
discrirr:incttion against disabled people. "My client is very 
upset," Sj!d'd Davis. 'This was his dream. He'd worked for years 
asanur~" . . . 
'The plaintiff was HIV-positi.ve and he enga!?ed.m hlgh-nsk, 
invasive surgical procedures usmg sharp tools, said attorney 
Richard G. Moon of Moon, Moss & McGill, representing the 
Sewall Street orthopedic practice. "All the professional medical 
boards are very clear on this: Any HIV-infected physician has 
the obligation to inform a patient of his status prior to the 
procedure. This individual wasn't doin~ that." . . 
It will be only the second case of its kind to be tri~. In the 
United States. The first case involved a general practitioner, not 
a surgeon, in New Jersey who practiced while infected with 
AIDS. As the Portland clash headed for a u.s. District Court 
showdown that may gamer national media attention, activists 
warned they might strike again. 
"We're going to keep Orthopaedic Associates ~f Po:t1and . 
under surveillance," said Scally. "And other medIcal firms WIll 
also be targets if they take similar action." 
DA cleared, but not silenced 
Janet Mills fires back at BIDE, media, U.S. attorney 
Janet Mills, district attorney for An9roscoggin, Franklin and 
Oxford Counties, was cleared of alleged wrongdoing in a letter 
from U.s. Attorney Richard Cohen on Dec. 20, and in an 
afternoon press conference she contended the in.ve~tigation was 
a direct result of criticism she had leveled at Mame s Bureau of 
Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement (BIDE). . ' 
Flanked by mother Kay Mills, husband Stan Kuklmski and 
attorney Harold Friedman, Mills said her privacy had been 
invaded by the federal grand jury probe and rumors of drug 
use and sexual irregularity. 
'1 don't think Maine needs a secret police," she said . "We' ve 
already got a secrecy statute. Even (~IDE'~) .board meetings are 
secret .. . It's frightening when a pubhc offICIal spea~s up ~bout 
an agency, then becomes a subject of that agency's investiga-
Mills also blasted the 
media's role in spreading 
rumors of Mills' alleged drug 
use and sexual irregularity. 
"The media could have acted 
more responsibly," she said, 
gaining force. "After Mr. 
(John) Impemba's first 
(Channel 6) broad cast of 
these rumors, nothing was 
done to follow up on the 
rumors or the source of the 
leaks." 
"An apology is the only 
thing missing," said 
Friedman as the group 
departed. "We'll just have to 
forgive and forget," put in 
Kay Mills. 
Turn on, tune in, 
drop out 
A possible reorganization 
of the Community College of 
Maine could replace profes-
sors at two southern Maine 
campuses with TV screens. A 
proposal being studied by the 
University of Maine System's 
board of trustees would 
move USM's off-campus 
administrators to Augusta 
and cut live course offerings. 
The college'S Sanford and 
Saco campus centers, which 
make up about 10 percent of 
USM's student body, each 
resides in a sipgle building 
and offers about 35 courses 
per semester. Almost half of 
those courses are taught 
through the magic of interac-
tive television (lTV), whereby 
USM lectures are beamed live 
from Portland or Gorham 
and students in Saco or 
Sanford can speak back to the 
professors. 
"The centers aren't 
closing," said John Bay, 
executive director of USM's 
off-campus programs. "USM 
will be offering fewer lTV 
classes, and we may change 
the mix of live courses. But 
we'll be getting more lTV 
classes from Augusta." 
"The bottom line is that 
this will eliminate live 
instruction at these cam-
puses," said David Travers, 
president of USM's part-time 
faculty association. "Students 
don't want to sit in front of a 
TV. These campuses are 
critical for attracting non-
traditional students and 
giving them confidence and 
skills for the main cam-
puses," he said. 
Travers echoed recent 
complaints that system 
trustees have not examined 
upper-level salaries closely 
enough (eB W 12.19.91). 
"Cutting one $80,000 position 
from the chancellor's office 
would pay for the 40 live 
classes," he said. 
tions." 
Mills stopped short of saying she would sue BIDE. ''We must 
mend the rifts, make necessary reforms, get back to doing o~r 
jobs and putting crooks behind ba:s," sh~,said . Fri~m~ saId a 
lawsuit was "being seriously conSIdered, and detailed infor-
mation he had received about the federal investigation. 
The board of trustees is 
expect to vote on the changes 
Jan. 27. 
"In one case we heard about from lawyers," he said, "a 
prisoner was brought here f~m out of state and offer~ sexual 
favors if he would testify against Janet. The KGB doesn t even 
do that." Friedman said other prisoners and suspected drug 
dealers were offered favors or threatened with arrest during the 
investigation. . 
"It's not just me," cut in Mills. "If this kind of thing can 
Yarmouth to 
extend school year 
The Yarmouth School 
District will lengthen the 
school year gradually to 180 
days - five days longer than 
required in Maine. 
Continued on page 4 
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The people, places and temptations that make Greater Portland great 
It's as clear as the waters of Casco Bay: Greater Portland is New England's 
best-kept secret. It's also common knowledge hereabouts that the region's 
residents - in particular, the savvy and perceptive readers of Casco Bay Weekly 
- are noted for their refined and discerning tastes. 
Who, then, is more qualified than you to make fine distinctions among the 
treasury of superlatives that is Greater Portland? 
We want to know what you think represents the Best that the Portland region 
has to offer. We want to know so badly we're willing to bribe you - by giving 
away some great stuff! Thirty-two ballots will be chosen at random from all 
received, and those lucky readers will win 20 tickets to Comedy at the Cave 
(every Thursday at The Cave), five $20 gift certificates from Fresh Market Pasta, 
four tickets to The Mystery Cafe in Portland, two tickets to ski Shawnee Peak in 
Bridgton, and a First Class Hot Air Balloon Flight from ''Hot Fun." 
So tell us what's Best. You don't have to have an opinion on every category, 
and you don't have to explain your choices. But do feel free to express yourself; 
responses will be considered for publication. Be creative and opinionated. 
Please keep your choices current (calendar 1991), and above all, local (Greater 
Portland and surrounding communities). Please do not refer to places outside of-
southern Maine or events before January 1991, and do not nominate artists or 
personalities who don't live or work in Greater Portland. 
Mail, fax or hand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 11. The results will be 
printed in the March 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly . Have fun! 
BEST PEOPLE 
Mosteffectiveactivist ______________ ___ _ 
Most effective citizen group ________ _ _ -----: ___ _ 
Mosteffectiveelectedofficial ___________ ___ _ 
Bestpainter ____________________ _ 
Bestphotographer _________________ _ 
Bestsculptor _ _ _ ___ ___ _ ______ _ _ _ 
Bestjeweler ___ -----:-----: _______________ _ 
Bestactor/actress ________ ___ _______ _ 
Bestvocal~t _____________________ _ 
Bestlocal poet---________________ _ 
Best local writer (fiction)' ____ ....:.. ___________ _ 
Bestmechanic ______ ~ _____________ _ 
Bestbartender ___________________ _ 
Bestcabbie ________ -----: _ ________ __ ___ 
Bestradiopersonality _________________ _ 
BestTVpersonality _____________ ____ _ 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Best theatrical production _______________ _ 
Best placeto hear live music ___ ___________ _ 
Bestacousticband ________ ___________ _ 
Bestbluesorjazzband _______________ _ _ 
Bestrockband ___ _____ ~-----------
Bestdanceband ___________________ _ 
Bestplacetodance ________ __________ _ 
Bestplacetobuybooks _______________ _ 
Best place torenta video ______ _________ _ _ 
Best record store _ __________ ________ _ 
Bestradiostation ___________________ _ 
Besthappyhour _ ________________ _ 
Bestbar fora secret rendezvous. _________ _____ _ 
Bestgraffiti _______ _____________ _ 
Bestabuseoftaxpayers'money _____________ _ 
Best localeventof1991 ________________ _ 
Fax to 207-775-1615, 
Mail or drop off ballot to: 
Best of Portland 
Casco Bay Weekly 
SSlA Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
BEST PLACES 
Bestartgallery· ___________________ _ 
Bestbeach _____________________ _ 
Best local place forahike _______________ _ 
Best place tox-countryski _______________ _ 
Best gym/health club ---------;--_______ _ 
Bestbusstop------- ---____ _ ____ _ 
Bestmom-and-popstore ___ ___________ _ 
Bestgrocery ___________________ _ 
Sestbank _____________________ _ 
Best renovation of an old building _____________ _ 
Best little-known historic spot _____________ .:...-_ 
Bestplacetosend tourists ____________ ___ _ _ 
Bestpublicplacetobeseen _ _ _ ____________ _ 
Best place to buywomen'sclothing ____________ _ 
Bestplaceto buy men's clothing _____________ _ 
Bestplacetobuyshoes ________________ _ 
Best place to go thrifting _______ _________ _ 
Bestplaceto buy furniture _______________ _ 
Best place to get your haircut ______________ _ 
Best place to buy flowers ________________ _ 
. Bestplaceto buy toys _ _______________ _ 
BEST FOOD & DRINK 
Best breakfast joint ___________ _ _ _ ____ _ 
Best late-nite dining _____ ____________ _ 
Bestbar ______________________ _ 
Best Asian restaurant ___________________ _ 
Best Italianrestaurant _ ______________ __ _ 
BestMexicanrestaurant _________________ _ 
Best vegetarian restaurant ________________ _ 
Best seafood restaurant _________________ _ 
Best eclectic restaurant ___ ______________ _ 
Bestbeer _____________________ ___ 
Bestbakery ___________________ _ 
Best chowder place _________________ --'-_ 
Bestsandwichplace _______________ __ _ 
Best pizza place __________________ _ 
Best burger place __________________ _ 
Besticecream place _________________ _ 
Bestcoffeeplace __________________ _ 
Best dessert place _____________ ------
4 0Isc0 &y W6!kly 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
FROM YOUR FRIENDS 
AT 
FULL SERVICE GLASS COMPANY 
FREE ESTIMATES 
One Industrial Way. Portland· 797-0801 
Islands & Indians: 
Galapagos and Ecuador 
April 8 - 22 
Let us take you on a great adventure, on our cust0!"l p~~ram . 
hr h hi hland Ecuador; soaring volcanoes, colomal ClUes, Indilln 
~o~gand ~arkets - a spectacular railjoumey to the coast and finally 
a 7-night cruise on the yacht I~BEL:\ through the Galapagos Islands 
with their wildlife and fauna umque m the world. 
One of several superb travel experiences arranged for us by . 
Abercrombie & Kent, celebrating go years in travel. Call for speCIal 
itinerary and LOur digest. 
781-3395 
LADD TOURS and CRUISES, IN~. 
"For tM but . vacations worldwide . 
IN[IYR.0AD, FALMOUTH ME 94105 




Snowsuits, winter boots, warm 
hats, gloves, sweaters, long 
underwear, sweats, waterproof 
mittens, rainwear, rain boots, 
jackets, snowpants, shoes. 
tommy-'s 
KID S G fA R 
273 St., Portland 772-5357 • MOD'Sat. 8-5, Thun. 'til a, Sun 12-5 
Continued from page 2 
"Five extra days may not 
seem like much, but it is a 
step in the right direction," 
said Yarmouth Superinten-
dent Kenneth Murphy. "You 
can't just send kids away for 
three months (of summer 
vacation) and then expect 
them to retain what they 
learn." 
Eventually, he said, 
Yarmouth school officials 
would like to extend the 
school year to 190 or 200 days 
- closer to the educational 
systems in Japan and Ger-
many. 
Yarmouth school officials 
worked out the extended 
school year plan as a way to 
give their teachers a raise 
during tough economic times, 
while receiving something 
extta in return. The extended 
school year will increase the 
district's costs by 3 percent. 
State officials are encour-
aging other school systems 
throughout Maine to follow 
Yarmouth's lead and 
lengthen the school year. 
Maine, South Dakota and 
Mississippi have the nation's 
shortest minimum school 
years, requiring only 175 
days. 
. SoPo branch 
library revived 
More than a dozen South 
Portland citizens gave 
bookworms a Christmas gift, 
bringing the city's Westcott 
Road branch library back to 
life less than a month after 
budget cuts forced its closure. 
"About 15 people have 
volunteered to staff it," said 
Jo Adamo Conley, the branch 
librarian who was laid off but 
rehired after the volunteers 
stepped forward. ''This is a 
great community." 
South Portland Assistant 
City Manager Jeff Jordan said 
the city would trim several 
hours from its main library'S 
schedule to pay for the 
reopening. ''We're assuming 
the city librarian will build 
this into next (fiscal) year's 
budget, as well," he said. 
The library will re-open by 
mid-January for three days a 
week during peak-use times ' 
like weekends or nights, said 
Conley. '1t's up to the 
community whether it'll 
work or not," she said. 
Developer gives 
Boys and Girls 
Club $50k ••• 
West Coast developer 
Orlando Aliberti also came 
through at Christmas time, 
dropping $50,000 under the 
trees of the Boys and Girls 
Clubs of Greater Portland. 
Aliberti, who grew up in 
Depression-era Portland, 
became a member of the club 
(then called the Portland 
Boys Club) when it moved to 
Cumberland Avenue in 1931. 
"Mr. Aliberti wanted to 
make a one-time donation," 
said Robert Clark, the 
organization's executive 
director. "It's the largest 
living gift we've ever re-
ceived." Clark said the 
money would go into an 
endowment pool that funds 
20 percent of the club's 
expenses. 
... but Bush played 
the Grlnch 
President George Bush 
refused to pay the U.S. Coast 
Guard back for protecting 
him when he ttaveled to 
Walker's Point in 
Kennebunkport last summer. 
Bush refused to sign a bill 
that would have charged the 
Secret Service, not the Coast 
Guard, for $2 million worth 
of services during visits to his 
summer home. The Coast 
Guard doubles the man-
power at PortSmouth, N.H.'s 
Coast Guard station and also 
sends helicopters from Cape 
Cod when Bush comes to 
Kennebunkport. 
Democratic Rep. Gerry 
Studds of Massachusetts tried 
to charge Bush for the extra 
protection. But after the 
House passed the bill, Senate 
Republicans held the threat 
of a veto over his head. 
After the provision was 




Standish Town Manager 
Suzanne K. Kennedy left her 
post for a new job in Nan-
tucket, Mass., a decision that 
pleased residents she'd 
feuded with for two years. 
Kennedy, who served as 
town manager for two years, 
had angered some residents 
last year by firing longtime 
town employee Richard 
"Baldy" Tompson and others. 
She said the firings were part 
of an effort to reform a "good 
ole boy system" she felt 
permeated town politics 
(CBW 10.3.91). 
Kenned y said those 
clashes weren't a factor in her 
decision to leave. 
Last November, Standish 
voters approved a resolution 
to examine scrapping her job 
and reverting to the town's 
former board of selectmen 
system. 
Green soup 
Members of the Maine 
Green Party set up a soup 
kitchen in subfreezing 
temperatures in front of the 
Blaine House to protest state 
budget cuts in welfare and 
social service programs. 
''The budget cuts are going 
to make lines at the soup 
kitchens longer," said Greg 
Gerritt of Industry, state 
clearinghouse coordinator for 
the party, which favors 
decentralized political action. 
Gerritt said Greens place 
most of the blame for the 
budget cuts on Gov. John R 
McKernan. 
Gerritt said only a handful 
of people accepted the 
vegetable soup, chili and 
bread offered by the make-
shift soup kitchen on Dec. 26. 
A banner hung on a fence 
near the front of the 
governor's mansion said, 
"Hungry? Come Eat With the 
Guv." 
Three up, one 
down for local 
recycling 
Greater Portland's recy-
cling efforts made sttides 
over the holidays as one firm 
announced it would recycle 
six-pack yokes, another said 
it would help island residents 
recycle, and six communities 
said they'd recycle Christmas 
ttees. But one town decided it 
couldn't recycle certain 
plastics any longer. 
Regional Waste Systems 
(RWS), the waste agency that 
handles ttash for 31 area 
communities, now accepts 
six-pack yokes in its plastics 
bins, said RWS recycling 
coordinator Carol Eisenberg. 
The Casco Bay Island 
Transit District (CBITD) 
announced it would place an 
RWS "silver bullet" recycling 
bin at its Commercial Street 
ferry terminal. ''We'll 
encourage island residents 
and residents of the sur-
rounding area to use it," said 
CBITD General Manager 
Patrick Christian. "The city's 
assured us this won't affect 
the curbside pickup program 
on Peaks Island." 
Yarmouth dampened the 
holiday spirit some, though, 
when it stopped accepting 
"commingled plastics" -
hard-to-recycle plastics such 
as ketchup squeeze bottles, 
plastic wrap and food 
packaging. RWS accepts most 
commingled plastics, said 
Eisenberg, but can't find 
markets to recycle them. 
Portland, South Portland, 
Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, 
Westbrook and Yarmouth all 
said they'd recycle Christmas 
ttees this year. 
Conservatives 
propose quiet 
agenda for '92 
At the top of the Christian 
Civic League of Maine's list 
of 1992 legislative initiatives 
is the formation of a Welfare 
Fraud Investigative Unit 
within the state Department 
of Audit, said Executive 
Director Jasper Wyman. 
The conservative group 
also wants the state to review 
sales tax exemptions that . 
Wyman said result in the loss 
of $30 million of state 
revenue each year. He said 
he's willing to allow his 
group's tax-exempt status to 
be reviewed as well. 
The league also called for 
an investigation of the state's 
anti-drug agency and urged 
the state to move slowly in 
the privatization of the state's 
liquor stores, lottery and 
mental health institutions. 
, 
A quick look at Maine's new budget 
Here are the highlights of the budget-balancing bill enacted 
by the Legislature and signed by Gov. John R. McKernan just 
before Christmas. It is designed to cut $105 million in spending 
through June: . 
• Municipal revenue sharing would be suspended in 
February to save $18 million. 
• State subsidies to local school districts would be cut by 
about $16 million, out of a total of more than $500 million this 
year. 
• General assistance eligibility requirements would be 
tightened and benefits reduced to save $4 million through June. 
• Reimbursement rates for hospitals and doctors who tteat 
patients covered by the Maine Health Program would be cut to 
save more than $3 million. 
• Smaller cutbacks would be felt in an array of social 
services to save nearly $12 million in the Department of Human 
Services. Those changes include tightening eligibility standards 
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children, increasing 
copayment levels for senior citizens' prescription drugs and 
reducing payments to doctors who accept Medicaid patients. 
• More than $16 million would come from ttansfers from 
other accounts, including $3 million from the Maine Turnpike 
Authority; revenue from various fees; and other money-making 
changes such as replacing 21 state liquor stores with privately 
run "agency" stores. 
• The appropriation for the University of Maine System 
would be reduced by $11 million. 
• The appropriation for the Maine Technical College System 
would be reduced by nearly $2 million. 
• The amount reserved for state employee health benefits 
would be reduced by more than $3 million. 
• Savings of nearly $3 million in the Public Safety Depart-
ment would include the elimination of 10 state police positions 
and the delayed replacement of 14 vehicles. 
• Nearly $2 million would be saved by gutting the compre-
hensive land-use planning program. 
• The Judicial Department would save more than $1.5 
million through a series of steps that include leaving several 
vacant judgeships unfilled and eliminating mandatory jail 
terms for drunken drivers convicted of their first offense. 
• The budgets for the Legislature and the Executive Depart-
ment would each be trimmed by about $1 million. 
• Savings of $1.5 million in the Mental Health Department 
would include plans to contract out nurSing home services at 
the state mental hospitals in Augusta and Bangor. 
• A number of boards and commissions, including the 
Maine Commission for Women and the Maine Commission on 
Mental Health, would be abolished. 
• The Maine Educational Assessment tests, standardized 
achievement tests that were part of educational reforms ap-
proved in recent years, would be eliminated next year. 
• A 0.3 percent across-the-board cut affecting most depart-
ments would be worth $1 million in savings. 
Lawyer sees Irony 
In court-fee appeal 
Superior Court Justice 
William S. Brodrick upheld 
the constitutionality of 
Maine's $300 fee for civil jury 
trials, but opponents plan to 
appeal the case. 
Ironically, that appeal is 
likely to go back before the 
same court that imposed the 
new fee. 
After the fee went into 
effect Feb. I, the Maine Trial 
Lawyers Association and the 
Maine Civil Liberties Union 
filed suit on behalf of the 14 
Maine residents who said 
they cannot afford the $300 to 
have their cases heard by a 
jury. 
State budget cuts forced 
the state Supreme Court to 




Health officials in northern 
New England are conSidering 
vaccinations of all domestic 
cats as well as raccoons in the 
wild to prevent a rabies 
epidemic from spreading 
The Associated Press 
northward from Connecticut. 
"It's going to get here, and 
we would like to be prepared 
for it in the best manner 
possible," said Kathleen 
Gensheimer, an epidemiolo-
gist with Maine's Bureau of 
Health. 
Raccoons are the prime 
carriers of the disease, which 
has reached epidemic levels 
from Virginia to Connecticut. 
Since April, 180 rabid animals 
have been found in Connecti-
cut, and more than 1,461 
rabid animals have been 
found in New Jersey. 
No specific plan has yet 
emerged to fight the disease, 
which is spread by the bite of 
an infected animal. But 
Gensheimer said one option 
is a law requiring the vacci-
nation of all cats to prevent 
them from acquiring rabies. 
In Maine, only dogs are now 
required to be vaccinated. 
Officials are also consider-
ing vaccinating raccoons in 
the wild, a strategy that's 
been adopted by New York 
and New Jersey, according to 
Gensheimer. 
Rabies is deadly once its 
painful symptoms appear, 
Continued on page 6 
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Hands-On Fly Tying Courses 
1992 Program 
Introductory Course: Jan. 7-Feb. 11 
Intermediate Course: Feb. 22-23 
For detailed information or 
to enroll please write or call:...f...-
L. L. Bean Fly Tying Course 
Freeport, Maine 04033 
1-800-341-4341 Ext. 2666 
Local: 865-4761 Ext. 2666 
Tree of Life Rings and Pendants 
An ancient symbol of productiveness, wisdom and life. ' 
Pendants Rings in 14K Gold 
Sterling silver with chain $60 Narrow: Size 7'/2 & smaller $190 
14K gold without chain $280 Size 8 and larger $225 
Rings in Sterling Silver 
Narrow $39 Wide $49 
Wide: Size 7'/2 & smaller $240 
Size 8 and larger $290 
Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please 
add 6% sales tax. VISNMC/Amex 
SKI 
american crafts 
44 Exchange Street· Portland, ME 04 10 I 
(207) 772-4880 
OPEN TILL 11 PM 
7 DAYS A WEEK! 
33 Miles North of Portland 
on the Maine Turnpike. 
jTake Exit I 2 in hJbum, 
minutes from the hJbum 
Mall Development.1 
LEARN TO SKI BETTER 
Adult Program 
6 two hour lessons. One night 
a week for 6 weeks, 7:30 pm. 
Begins week of January 6th 
" 
Re/a.r lDith an hour 
long accupressure facial 
massage and let the flower 
& plant essences awaken 










We're an ~ concept salon. 
57 EXCHANGE Sf. • PORTLAND • ENfER ON MIDDLE Sf 
Winter 
Comfort 
Warm your feet in 
Blrkenstock clogs and 
shoes! With the original 
contoured footbed, our 
winter styles provide 
warm, natural comfort. 
~lke~J I 
--======-----=:-:------= 
walk.' •• at 
your Bi,*enstoc~ store 





Winter is here. Things have slowed down 
a bit. We don't have the huge air con' 
ditioning bills or the huge staff of summer to 
pay for. So we are able to offer a lower price 
on selected items. 
iii 
II 
Announcing Katahdin's First Annual 
January White Sale. 15% off on all things 
white we have to offer. White wine, Filets of 
Sole Stuffed with Shrimp, Grilled Casco 
Bay Scallops, Lobster Spring Rolls, Fresh 
Mozzerella, Angel Hair tossed with Shrimp, 
Tomatoes & Herb Butter and Marinated 
Chicken Breasts. 
So if you're burdened by post holiday 
bills or are trying to forestall a case of 
cabin fever, we have the cure. Leave the 
dreary winter outside and get warmed up 
in our comfortable atmosphere. We're 
affordable, affable, and after your 
business. Come give us a try. 
Good Cookin', Good Prices. 
774.1740 .hu~& yc~­
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON,THURS 5PM - lOPM. FRI AND SAT 5PM - IlPM 
Continued from page 5 
with a survival rate of less 
than 1 percent. There are only 
a few cases throughout the 
United States each year in 
which humans contract the 
disease. 
Casco Bay clam 
flats reopened 
Two stretches of Casco 
Bay's clam-rich mud flats 
were reopened over the 
holidays. 
One mile of flats in an area 
on Phippsburg's western 
shore known as The Basin 
was reopened Dec. 24 by 
town selectmen. Selectmen 
said the flats were reopened 
several months early because 
local clammers complained 
too many flats were still 
closed. The Basin's flats were 
closed in May 1990 so that 
clams could grow to the 2-
inch length required for legal 
harvesting. 
In Freeport, over 15 miles 
of flats along the Harraseeket 
River were also reopened by 
the Maine Department of 
Marine Resources (DMR) 
Freeport's Shellfish Commit-
tee. They were closed in 
September after heavy rains 
because of the non-point 
source pollution that washes 
into the flats, contaminating 
the clams. 
Freeport's flats were 
reopened when a local clam 
digger volunteered to take 
water samples from the mud 
flats after any subsequent 
heavy rains. The flats would 
be closed for at least five days 
in that event. 
More snow, less 
war, helps ski areas 
The snowy, cold weather 
so far this season has been 
much better for skiing, but 
Maine ski areas see another 
advantage for their slopes 
this winter: The Gulf War is 
over. 
"Hopefully people won't 
be glued to CNN as much as 
they were," said Skip King, 
Sunday Rivets director of 
communication. 
King and officials from 
several of Maine's other ski 
areas said they saw business 
suffer a year ago, when 
breaking developments in the 
Persian Gulf kept news-
hungry people at home in 
front of their television sets. 
This year, ski areas have 
the continuing recession with 
which to contend. But even 
though skiers are a bit more 
choosy about where they buy 
lift tickets and lodge, resorts 
say sales are above levels of a 
year ago. 
Improved skiing condi-
tions also have a lot to do 
with increased business. 
Lighthouses to 
stay dim? 
When a severe storm 
ripped through the Gulf of 
Maine on the eve of Hallow-
een, the g~nerators at three 
lighthouses along the Maine 
coast were destroyed. The 
lights are now running again 
- powered by solar panels, 
which are cheaper to buy and 
maintain than electrical 
generators. 
But the solar-powered 
lights at Boon Island Light, 
Halfway Rock Light and Isle 
of Shoals Light can't be seen 
as far. Halfway Rock Light, 
for instance, can be seen 12 
nautical miles away now, 
instead of 19. 
The Coast Guard wants to 
. leave the lights that way, but 
seeks comments from 
mariners. Comments must be 
sent by Jan. 16 to: Com-
mander, First Coast Guard 
District, 408 Atlantic Ave., 
Boston, MA 02110-3350. 
Maine gets a piece 
of the rock 
Money from Maine's land 
protection fund will be used 
to preserve more than 500 
acres of land in southern and 
western Maine. 
The Land For Maine's 
Future Board will purchase . 
500 acres surrounding Mount 
Agamenticus in York County, 
a region notable for its rare 
species of trees, and 75 acres 
on Sabattus Mountain in 
Lovell, noted for its views of 
the White Mountains. 
Women Voters win 
011 recycling grant 
The League of Women 
Voters of Maine (L WVME) 
has been awarded a $37,000 
grant from the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) 
to set up collection sites for 
Greater Portland residents' 
used motor oil. 
"The EPA contacted us, 
because we've been working 
with household hazardous 
wastes for a few years now," 
said Julie Howison, the 
project's director. Howison 
said LWVME will use the 
grant to try to establish 
central collection centers in 
Portland and Westbrook, 
which don't yet collect used 
motor oil from residents. 
LWVME will also improve 
10 towns' existing collection 
sites, paying $2,000-$3,000 
apiece for a half-dozen 300-
-gallon, double-walled waste 
oil containers, and buying 
"oil only" signs warning 
against dumping anything 
but oil in the containers. 
Howison said more public 
education programs would 
follow next year. 
"Only 10 percent of the six 
million gallons of motor oil 
used annually in Maine are 
reused or recycled," she said. 
"There's a lot of oil going 
where it shouldn't - down 
storm drains, burned, into 
Casco Bay. With the recent 
state cutbacks, someone has 
to focus on these issues." 
Complaints mount 
against real estate 
brokers 
Complaints against Maine 
real estate brokers and agents 
have risen by 20 percent 
during the first four months 
of the current fiscal year. 
"We're receiving more 
complaints of brokers against 
other brokers and we've 
unfortunately had occur-
rences of brokers removing 
money from (customer) trust 
accounts," said Carol 
Leighton, director of the 
Maine Real Estate Commis-
sion. 
"And we always have 
(broker) misrepresentation 
allegations," she added. 
The regulatory agency 
received SO written com-
plaints between July 1 and 
Oct. 31, compared to 39 
complaints it received during 
the same period in 1990. The 
commission's backlog is also 
getting longer, and it is now 
working on complaints it 
received in May. 
As of the end of October, 
12,500 real estate licenses 
were on file, compared to 
14,970 two years earlier. 
Leighton said several thou-





Incidents of theft, burglary 
and vandalism have risen at 
thrift stores and donation 
boxes set up by Goodwill 
Industries and The Salvation 
Army. 
"I would assume the 
economy may be a factor in 
it," said Tom Shedlarski, 
retail director for Goodwill's 
thrift stores in Maine. At one 
donation box, he said, 
"Someone literally tried to 
pull one of the doors off." 
Good will stores and 
donation boxes in New 
Hampshire have also been 
plagued by thefts. "It's 
apparently people who steal 
./ 
to take the things to sell at 
flea markets or in their own 
stores or other consignment 
shops," said Jane Moore, 
district retail manager for the 
Merrimack Valley Goodwill 
in New Hampshire. 
Moore said it's hard to 
estimate how much money 
Goodwill loses because of 
theft, "since we don't know 
exactly what we have lost." 
People have the miscon-
ception that no harm is done 
by stealing clothes and other 
items because the organiza-
tions get the merchandise for 
free, said Shedlarski. But 
Goodwill and The Salvation 
Army use profits from the 
sale of donated clothing and 
other items to pay for a range 
of rehabilitation programs 
and support services. 
Reported I7y Paul Karr, Monte 
Paulsen and The Associated Press. 
weird news 
... Two armed, masked 
youths forced a market clerk 
to sing "Jingle Bells" while 
they robbed the store two 
days before Christmas. 
The youths entered the 
Huntington Beach, Calif., 
market and showed clerk 
Wayne Reams a lO-inch knife 
and what may have been a 
handgun, police said. They 
then ordered Reams to lie 
down and sing the Chri!>tmas 
tune while they robbed the 
store. 
Reams was not hurt. The 
youths got $188. 
... Lacquered lobsters 
were the Christmas gift of 
choice in many Nova Scotia 
living rooms this year. 
For a couple of hundred 
dollars, your favorite 
fisherman's prize crustacean 
can be embalmed and 
mounted for all to see. 
"There's a big demand for 
it this year," said taxidermist 
Brian Kluz. 
Kluz has been in the 
business for 22 years and is 
something of a perfectionist 
when it comes to giving 
lobsters immortality, even if 
they're only a shell of their 
former selves. 
Some of the bigger ones -
the 40- and SO-pound off-
shore lobsters - are as large 
as a child. But 15- to 20-
pounders make nice conver-
sation pieces, he said. In fact, 
they often replace the more 
traditional mounted deer 
heads over mantels in 
seafaring communities .• 
The Associated Press 
& other 
mistakes 
By AI Dillmon 
Risking their good names 
There's no shortage of folks willing to put their reputations 
on the line by running for Congress from Maine's 1st District. 
Besides incumbent Democrat Tom Andrews, the Republicans 
who are more or less officially in the race include adman Tony 
Payne, L.L Bean heiress Linda Bean and Rockland businessman 
John Purcell. Christian Civic League director Jasper Wyman 
dropped out last month. Wyman said he feared the GOP 
primary would be "bitter, petty and gratuitously divisive" 
because it would focus on "finger-pointing and name-calling." 
Sounds like business as usual. 
Nevertheless, some people are still not satisfied with the 
field. Dottie Chaisson McGuirk of Westbrook and Michael 
Dougherty of South Portland hope to propel themselves to the 
front of the pack in the Republican primary next June. 
McGuirk is a retired Air Force nurse who promises to focus 
on senior citizens, veterans and "getting the greed out of 
Congress." McGuirk lost a squeaker for the Westbrook City 
Council in 1989. 
Dougherty is a Maine Turnpike toll taker who wants to 
attack the "entrenched system in the <washington) Beltway." 
Dougherty ran an unsuccessful campaign for the Legislature 
last year. 
Both claim to represent "ordinary people." Neither seems 
overly concerned about having fingers pointed at them or being 
called nasty names. 
Debt causes Democratic Party shake-up 
The Maine Democratic Party has a new interim executive 
director whose first order of business is dealing with an old 
debt. 
Lennie Mullen, formerly the executive director of Rape 
Response Services in Bangor, was picked by Democratic State 
Chair Jo Karr to lead the party apparatus into this crucial 
election year. Mullen started work last month, and has had to 
prepare hastily for a presidential candidates' debate, organize 
the Feb. 23 caucuses, plan the state convention in May and 
reduce a debt that recently totaled nearly $28,000. 
Mullen replaces Andrew Schulkind who held the director's 
job for less than eight months. According to Karr, Schulkind 
was concentrating too much on politics, and not enough on 
fundraising. 
Mullen said the debt is "no big deal" and will not affect the 
'9~ campaign. She said the party fell into the red when it failed 
to send renewal notices to many of its regular contributors. That 
left unpaid bills piling up from as far back as the 1990 election. 
Mullen said the debt has already been cut to less than $13,000, 
but needs to be paid off completely "so that the Maine Demo-
cratic Party doesn't lose credibility." 
News release of the week 
State workers upset at being asked to do more work for less 
money are striking back by issuing satirical press releases 
during the time they're supposed to be performing important 
tax-supported functions. Here are some excerpts from a release 
purportedly from the governor's office, although that seems 
unlikely. 
According to the release, Governor McKernan has found a 
solution to the state's continuing budget shortfalls through "the 
sale of the Department of Professional and Financial Regulation 
to the Fleet Corp. for the sum of $125 million. McKernan said, 
'This is a brave new step in privatization.'" 
The release goes on to quote the commissioner of profes-
sional regulation, Susan Collins, explaining that an the top 
managers in the department win be made "vice presidents of 
some sort, which win help compensate for the 20 percent pay 
cut they will be forced to accept." 
The release says, "Public opinion (especially opinion of other 
state agencies which will now not have to undergo any cuts) 
was overwhelmingly in favor of the move, which will. .. give 
Fleet regulatory authority over the competition ... " 
This release might be seen as just another seething cauldron 
of resentment, poor punctuation and incomprehensible inside 
jokes if it were not for the strong likelihood the state will face 
another budget shortfall of as much as $150 million within the 
next few months. 
Our Special Finger-Pointing and Name-CaUing Hotline is llINliIable to 
receive your tips on political activities in the new yellr. Spill the beans to 
us at 775.0601, or write to this column CJlre of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 . 
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1987lSUZU TROOPER LS 
4WD, like new, 
fully equipped $11;900 
PERFORMANCE MOTORS 
MERCEDES· BENZ 
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 
TEL (207) 781·3207 
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Feeling Desperate? Out of Control? 
........ 
Make this New Year's Resolution come true! 
Unique combination of Guided Imagery 
Hypnotherapy and the newest personal change 
tecbniques to help you change your habits. 
MTbe most positive experience I've had. " MP 
• ... the pounds are going and the inner resolve is 
getting stronger ... HVL 
Dr. Katherine J. Moody 
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist 
(207) 828-4849 
LOWER LOBBY ·151 MIDDLE IT· 
• - - -- ~ - ... ~ -... I 





from $125 pair & up 
7 yrs parts & labor 
NewE~laRd 
Hi-Fi) Husic Co 
(207) 883-4173 
IS THIS THE 
NATIONAL RELIGION 
OF SWEDEN? 
Answer on January 23 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. ME 04 103 
12071 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 
Service: lOam Sunday 
Magical Music 
ChildCare provided 
25 years Of 
experience right 





51 Exchange Street 
Old Port 874-6980 
Cable Network 
week 011/3/92 
• CALL IN PORTLAND: 
Mayor Tom Allen" 
guests discuss cable 
services In Portland (1 hr) 
• THE FAMILY AFTER 
DIVORCE: Restoring the 
Family Fabric (1 hr) 
• HIGH TENSION 
ON THE CUTTING EDGE: 
Fabric artist Cynthia 
Thompson (112 hr) 
• TOKYO KONSEI: 
A Japanese musical 
performance (1 1/2 hr) 
Programs premiere Frl. 7-10pm. and are 
repealBd Sal· Mon.l-4 & 7-1Opm and 
Tues .• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Port-
land. Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth. & Scar-
borough. Channel varies In Gorham. 
UP SLUDGE CREEK 
Continued from front page 
It's a long road from the flush of a toilet to a bale of compost. 
The road begins in a system of pumping stations, sewer 
drains and septic tanks that filter and funnel an odoriferous mix 
of sewage (from toilets and septic systems), partly treated 
wastewater (from industries), and storm runoff to a central 
sewage treatment plant. 
Once at the plant, this gunk is mixed with air in huge tanks 
to stimulate bacterial breakdown. Then it's left to settle out 
mixed with polymers (man-made hydrocarbon chemicals): 
squeezed and filtered some more, and treated with lime to 
remove excess water from the waste. The extra water is treated 
again, chlorinated and pumped out into rivers and bays. The 
concentrated waste, called sludge, is trucked to a compost plant 
where it's mixed with organiC material such as sawdust or 
wood chips. Given the proper care, it soon breaks down into a 
crumbly, black, nutrient-rich fertilizer. 
Until this autumn, that's exactly how the city of South 
Portland turned two-thirds of its sewage into compost. It won't 
happen this winter, though, 
because the South Portland City 
Council voted in November to 
close the city's composting 
plant. The city's treated sludge 
will be trucked to the plant, 
then trucked out again to a 
landfill. Meanwhile, many local 
gardeners will have to look 
elsewhere for their compost. 
Sludge happens 
As Jerry Collett paced across 
the huge floor of South 
Portland's former compost 
plant, the walls resonated with 
the sound of his footsteps. On 
the empty floor, huge trucks lay 
dormant as dinosaur bones. 
Twenty feet up, cold wind 
whipped in through the empty 
squares of windows that were 
blown out by Hurricane Bob. 
"--~~~'!'I!IIII" 
"Ten years ago," he said, "there were very few houses 
anywhere near us, and a good amount of the city's sludge was 
being composted here." Today, the situation is reversed: dozens 
of homes lie in neat rows at the foot of the hill on which the 
plant sits. 
And the plant sits idle. 
Sick of sludge 
When Patricia Elgee learned about plans for a compost pl~nt 
three-quarters of a mile from her Hillcrest Avenue home in 
South Portland, she trusted engineers who said the plant's high-
tech design would be safe. After the plant began operating, 
however, her children soon contracted pneumonia, ear infec-
tions and sinus infections. She and her husband recently sold 
their home, taking a $25,000 loss to move farther away from the 
compost plant. 
"I felt I'd lose my daughter if I didn't," said Elgee. 
Laurette Haase, who lives in a housing development just 
downwind of the compost plant, also began to smell trouble 
when her daughter's allergies worsened dramatically in the 
summer of 1990. She began conducting a door-to-door health 
survey of her neighbors. "I discovered a startling number of 
cases of asthma, infection, allergies and other respiratory illness 
among the local children," said Haase. "You wouldn't believe 
"That's the mixer," said 
Collett, pointing at a mass of 
machinery covered with dust. 
'We used to move the sludge 
front-end loader scoops sludge compost In South Portland. 
along that conveyor belt, then mix it with sawdust right there." 
Sludge, according to Webster's Dictionary, is "a mixture of 
any finely powdered substance and water." To Collett, who 
operated this compost plant for the 10 years it was open, sludge 
meant something more specific the treated and filtered human 
waste. that came out the bottom of South Portland's toilets to his 
front door three times a week. Collett's plant was built as a 
prototype, one of the first in the state, to test the modem-day 
solution to sewage disposal. 
At first, it didn't solve anything. In the mid-1980s, the city 
was forced to scrap its "static pile" method - a huge pile of 
sludge cooking on the concrete floor - because the sludge 
wasn't decomposing fast enough. "The sludge was too wet," 
said Collett. '1t wouldn't dry out and compost properly. It 
would actually rain and snow in this building." 
After consulting with Woods End Laboratory in Mount 
Vernon (the Julia Child of composting recipes), the city substi-
tuted a windrow method: long rows of sludge mixed with air 
and sawdust, then turned one to four times a day by a strange 
contraption with spiky rototiller-like blades. 
''Just by changing that process, we went from being a total 
failure to being a total success," said Collett. 'We just never got 
the chance to prove it." 
H this were last winter, explained Collett, the cylindrical 
rows of sludge would heat up to temperatures of about 150 
degrees; then bacteria would break the sludge down, over three 
weeks, into a cinder-co\ored compost perfect for garden 
application. 
The city of South Portland's Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment spread that compost on parks, fields and community 
gardens last summer. 'We couldn't give it away fast enough," 
recalled Collett. 
Topsham waste experts Resource Conservation Services 
(RCS) also helped the city sell some of the 10,000 cubic yards of 
compost it was annually producing - earning thousands of 
dollars for South Portland's general fund in the process. 
'We were doing the right thing here," said the bear-like 
Collett, searching the roof of the plant with his eyes. 
'1 banged my head on the wall for years just to get this plant 
up to full capacity." The City Council's vote last November, he 
said, halted a good environmental idea in its tracks and put 
three people out of work. 
Collett traced the sudden decision to scrap his plant to the 
neighborhood's sudden transformation from a rural, industrial 
area to a residential one. 
how many kids in this area are taking cortisone - a steroid -
because they're sick. My teenaged daughter and I both need 
inhalers to breathe." 
Elgee, Haase and other local residents blamed the plant for 
health problems ranging from mold infections to joint aches to 
eye infections. In an effort to close the facility permanently, they 
organized an activist group headquartered at the Haase home. 
Group members tramped up and down Highland Avenue 
carrying petitions; combed through medical literature, zoning 
ordinances and news reports; and spoke at length before public 
hearings of the City Council. 
"This is the only compost plant in a residential neighborhood 
in the country. They're exposing people to the black plague, as 
far as I'm concerned," said Elgee. 'We're inhaling feces, 
sawdust and mold. Everyone knows that's not healthy." 
Some area residents worried about the composting process 
itself. Engineer Steve Martin singled out aspergillus fumigatus, 
the mold spores produced by decaying wood chips. Claiming 
he had discovered cases of healthy adults dying from fungal 
respiratory infections, Martin said the plant could be producing 
the infections without anyone's knowledge. 
Other neighbors worried about the decaying sludge that 
used to sit in open piles outside the compost plant. "Sewage 
contains disease pathogens; this stuff is running into our back 
yards, blowing right into our air," said Haase. "Everything 
people flush down the toilet - industrial wastes, drain cleaners 
- it all goes to the sludge plant," added Elgee. 
Although a 1978 health study by two Harvard University 
scientists agreed that the plant's emissions might pose a danger 
to these residents, South Portland's City Council decided the 
risk was minimal. The council approved the compost plant on 
condition that residents' health be closely monitored. But city 
officials later dropped this requirement after the Maine Depart-
ment of Environmental Protection decided the plant wouldn't 
create any additional risks for nearby resident~. 
Reinforcing confidence in the plant, last summer South 
Portland's City Council had approved a $1.7 million project 
made necessary by the city's switch to a better composting 
method. 
Resident Elgee blamed City Council politics for that vote. 
"The council is sacrificing the health of a few residents for 
financial reasons," she said angrily. 'We think it is immoral." 
South Portland City Councilor James Soule cited a City 
Council-rommissioned study released in October of last year to 
back the council's position. "In the ChemRisk study," he said, 
"five doctors - three of whom were family physicians of area 
residents - state conclusively that there's no health risk from 
this facility. People can believe what they want to believe, but 
we got five opinions from doctors. And they say there's no 
risk." 
Nevertheless, the City Council reversed itself in November, 
agreeing to stop all composting at the site for at least a year. 
"The plant is open, but it is not operating," said Soule after that 
vote. "This is a short-term, not necessarily a permanent, closing. 
We're merely responding to residents' concerns." 
For now, the plant will continue to serve as a sludge transfer 
point between treatment plants and landfills, though Collett 
says it may one day be converted to a garage or other public 
works building. 
Collett said storing the sludge for transfer was just as safe as 
composting it. 'We make sure the stuff won't blow away - it's 
too wet - and we treat it to kill diseases first. I've been working 
here every day for the last 10 years, and I've never even been 
sick. H there was anything wrong with it, I'd be dead by now." 
But Haase, convinced any sludge storage at all is dangerous, 
vowed she wouldn't quit until the plant is closed for good. 
As she and her neighbors worked to do it, other Maine 
citizens facing the same prospect began calling them for help. 
'What's ridiculous is that the state is conSidering building more 
of these things in Auburn, Elliot and Windham," said Elgee. "So 
those people are asking us what it's like to live near one. When 
we tell them, they are getting frantic." 
Blowing Into Windham 
'We heard the South Portland horror stories," confirmed 
homemaker and craft artist Sandy Cort, sitting in her spacious 
home on the Presumpscot River. "Odor, respiratory illness, sick 
children. That's when we sat up and asked, Why here?' We 
were concerned about our children, our aquifer, our property 
values, everything." 
. Cort and her husband Bruce became involved in community 
ISSUes after they learned the Portland Water District wanted to 
build a U-shaped sludge composting facility just across the 
river from their home. The site being considered sits only a 
quarter-mile from center Newhall- a village of farms, resi-
df'nces and small industry located where the Gambo Road 
crosses the River Road in Windham. 
Working with the water district, a consortium called North-
ern Compost Associates (NCA) had drawn up plans to erect 
three buildings on an acre of land near that crossing. NCA 
wanted to construct a rectangular processing room for handling 
and mixing the sludge, a narrow "reactor room" full of huge, 
squat vats, and a curing room where the fluffed-up compost 
would age to completion. Initially, the sludge was to be trucked' 
in from Portland and Westbrook. Future plans, however, 
allowed for possible expansion of the facility to handle more 
sludge from surrounding towns. 
"You can't tell me they don't want to make this the single 
southern Maine facility for sludge composting in a few years," 
Sandy Cort said angrily. She said that the plant might eventu-
"They're exposing people to the 
black plague, 
as far as I'm concerned. 
We're Inhaling feces, sawdust and mold. 
Everyone knows that's not healthy." 
Patricia Eigee 
ally compost more than double the volume of sludge South 
Portland's plant had handled before it was shut down. And 
these plans, charged Cort, had been kept mostly secret. "Our 
neighbor, who's on the Windham Town Council, just learned 
about this," said Cort, shaking her head. 
Once word of the sludge plant spread, though, Newhall 
citizens quickly organized. About 30 neighborhood residents 
began meeting and formulating strategy to oppose the plant's 
construction. The group gathered 900 signatures on a "no 
sludge" petition in just 10 days, then presented it to Windham's 
Town Council. 
'We're crossing our fingers and pounding the pavement," 
said Cort. 'We're really worried. 1 mean, we all draw well 
water from a large aquifer here. If sludge were to somehow get 
into it - that could be dangerous." 
H the plant had successfully navigated the appeals and 
planning process, Newhall residents would have seen more 
trucks navigating the River Road than ever before: at least eight 
per day, five of them carrying sewage sludge. The rest would 
have ferried paper, compost or bleach to and from the plant. 
"Actually, the site doesn't lie directly above Windham's 
aquifer," responded Mark McCormick, an engineer with Rhode 
Island-based New England Treatment Company (NETCO), a 
partner in the NCA venture. "The site is completely clay. Clay is 
the best possible base - it's like a natural seal. Also, we are 
totally enclosing all of the buildings. There won't be any runoff, 
because there won't be any contact with rain or snow." To 
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• All merchandise in 
Helen's Cellar 70% off 
)8S PARK ROW 
BRUNSWICK, MAINE 
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN 
COLLEGE. ACROSS FROM THE 
BIG GREY CHURCH" 
729·3907 
STORE HOURS: 9:30-5:30 
KING PINE SKI AREA 
presents 
Help support the agencies that 
. pro~!de for ~our 'r'!ell befng w~ile enjoying the 
family skiing at King Pine Ski Area In East Madison, NH. 
TO BENEFIT 
Maine Medical Center's 
Children's Miracle Network 
Jan 4th 
for more information, call: 
871-2101 
$3.00 from every Adult lift ticket and $2.00 
from every Junior lift ticket sold to a 
Cumberland County resident, will be 
donated to The Children's Miracle Network. 
10 required. 
Only 1 Hour from Portland! 
• 
lN6 PINE SKI AREA 
ROUTE 153, EAST MADISON, NH 03849 1-800-367-8897 
--.. ---- - - ----.. I 
1 0 Qzsco &y Weekly 
FREE 
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tavern with the 
activity of the Old Port. 
· *** Restaurant[favem Atmosphere 
• Homemade Foods 
• Fresh Dough Pizzas 
• World Famous caIzones 
• T-Bone Steaks 
• Game Room for Darts 
• Dally Lunch Specials start at 3.95 
• Dally Beer Specials: Happy Hour 4-7 
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130 St. John St • Portland 
"Gee Mark, ? 
Irs hard to 
believe we've 
been open a 
year already!" 
.. , .-' "b'';:;'./!I!I'~W 
'"" .. :,~...;", ., :iIi:J 
We wish to thank everyo~~ who has contributed co our recipe for 
success in our first year. We started with a generous portion 
of culinary creativity blended into a warm and relaxed cafe 
atm05phere and then added a courteous and friendly staff to 
serve it all up in a cheerful manner. Won't you please help us to 
improve upon our recipe in 1992! 
Walur Loeman ~\~f{) Mark Loring 
_W·WM_ 






Need a Private 
Dining Room with 
Great Food G Ambiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 
M-Fll:30 am-9 pm ; Sat 5-9:30 pm· SUD.5-8 pm 
UP SLUDGE CREEK 
Continued from page 9 
prevent spills, leaks or ruptures, McCormick said every con-
tainer of sludge would be watertight and double-shelled (like a 
double-hulled oil tanker). 
Told about those precautions, Bruce Cort looked up from a 
wooden table where he was helping six Cub Scouts build 
terrariums. "I'm still not convinced it's safe. How did we ever 
get so lucky?" he asked. 
The site was chosen, said engineer McCormick, because 
much-needed services were located nearby. "There are wood 
chips right on the site from Black Mountain Hardwoods," he 
said. "There is hauling equipment next door; and Portland 
Water District is an abutter. Also, this is an industrial zone. It's 
permitted for this kind of use." 
But Windham Code Enforcement Officer Roger Timmins 
disagreed with McCormick on that rount. Timmins ruled that 
the sludge plant was a special exception to the zoning ordi-
nance - so unusual, even on industrial land, that an appeals 
board had to consider the application first before the town's 
planning board rould. Before those boards met to decide the 
rompost plant's ultimate fate, NCA withdrew its application to 
build it. 
"We're not anti-industry," noted Sandy Cort. "Newhall has a 
long history of industry. But it has to be rompatible with 
homes. This wasn't. Also, future industries may not have 
wanted to move in next to a sludge treatment plant. You have 
to do these things appropriately. If they're already processing 
the sludge at treatment plants in industrial areas, why not just 
expand those facilities? That would be fair. Bringing Portland's 
sludge here would not have been fair." 
''The responsible thing to do" 
The latest entry into the sludge sweepstakes - and the chief 
reason South Portland and the Portland Water District have 
suddenly reconsidered their compost plans - is Regional 
Waste Systems (R,WS), the quaSi-municipal waste agency that 
turns trash into electricity for 31 Maine rommunities. 
On Nov. 15, RWS unveiled its own plans to berome the 
region's one-stop sludge handling facility. IT built, an RWS 
facility rould replace both Portland's and South Portland's 
rompost plants. 
"We're examining RWS closely," said Joseph Taylor, Port-
land Water District's director. 
"We are also looking at alternatives to our composting 
plant," said South Portland Assistant City Manager Jeff Jordan. 
He said the city would carefully study any RWS proposal 
before deciding whether to permanently replace the troubled 
Highland Avenue plant. "Handling sludge and the cost of 
doing it are our main roncems," said Jordan. "Composting isn't. 
IT RWS handled the sludge, they rould bum, rompost, spread, 
or do whatever they chose with it." 
"When you flush the toilet, you're 
responsible for what comes out the other 
end. So I feel that building the plant is the 
socially responsible thing to do." 
Hank Chalklln 
RWS director Charles Foshay said his rompany rouldn't 
guarantee it would compost the sludge. "Cost is a big part of 
our decision," said Foshay, "followed by environmental 
integrity and public acceptance. Re-use or romposting .is best, 
but right now we're not closed to any option." 
''Why throw sludge into the ocean or the air, or bury it," 
asked NCA engineer McCormick, "when we can make a 
beneficial product out of it? The Environmental Protection 
Agency calls this a beneficial re-use. It's not just disposal, it's 
recycli ng." 
Black Mountain Hardwoods ro-owner Hank Chaiklin, who 
owns the parcel of land in Newhall everyone was fighting over, 
sports a ponytail and lays out copies of PeaceTalk magazine on 
the desk in his reception office. He doesn't want local 
composting to stop, either. 
"This is how new technologies get tried out," said Chaiklin, 
standing in his lumberyard as a worker planed boards in the 
background. "When you flush the toilet, you're responsible for 
what romes out the other end, and this is an opportunity to 
replace lost topsoil. That's a very serious issue. So I feel that 
building the plant is the socially responsible thing to do." 
''What South Portland generates, South Portland should 
handle," said former compost plant operator Collett, who's seen 
three of his fellow workers laid off in the past several months. 
"There's no rompost that doesn't smell a little; look what it's 
made of. People think that when they flush the toilet it's gone, 
you don't ever have to deal with it again. But it's not true. And 
we were very successful at turning that waste into a useful 
product." • 
Paul Iv,," is a reporter for Casco Bay Weekly. 
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THIS SEASON GIVE 
A GIFT THAT'S 
"FASHIONABlY 
CORRECT" 
-100,.. Cotton white t-shirt 
f~turing two-color logo ... 
$10 (tie-dyed at extra charge) 
-WMPG collectable coffee 
mugs ... $6. 
-Bumper sticker free with 
each order. 
-Multiple purcahse discount 
availbale. 
-To order call 780-4943, 24hrs. 
Wise 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABliSHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
• • ·WE PAY CASH •• • 
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95per gram 
Bln(-SELL-T1UUOE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St., Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 
155 Front St., Bo.th 
1 n Water St., 
Augusta 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
Piecing together. the place we call home 
Each week, usually in the space at right, CBW photographer TO.nee 
Harbert presents something he's "seen" somewhere in Greater Portland. It's 
his way of sharing why he loves living here. _ 
could melt the polar icecaps. 
Portland landscape architect Theo Holtwijk believes that places like these 
are the real landmarks of our lives - as important, if not more important, 
than any officially designated landmarks. 
• Nowhere is the passage of time noted more carefully than in The 
Portland Room of the Portland Public Library, where the fine folks who run 
the place always have time to answer a question. But you'd better have 
time, too, because asking a question here is like pulling a piece of yam out 
of a sweater - a whole afternoon's worth of Portland history unravels with 
every answer. '''These special places are important," says Holtwijk, "because they help us 
'find' our way around the city every day." They can be so important, he says, 
that we even "go out of our way (perhaps unconsciously) just to see them 
once more." 
• Just at sunset, catch the view from the 1-295 bridge as an airplane 
passes overhead and decends from a flaming sky to settle amidst the 
multicolored lights of the Jetport runway. 
Holtwijk has organized a project he calls "My Favorite Portland," in 
which he is seeking out both well-known landmarks and little-known alleys. 
• And perhaps my personal favorite Portland was one night I spent 
sitting in a cab at the Greyhound bus station, waiting for a fare. It was 3 a.m. 
Here are my nominations: 
• At dawn, there's no better place to be than on the deck of a Casco Bay 
Lines ferry en route from Peaks Island to Portland. The cold air gives your 
breath substance, and the sun, crawling out of the eastern sea, gives it light. 
As the boat swings to port and noses up the river, the red brick city reaches 
down to welcome you ashore. 
. It was Veteran's Day. As the engine of the old 
Chrysler coughed up an idle, a veteran driver 
from the cab behind mine told me why he'd 
been driving the streets of Portland ever since he got back from Vietnam: "I 
grew up here," he said. "I get tired sometimes, but 1 never really get bored 
of looking at the city." 
• In the Reiche School playground, a giant tree looms high above the 
swing sets. Children swirl around it like crazy insects. Their tiny hands 
clutch the rough of its massive trunk. Their sneakered feet chase the fleeting 
freedom that fades when the school bell rings, that dies when they go inside, 
where there are grown-ups instead of trees. 
Where's your favorite Portland? 
• At Marcy's Diner on Free Street, you can have lunch in the 1950s. The 
food is as unremarkable as the decor, but Marcy says "Thank you" to every-
one, there's always a card game (usually cribbage) underway, and Mark - a 
regular fixture at the counter - will let loose with a laugh so warmhearted it 
Holtwijk is trying to piece together a collective vision of the city. And all 
you have to do to play is write a one-paragraph explanation of why you like 
a certain place, and take a photograph of it. Submit them both (photos will 
be returned) by Jan. 18 to: Theo Holtwijk, c/o SMRT, P.O. Box 618, Portland, 
ME 04104. Then join Holtwijk at the Portland Museum of Art later this 
month to see them all. 
Until then, just enjoy the place. 
(mp) 
The education thing: a least-cost plan 
• By Jasen Wilkins 
I attend the University of Maine because, like 
most of my fellow students, I can't afford to go 
anywhere else. This fall I watched Governor 
McKernan push for a useless $100 million turnpike 
while pleading that he had no choice but to raise my 
tuition. It was the third increase I have faced in three 
years. Whole programs are being cut left and right. I 
was confused. Didn't we elect an Education Presi-
dent? Doesn't every politician in America say that 
good schools are a top priority? Something was 
fishy. I bought a few newspapers and did some 
research. 
What I discovered - it was so obvious, I'd 
missed it! - is that nobody in this country cares 
about education half as much as they care about 
money. When the budget axe must fall, it invariably 
drops first on schools. Tell Johnny's parent that his 
classes will be twice as large next year - well, 
they'll grumble and shrug, but they'll put up with it. 
Tell them that their taxes need to be raised, and they 
just might vote a legislator or two out of office. 
These are our priorities. It's easier to cheat our 
children out of decent learning than to start paying 
for what they need. 
Now Maine Times tells me that the school year is 
likely to be trimmed because every day that classes 
do not meet saves the state $2 million. As a newly 
enlightened citizen and student, I say that such a 
measure does not go nearly far enough. If we are to 
remain faithful to our traditional American values 
- expediency, greed and conspiCUOUS consumption 
- then we must stop being hypocrites when it 
comes to education. 
Here are a few humble suggestions: 
• Let's cut teacher salaries by at least 50 percent. 
They're always complaining that they don't make 
enough, but they only work nine months out of the 
year, for crying out loud! Besides, they tend to form 
unions and make a fuss when their retirement funds 
are used to balance the budget. Let's get serious and 
reduce their salaries to the poverty level so that only 
the most dedicated men and women will want to 
enter the profession. It works for nuns, so why not 
teachers? 
• George Bush's idea about letting parents choose 
which public school their child attends should be 
put into action immediately. That way those of us 
who care about good education (and can afford it) 
will be able to keep the darlings away from bad 
citizen 
influences - that is, 
poor kids. They 
tend not to come 
from the main-
stream of America, if you know what I mean (non-
whites). Why mix the good with the bad? Let's find 
out where our education dollars can net the highest 
return and fund accordingly. 
• It is forever being pointed out that there are too 
many students and not enough teachers. The answer 
is obvious: The kids must go. It's time to abandon 
that old lie about public education giving every 
child an equal shot at success. Some have what it 
takes and some don't. Why not admit it? Let every 
high school freshman be given a comprehensive 
scholastic examination. Only those scoring in the top 
10 percent should be allowed to continue through 
high school and then college. The rest can be put to 
work early - all high schoolers seem to have jobs 
now as it is. Perhaps there could even be organized 
youth farms, places where our youngsters could 
learn how to respect authority and value hard work. 
It would be good training, preparing them for a life 
of cooking our meals and pumping our gas. (Some-
body has to work in the factories!) 
If all this sounds a bit extreme, think of the 
results! Every student would be an honor student. 
SAT scores would skyrocket to levels that even the 
cursed Japanese could never match. Our public 
universities would truly be institutions of higher 
learning, where the elite would lean back in padded 
chairs, sipping martinis and thinking about running 
for Congress one day. How refined it would be, how 
Old World! (Yes, Mr. "Skull and 'Bones" Bush, I can 
see your mouth watering.) With the money saved 
the governor could afford to give every single 
taxpayer a new VCR. 
Best of all, most of the population wouldn't be 
able to read a newspaper and be bothered by what 
the government is up to. 
Honestly, thisjs political gold. Jock McKernan, I 
await your call. (Just don't call collect, I can't afford 
it this year.) • 
Jason Wilkins is pursuing a useless education. 
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Change Maine 
hunting laws 
The day was blissfully 
kind. The sun shone down in 
favor casting a warm glow. I 
knew it was the perfect day 
to get out and enjoy a walk 
before the harshness of 
winter deals its cruel blows of 
restraint and confinement. 
Indeed, it was a great day to 
be alive. 
As my dog and I stood at 
the entrance of Ferry Beach 
State Park, I felt a special 
comfort when I read the "No 
hunting" Sign. With every-
thing seemingly perfect, I set 
out to enjoy the park. I was 
into my walk less than two 
minutes When I heard a 
shuffling of leaves in the 
woods along one side of the 
road. At first glance I saw 
obscured movement, but the 
color of that movement was 
clearly burning orange - to 
my aghast (sic) the woods, 
within a mere 50 feet of me 
was full of hunters. ' 
Sensing danger I pulled 
my dog in close. He is quite 
tall and he has a preference 
for curling his tail over his 
back - its underneath is 
White. A sickening fear 
overpowered me, for I half 
expected a sudden shot to 
ring out in my direction. My 
fears were rational and well-
founded when in a flash of 
truth my mind summoned 
forth the victims of death due 
to hunter negligence in 
Maine; conceivably, a similar 
fate could befall myself. 
I felt an urgent and 
immediate need to get away 
and shook from relief back in 
my car. When safe at home, I 
suddenly was aware of a new 
feeling, one of resentment 
because I felt cheated. 
Undeniably I was cheated of 
my right to enjoy and walk 
freely without the fear of 
being shot down in my own 
tracks. 
Later I contacted my state 
representative and submitted 
my case for the need to 
change Maine hunting laws. 
A change to protect the 
innocent from the reckless-
ness of hunters - a change in 






My letter regards your 
''Weird News" coverage of 
the alleged sexual assault of a 
Hawaiian woman who while 
being forced to engage in oral 
sex "took a bite out of crime" 
(CBW 12.5.91). 
You said yourself in the 
article that this woman was 
attacked and then forced 
under threat of death to 
engage in oral sex with a man 
she had only just met in a bar. 
Your humorous treatment of 
the issue showed an insensi-
tivity to these facts that was 
shocking if not inhuman. 
Humor about an issue this 
serious only spreads insensi-
tivity and misunderstanding 
about the serious issue of 
sexual assault. Daily, women 
must deal with the fact that 
they are unsafe walking 
alone, or even in small 
groups. They must live with 
the knowledge that one out of 
every five of them will be 
raped during her lifetime. 
Already, only 50 percent 
of rapes are ever reported, 
and of those reported, only 40 
percent result in arrests. It's 
no wonder women hesitate to 
report these crimes when 
they are met with the insensi-
tivity demonstrated by your 
paper. If the words of your 
article represented the 
opinion of the detective who 
covered the case and not your 
own, you had no need to 
reinforce them. Once printed, 
they represent your paper, 
and are disseminated 
throughout an entire commu-
nity. 
I hope that in the future 
you may be more responsible 
with your coverage of an 






Don't shut out the 
mentally ill 
I just finished reading 
"Parkside takes Ingraham to 
court" {CBW12.12.91),and I 
was so angry I almost threw 
the paper into the wood 
stove. The Parkside Neigh-
borhood ASSOciation is doing 
everything possible to block 
development of a mental 
illness/drug dependency 
treatment center in its 
neighborhood. Ing~aham 
Volunteers doesn't need a 
court case draining its limi ted 
funds and energies, and the 
Parkside residents don't need 
to act like snobs. 
One resident suggested 
that if group homes keep 
moving into the area, his 
neighborhood "will look like 
the back of City Hall." I am a 
person with a mental illness. 
Although I have never lived 
in a group home, I have 
received residential treatment 
at Jackson Brook Institute and 
Portland's Crisis Stabilization 
shelter. Neither of these 
places looks like the back of 
City Hall. Neither do the 
group homes of my friends. 
Neither does the home I own. 
I pay my taxes, shovel my 
driveway in winter, and live 
quietly with my partner and 
my cats. No one in my town 
or at work has complained 
about my behavior. 
Most likely we all know 
psychiatrically disabled 
people; we simply may not 
realize it. H the Parkside folks 
think they're about to be 
inundated with drOOling, 
homicidal drug addicts, 
- - . 
• By Tonee Harbert 
they're sadly mistaken. 
David Turner accused 
Ingraham Volunteers of 
eva?ing zoning laws by 
callIng the proposed facility a 
"handicapped family unit." 
The law, quite properly, 
recognizes emotional disabili-
ties as handicaps. I have 
received the same assistance 
and federal benefits granted 
to people who are physically 
handicapped. A disability is 
often harder to understand 
and easier to discriminate 
against when it cannot be 
seen. 
Mr. Turner insists, "It's 
time to draw the line some-
where." Drawing lines is 
what keeps us apart. We've 
finall y realized that people in 
wheelchairs aren't monsters. 
It's time we extended the 
same courtesy to those of us 
with psychiatric problems. 
I'm asking the residents of 
Parkside to face their fears of 
the unseen and welcome the 
proposed treatment center. 




Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
The Casco 
Entertainment Bay Weekly 
Calendar: 




Submissions for Entertainment Weekly get Involved 
sections must be received In writing on the 
Thunday prior to publication. Send your and stay 
Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen 
L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., amused. 
Portland, ME 04101. 
• It's the day after New 
Year's. So take it easy. 
Mosey on down to the 
Wrong Brother'S Pub at Port 
Billiards for an acoustic 
open microphone night 
with Bill Cameron at 8 p.m. 
You can play or just listen. 
The music is free, the beer 
cheap. Kick back and relax. 
Call 775-1944 for more info. 






Hear man play till he's 
. blue In the face Friday, Jan. 3. 
HOMEMADE 
SOUPS 
Most Meu Items 
Under $3.95 
SPAGHETTI 
wI MEAT SAUCE 
Garlic Bread & Salad 
$3.50 
Enl,·rtdinOlml (> Night-
S~,· Li.ting- or c.1I fnr infn. 
walkers and Maine Guides 
Garrett and Alexandra 
Conover will share their 
amazing 350-mile journey 
following the old Hudson 
Bay Company trading route 
across Ungava, in far 
northern Quebec near the 
border of Labrador. Come 
hear how the couple 
snowshoed for two months 
unaided by food drops or 
outside assistance. The talk 
is free at Casco Street 
Conference Center, 
Freeport. Call 865-4761, ext. 
7800, or 800-341-4341, ext. 
7800, for more winter talk. 
• Luther Guitar Junior 
Johnson, award-winning 
Chicago blues wizard, will 
strum all your blues away 
tonight at 9 at Raoul's, 86!:! 
Forest Ave. Tix are $6. Call 
773-6886 for 
details . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. THE MOVIES · . . 
JAN 1-5 WED-FRI 7, 9 
SAT 1,7:15 
TERMINI SUN 1 
STATION 
JAN 4-7 SAT 3, 9:15 
SUN 3 
SUN-TUES 7, 9:1S 
LE FEMME NIKITA 
JAN 8-14 WED-TUES 7, 9 
SAT·SUN1,3 
HANGIN' WITH 
THE HOME BOYS 
10 &chan Sr., Portland 17I-9600 
• Dead composers: They're 
his specialty. Tonight at 8, 
the incomparable Isaac 
Stern will grace the stage of 
Portland City Hall Audito-
rium with the PSO. Stern, 
recognized worldwide as 
one of the foremost violin-
ists of this century, was also 
an originating member of 
the National Endowment 
for the Arts, and is the 
president of Carnegie Hall, 
having spearheaded drives 
to save it in 1960 and to 
restore it in '86. In Israel this 
past year, Stern took off his 
own gas mask to play to a 
masked audience expecting 
celestial music as well as 
other surprizes from the sky 
more chemical in nature. 
Think how lucky you are! 
The only airborne detritus 
the auditorium has to offer 
is chipped paint. So seize 
this opportunity to hear 
Stern play Mozart's Sonata 
in D Major, Beethoven's 
Sonata in F Major, Webern's 
Four Pieces for Violin and 
Piano, Dvorak's Romance in 
f minor and Brahms' Sonata 
No.3 in d minor. Robert 
McDonald, who appeared 
last season with Midori, will 
accompany Stem. Tix are 
$12, $22, $32 and 
$40. Call the 
Portland 
Concert 
tion at 772-8630 for stem 
guidance. 
• Future jazz virtuosos 
Alan Nevew /K. Barry 
Saunders Quintet - USM's 
and UNH's most marvelous 
student jazz musicians -
will play two sets of their 
offbeat sounds tonight (and 
Jan. 3) at 9 & 11, at cafe no, 
20 Danforth St. There's a $5 
cover. Call772-8114 for 
more of the beat. 
• Budding naturalists, look 
sharp! Here's your chance 
to volunteer as a naturalist 
guide for Maine Audubon's 
annual Winter Walks 
Program, a hands-on 
endeavor that helps partici-
pants of all ages explore the 
variety of plant and animal 
responses to survi ving 
Maine winters. The pro-
gram runs weekly, Wednes-
day through Friday, Jan. 8-
March 27. Volunteer 
training is scheduled for 
Jan. 5 from 3-4:30 p.m. and 
Jan. 6,7& 8 from 9:30-noon. 
Maine Audubon is located 
at Gilsland Farm, Route 1, 
Falmouth. Call 781-2330 for 
more guidelines. 
ISAAC STERN, Violin 
Robert McDonald, Piano 
Saturday, January 4, 8:00 pm 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
Open the New Year with 
wonder; experience the magic 
of a true living legend. 
Tickets: $12, $22, $32. $40 
Sponsor: 
c::::fY GOUWS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT. INC. 
~ Portland Concert Association 
IIJilml 262 Cumberland Avenue Portland. Maine 0410 I PC\. (207) 772-8630 8O().639·2707 (800 numbc1' donucd br 
• lnns ~ North) 
Cheap thrill: Statehouse pen pal 
Strippers in Portland, school cuts, BIDE -
Our culture's in a wretched slide. 
Our legislators we must correct, 
Else be the object of benipn neglect. 
Grab a pen; don't be shy ... 
Tell them that they've gone awry. 
This New Year's make a firm demand: 
Write a letter. Take a stand! 
• Monday meditation: 
Friends of the Western 
Buddhist Order will offer a 
meditation followed by tea 
and a short period of 
chanting every Monday, 
beginning today, from 7:15-
9:15 p.m. in Room 313, 222 
Saint John St., Portland (in 
the old Maine Central 
Railroad Building). Basic 
instruction will be given to 
anyone unfamiliar with 
meditation. It's free. For 
more info, call Don or 











Buy any take out 
sandwich and 
receive a free 
medium coffee 
with this ad 
All. DAY BREAKFAST 
SAlURDAY &.. SUNDAY 
6AMT02PM 
Breakfast Mon-Fri 6AM to 11 AM 
Lunch Mon-FrillAM-2PM 
98 Porttand Street 
Opposite MaIn Post Office 
Porttand 773-2096 
• Kurt Nikkanen, at age 26 
one of the world's leading 
young violinists, will 
perform with the PSO 
tonight at 7:30 at Portland 
City Hall Auditorium, 
where he'll be the soloist in 
Beethoven's Violin Con-
certo. The orchestra wiIl 
also perform the Intermezzo 
from Schmidt's opera 
"Notre Dame" and Elgar's 
Enigma Variations. 
Nikkanen wiIl discuss 
Beethoven's concerto at a 
free preview at 6:30 p.m. in 
the auditorium at 30 My.rtle 
St. Tix are $10, $17, $23 and 
$28; make your reservations 
by calling 773-8191. 
• Winter hiking: The folks 
at L.L. Bean want to prepare 
you for a day on the trail. 
Tonight from 7:30-8:30, 
they'll help you compose a 
clothing and equipment 
checklist and will offer 
advice on what to eat and 
drink in the great outdoors 
as well as what to expect on 
the trail during the day. The 
class is free at the retail 
store in Freeport. Call 865-





Classu start Jan. 6 
• Beginning 
-Adwmced 
- Adult (I Children 
• The family that smelts 
together: Tonight from 7:30-
8:30, Maine Guide and L.L. 
Bean staffer Dave Kelley 
will share his smelting 
secrets and show how this 
winter pastime can be 
enjoyed by the whole 
family. He'll cover where, 
when and how to catch 
smelt, as well as what 
equipment to use. It's free at 
the retail store in Freeport. 
Smell out more details by 
calling 865-4761, ext. 7800. 
• Something new at the no: 
Tonight at 7:30 & 10, 
Portland's own 
Devonsquare will celebrate 
its new Atlantic recording, 
"Bye Bye Route 66." This 
break in the cafe's usual 
jazz programming comes to 
you courtesy of 
Devonsquare and the 
groovy management of cafe 
no, who decided that the 
album, with some of its 
tunes inspired by Allen 
Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, 
lent itself to the beat-
flavored atmosphere the 
cafe provides. The show's 
$10 tix are on sale in ad-
vance at 20 Danforth St. Call 









OPEN UNTIL 7 PM WED & THURS 
MON-FRI 8-5· SAT 9:30-5· SUN 12-5 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND· 761-3930 
• Figure on 3 Views Gallery 
for a great show of "Figura-
tive Works" by artists Anne 
Alexander, Grant Drum-
heller, Charles Oakes, 
Robert Shetterly, John 
Ventimiglia & Michael 
Waterman. The show will 
feature different styles of 
figurative works, from the 
realistic to the abstract, in 
different media. The gallery 
will hold an opening 
reception tonight from 6-9 
p.m., but you can also view 
the show at 112 High St. in 
Portland through Feb. 10. 
Gallery hours are Friday & 
Saturday from 9-5, Sunday 
from 12-5, and by appoint-
ment. Call 781-4291 to 
fi \ gure out more. 
People hesitant to call a 
dating service-until they 
learned about the 
NEW WAY TO 
MEET IN THE 9Oa. 
WI "".y know someone specilJ.l 














tonight at 9 
at Raoul's, 
865 Forest 
Ave. Tix are 
$5 at the 






• great music 
• great beer & wine 
• January 3 & 4 
Alan Nevew & Barry 
Saunders Quintet 
• January 9 
Portland's own 
Devonsquare, in a 
surprise appearance. 
Call for details 




Friday· January 3 
• Luther · 
"Guitar Junior" 
• Johnson . 
Tix $6· 9PM 
-• Coming January 8 . Dave Mason. 
• & His Band .. 
16 Ouco &y Wtd1y 
• 
Model Food Importers and Distributors 
Food and Wines From Around the World 
113-115 Middle St., Portland ME O4101-4lO4 - (207) 774-3671 
.. 
~~\. 
Maine's 1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
OUdie!' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers In Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of '1,_$ __ _ 
S Portland Pier 0 
772-4828 
< sf < 
roRT£A~D SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR 
"ALLABOARDTHE ORIENT EXPRESS" 
wilh RHEE MICHELLE, so 
SATURDAY ..\ JANUARY II ..\ 8:00PM 
SUNDAY ..\ JANUARY 12..\ 3:00PM 
Selections from "Gigi" and 
"My Fair Lady", Carnival of Venice, 
Strauss' Tales from the Vienna Woods, 





PSO 67Tll SEASON 1991·1992 
LOADS OF DESIRABLE 
DRESSES· GOWNS· FORMALS 
COATS·SUITS·JACKETS·LEATHERS 
LINGERIE· SEPARATES· JEWELRY 
DYEABLE SHOES & BAGS· VEILS 
50% AND MORE OFF 
AT BERNIE'S FASHIONS 
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS 
SALE 
RRR 
(SALE PRICES DO NOT APPLY TO 
PREVIOUS PURCHASES OR LAYAWAYS) 
FIXTURES-LIGHTING-FURNITURE 
MANNEQUINS-DISPLAYS FOR SALE 
ALL SALES FINAL SIZES 3 TO 24 
CASH· CHACKS • A.E. CARDS ONLY 
OPEN DAILY 10 TO 5:30 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
~~tt,U;~ JlL~~~';~~ 
492 CONGRESS ST. MONUMENT SQUARE INTOWN PORTLAND 
Entertainment Hangln' with the HomeboYI' Too young to care too much about adu~ deport-ment, lhe boys lrom the Bronx cruise inl0 
Manhattan lor a rambling night out. The 








Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dales effective Jan 2-8 
Cape r=eer(R) 
7:10,9:50 
Star Trek IV (pG) 
1 :45, 4:15, 7, 9:25 
Flevel 00 .. W .. t (G) 
1 :20,3:20, 5:10 




For the Boys (R) 
6:45,9:40 
All I Want for Chrtstma. (G) 
1,2:55,4:50 
Father of the Brtde (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:35, 9:50 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 CIar1<'s Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dales effective Jan 2-8 
My Qlrt (PG) 
1 :20,4:30, 7:10, 9:30, 11:50 
FI.her King (R) 
12:50,3:40,6:30,9:20,12:20 
Beauty and the Beast (G) 
11 :30, 12:30, 1 :45,2:45, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8,9,9:45 






12:30, 3:30, 6:45, 9:45, 12:25 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 








Wed-Fri 7, 9 
Sat 1,7:15 
Sun 1 
La Femme Hikita 
Jan 4-7 
Sat 3, 9:15 
, Sun 3 
Sun-Tun 7, 9:15 
Hantln' with the Homeboys 
Jan 8-14 
Wed-Tues 7, 9 
Sal-Sun 1,3 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and M iddIe streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dales effective Jan 3-9 
Matinees on Fri, Sat & Sun 
The Commltmen~ (R) 
1 :10,7:35,9:45 
EurolNl. EurolNl (R) 
1 :30, 7:20, 9:20 
Rambling ROM (R) 
1:20, 7:30, 9:40 
My Mother'. c..tIe 
1 :40, 7:10,9:10 
Antonia and Jane 
1 :45,7,9:25 
Man In the Moon 
1, 7:15, 9:45 
Hook version 01 "Peter 
which he's g rown up and wants 10 retum 
to Nevemever Land, Directed by Steven 
Spielberg, starring Robin Williams as 
Peter, Julia Roberts as Tonkerbell and 
Duslin Hoffman as Captain Hook. 
The Adda_ Family Charles Addams' 
bizarro larrily tries to locate Gomez's Iong_ 
lost brother Fester through a seance, The 
attempt brings on the advances 01 an 
unscrupulous woman who tries to take 
control 01 the !arrily lortune. Directed by 
Barry Sannenlefd, starring RaulJuia, M-
gelica Huston and Christopher Uoyd, 
Internatlonel Toumee of Animation A 
series 01 animaled rims not fit lor the 
young, gathered from around the globe 
and promiSing to be outlandish. 
JFK Director Oliver Stone rehashes the 
story that unceasingly captivates the 
American imagination, Kevin Costner 
plays Jin Garrison,the DA who believes 
he has uncovered the truth about the 
massive conspiracy involved in lhe 
president's assassination, 
AlII Want for Chrlatm .. Two New York 
City children want to bring together their 
estranged parents lor the holiday sea-
son. Staning Leslie Nielsen, Lauren Bacall, 
Ethan Randall and Thora Birch. 
Antonia and Jene Two childhood lriends 
decide to keep a lunch tryst once every 
year despite the many vicissitudes which 
set their ives as adu~s, 
Beeuty end the new 
mated extravaganza based on the lairy 
tale. 
Bug~ Based on the lile 01 the flamboyant 
gangster Bugsy Siegel. Driven by his love 
lora woman, hecreated agarrbling mecca 
in the mid- '409 known as Las Vegas, 
Warren Beatty and Mnette Bening star. 
Cepe Fear M ex-con terrorizes the lamily 01 
a lawyer who lailed to keep him out 01 jail 
years earlier. Stars Robert De Niro, Jessica 
Lange, Nick No~e and Robert Mijchum. 
The Commitments DirectorAJan Park .... s 
rMississlppl Buming." "Midnight Ex-
press, lale 01 an Irish rock band dellOted 
10 black American soul music, 
Euro .... Euro ... Based on the real-lile 
experiences 01 Solomon Pere/, a Getman 
Jew who immigrated in 1938 to Poland at 
the age 01 13, became one 01 the Hitler 
Youth and eventually ran away to join 
forces with the Russians, 
La F .... m. HIkita Punk, addicled and 
convicted 01 kiling a cop, Niklta is saved 
from her death sentence by an under-
ground government agency which lrains 
her to become a political kiler. A sensi-
tive lover and a chance lor a new lile, 
however, bring her loyalties into connie!. 
Fath ... of the Bride Two parents oversee 
the frantic wedding 01 their daughter. 
Diane Keaton and Steve Martin team up 
In this remake 01 the 1950 original. 
Flew .. 0_ w.t Fievel, an immigrant 
mouse,leaves New York City 10 find new 
friends and edventure in lhe Wild West. 
Mimated, with the voices 01 James 
Stewart, John Cleese and Dom Deluise, 
FI8h ... King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical 
deejay attempting to redeam himse/lwith 
the hefp 01 Perry (Robin Wil~ams), a char-
ismatic, visionary street person and lormer 
prolessor 01 medieval history. 
UNI 1N_l:i8Ile Midler stars as a 
singer-whose OO-yearcareerspans World 
War II through the Vl8!nam War. Actor 
James Caan Is the other haH 01 her ram-
bunctious singing team. 
Th. La.t WoBis plays 
ex-CIA agent who teams upwitha lormer 
lootball player (Demon Wayans) to solve 
a murder involving the athlete's gin friend, 
Ultimately, the pair uncover a web 01 
intrigue surrounding crooked pojijicians 
and various criminal elements attempt-
ing 10 legalize pro football gant>ling. 
Men In the Moon In a small Louisiana 
town, two sisters making the passage 
into adu~hood conlrontthelr love lor the 
same man. 
My Olrl A young gin whose mother has 
died, and whose lather Is a funeral direc-
tor, is obsessed with death untH she and 
her best friend leam about tile and she 
can accept herlath .... s new woman lriend, 
Starring Macauley Culkin, Dan Akroyd 
and Jarrie Lee Curtis. 
The PeopI.Underthestal ... Ateenag .... s 
lirst-time burglary attempt gels him 
trapped inside a scary house wnh the 
terrifying soul who dwells there, 
Rambling R .... A Soulhern lamily hires an 
irrepressible young woman lrom the other 
sideolthetracks and then must deal with 
her sexual precocity, Directed by Martha 
Coolidge, starring Laura Dem and Robert 
DuVall, 
star Trek VI The valiant crew olthe Enter-
prise tries yet again to make peace with 
the Klingons - with intergalactic over-
tones olthe Mideast peace negotiations. 
TermInI Station A woman from a lamily 
tom by suicIde and drunkennessstruggies 
to keep her wits as she mutates lrom 
clerk to wanress to small-time hooker. 
The disappearance and eventual death 
01 her mother's lover reopens old lamilial 
woLn<ls and pushes the young woman 
inl0 an abyss. 
STAGE 
Comedl.n. Tim Ferrell, Jo.nne 
C"-Ie .nd Kevin Shon. love: bad 
TV, political coups, poetry, extreme emo-
tional displays, big hair, religious epics, 
tabloid journalism, contorted bodies, 
phony loreign tongue, obscure historical 
relerences, grotesque celebrities, and 
small children with puppies. They trans-
lorm these passions and any passions 
you might suggest into a two-hcur com-
edy bonanza. Just ike snowflakes, no 
twoshowsareaNke. This comedy rriracle 
unlolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the 
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right nextto Zootz), 
Just bring $3 and TIm, Joanne and Kevin 
will take you from there. Call 879-0070. 
Mystery meat 
.ne Boardwalk Melody Hour Murders 
Mystery Cafe at The Baker's Table 
414 Fore St., Portland 
Every good cook knows the feeling of having produced 
"ingredient soup" - a pinch of this and a dash of that and 
perhaps a little more oregano and touch of this gray powder and a 
little more soy sauce and - Good gracious, Henrietta! Is that a 
stew or a stinking cornucopia? Innovation is not always welcome 
in the kitchen. Stick to the staples. 
Mystery Cafe has stuck to its staple: "The Boardwalk Melody 
Hour Murders" is yet another in a series of ultralight and amiable 
murder/farces, replete with sight gags, slapstick and characters in 
drag. Seven character actors commit several crimes while serving 
dinner to a hundred people. Great fun, great meat; great golly, 
let's eat. 
The basic story (written by Manhattan Repertory Company 
founder Tom Chiodo) is hyperbolically silly and somewhat 
confuSing. Yet ironically, to describe any of the action at all would 
reveal too much. Guns go off, knives are thrown, people die, stuff 
happens. The question is: Whodunnit? 
The stock Mystery Cafe answer is Youtiunnit - you, the 
audience, solve the mystery. Prizes are awarded for both accuracy 
and "boneheadedness." This is done with the help of the charac-
ters, who make repartee with (and fabricate spicy innuendo about) 
the audience while serving dinner - all of which makes for a 
fairly diverting experience. 
Take my word for it. I saw the Dec. 28 performance, and it was 
a fun, even delicious, experience. However, in a theatrical sense, it 
may not have been all that nutritious. 
The individual perfonnances ranged from the pretty good to 
the actually memorable. The cast of characters is as follows: Carol 
Chase as Queenie Malone, Jane Bergeron as Ruby Devine, David 
Blair as Sophie Davenport (you heard me), Skip Emerson as Lucky 
Larry Lame, Dennis Scott as Sammy Bambino, P. Michael 
Bourgoin as Guido Grimaldi and Wendy Marie Files as Bunny 
Babes Berringer. 
Denise Pentalescu stood in very effectively for Jennifer Libby-
Barnes in the role of Trixie Bambino. ("Pentalescu" is a spelling 
arrived at by prayer and divination. The woman herself was 
unavailable after the show, as was the rest of the crew.) 
"D." Blair (see the playbill) made a particularly deadly drag 
queen. (This is not necessarily a clue, folks.) He had the best lines, 
but he also had the best delivery. Ms. Chase was a delightful, 
comic vision of a cruel prison matron, and the lovely Ms. Bergeron 
killed (as always) in her portrayal of a spent actress. (Cast against 
stage type, of rourse!) Mr. Bourgoin, who played the "G-Man" and official crime-
solver, was perhaps a bit 
behind his lines (due to lapsed memory or poor timing), but did a 
fair job in every other respect. He is a likable and convincing 
character actor. We most definitely need to see more of him in the 
future. 
This show has few, if any, weak spots. The only thing lacking 
here is substance - meat, something to sink your teeth into, The 
Mystery Cafe fonnat entertains audiences and provides much-
needed employment for some very fine actors and actresses. 
However, the mystery aspect is somewhat diminished by the story 
fonnula, which relies too heavily on cheap gags and giddy non 
sequitur. 
People who are really serious about solving mysteries are aided 
by the fact that story elements, settings and actions have some 
basis in reality. In fluff stuff like "Boardwalk," true armchair 
detectives are only encouraged to giggle. There is a challenge here, 
but it's veiled in cotton candy. 
The implied wisdom of sticking to this mystery /farce formula 
is that people can't handle ideas over dinner - which is (excuse 
me) criminal. I believe that the average audience could solve a real 
mystery - based however loosely on real life, spun around real 
physical laws, digested with real (good) food - without all this 
attention-getting, laugh-track patter. 
Mystery Cafe may not be willing to take any chances with that 
basic recipe. It's worked very well so far, and no one else is 
complaining. However: Speaking as a person who has already 
seen two such perfonnances, I am ready for a no-kidding, by-God 
mystery. 
I don't mind laughter (I'm a Democrat), but enough is enough. 
As a steady diet, farce is poor fare. 
W.D.Cutlip 
"The M.nd ... ke" Portland Stege Com-
pany will present Its version 01 Nicc% 
Machiaveli's 1518masterpiece, in which 
young Callimaco lalls irrevocably lor the 
virtuous and manted lIJCrezia, Says PSC 
Artistic Director Richard Hamburger, "It's 
briliant comedy lhat uses wild humorl0 
ask just how lar we are willing to go to get 
what we want." Princeton University Pro-
lessor 01 History Theodore K. Rabb will 
' join PSC Dramaturg Melissa Cooper in a 
discussion lollowing the Jan 12 matinee. 
Plays Jan 7-26- Tue, Wed & Thuat7:30 
pm; Fri at 8 pm; Sat at 5 & 9 pm; Sun at2 
pm - at Portland Perfonning Arts Cen-
ter, 25AForestAve. Tix$12-$26.50, Ring 
774-0465 lor reservations. 
"Melody Hour Murde ... " al The Mystery 
Cale Dinner Theatre, Bakers Table Ban-
quet Room, 434 ForeSt, Portland. Shows 
every Saturday al 8, For inlo and reserva-
tions call 693-3063 or 1-1100-834-3063, 
AUDITION 
City Th .. ter WIll Hold Audltlone for 
-CarouHI" Jan 11 at 2 pm for children 
ages 6-12, Jan 12a13 pm lor teens ages 
13-18, Jan 12 al 6 pm lor adults. Bring 
your own music and be ready to sing. M 
aildnion workshop wil take place Jan 8. 
from 7-9 pm, at 205 Main St, Biddelord. 
Call 282-0649 lor more inlo, 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 1.2 
MIch." • Suzie Fay (acoustic R&B) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland, 772-7891 . 
MIdnIght RIder (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Th. W.veb .... k .... (R&B) Spring Point 
Cale, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-
4827. 
Open Mlc HIght with Bill C.meron 
(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
FRIDAY 1.3 
Lou Moore (acoustic guna" Bramhal Pub, 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Allan N_. Barry Sauncle ... Quintet 
(jazz) cale no, 20 Danforth St, Portland, 
772-8114. 
The Re,. (rock) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danlorth St, Portland, 871-
1579. 
MIch •• ' Danahy • Friend. (acoustic) 
Geno's, 13Bro..."St,Porttand,772-7891 . 
Chrlatoph ... Robin (rock)MooseAJIey,46 
Market SI, Portland. 774-5246. 
Midnight RIder (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Mou~on St, Portland, 774-0444, 
Luth ... Johnaon (bIues)Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
The .. nd .... (rock) Spring Point Cale, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4827. 
Pereonto Pereon(Top 40 & rock) T-Birds, 
126 N, Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040, 
Tony Boffe Trio (top 40) TIpperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
..... t Surnlfld ... (classic rock)TheWrong 
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland, 775-1944. 
SATURDAY 1.4 
Lou Moo ... (acoustic guitar) Bramhal Pub, 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Allen N._. Barry Saunders Qulnt.t 
Oazz) cale no, 20 Danlorth St, Portland. 
772-8114. 
From Good Hom.. (fiddled rock) Father 
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danlorth St, 
Portland, 871 -1579, 
The "Imoncloa (rock) plus Livingston 
(pop rock) Gene's, 13 Brown St, Port-
land. 772-7891. 
Chrlatoph ... Robin (rock) MooseAJley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Mklnlght Rlder(rock)O/d Port Tavem, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
BIqocle Thl_. (rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865ForestAve, Portland. 773-
6886, 
The .......... (rock) Spnng Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S, Portland. 767-4827. 
Pereon to Pereon (Top 40 & rock)T-Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Tony Boffe Quintet (Top 40) Tipperary 
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 
775-6161 . 
Conti" .. td 071 p"g< 18 
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CHEMFREE DANCE PARTY 
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Exercise your right to be part of Casco Bay 
Weekly's Quarterly Wellness Report. 
*89% of Casco Bay Weekly readers actively 
pursue a lifestyle designed to maintain 
good health. 
Make plans now to reach this exceptional 
market. 
DEAD1.INE: JANUARY· 17 
'r.\'mbush I'; Associalts, 1991 Rtsldu Survey, 
For rates and information, please contact: 
Maureen, Marilyn, Cary or Larry. 
551 A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 












RESTAURANT & TAVERN 
Homemade SOUPI!, Chowder, Dellllerll!, BurgerI! 
Sandwichel! and much more! 
We wish all of our customers 
a successful 
New Year In 1992 
On the Waterfront 
In the Old Port 
84 Commercial St. 
Portland, Maine 
774-3550 
Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's 
Relevant Fiction 
Competition 
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished short 
stories on topics relevant to modern life in the Casco Bay 
region. A panel of three judges will choose the most 
compelling, well-written stories for inclusion in Casco Bay 
Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb. 27, 1992. 
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of 
everyday life here in the Casco Bay region, and we are 
looking for stories that 
demand to be told: fiction 
that is evocative and 
finely tuned to the 
author's intention. (Please 
do not submit stories in 
the "genre" traditions of 
erotica, fantasy, mystery, 
science fiction, the 
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.) 
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less will be 
accepted until 5 p.m., Friday, Jan. 10. (Longer stories will be 
disqualified.) The author's name, address and phone 
number muSt appear only on the cover page of the manu-
script. Sub-5equent pages should be identified by story titles 
and page numbers only. Do not submit unfinished stories. 
Proofread your stories carefully. 
Send your manUscript by Jan. 10 to: 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St. 
Portland. ME 04101 
Entertainment 
Contimud from page 17 
CLUBS 
... _ 8L PI.".. ..... Etogland Jazz 
auart.t (saxed jazz) Verrillo's Conven-
tlonCenter, Tumpi<e Exit 8, RIversideS!, 
Portland. 846-9741 . 
...... lIunwtcIer(classlcrock)TheWrong 
Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest 
A~,P~. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 1.5 
Open J.m ..... 011 (jazz) cafe no. 20 
Danforth St, Pof1Iand. 772-8114. 
Mlehael Bryan prish)FatherO'Hara'sPti> 
lic House, 45 Danforth S!, Pof1Iand. 871 -
1579. 
R.ze (rock) Old Port Ta~, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Enn John. • the H-Bomba (blues) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
A~, Portland. 773-6886. 
National Haaclllne c-cty with M.rc 
R ..... .t al (stand-up) T-8Irds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Kenny. the RoacIh_ (Top 40) Wharf's 
End, 52 Wharf St, Pof1Iand. 773-0093. 
MONDAY 1.8 
Open Mle Nlght(b.y.o. jam) Raoul'a~ 
sideAttraction, 865 ForestAw, Portland. 
773-6886. 
Raze (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mle Nlllht with Ken QrI....., 
(b.y .o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773-0093. 
N.twwt«rock)otdPort Tavem,11 Moulton 
St,P~. 774-0444. 
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Raoul's Roed-
sldeAttraction. 865ForestA~, Portland. 
773-6886. 
Open Mle Hlllht with Pat ... 01 •• _ 
(b.y.o. jam) Spring PoIntcafe, 175 PIckett 
S!, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Will T_ (acoustic guitar) Wharf's End, 
52 Wharf St, PorUand. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 1.8 
Natwwtl(rockjOidPortTavern,11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
One ....... (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest A~, Portland. 773-
6886. 
1'« ... Qunn (rock) Spring Point cafe, 175 
PIckett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
8111 Cemaron ....... "'" Lnter (acous-
tic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 
773-0093. 
Open Mle Hight with the Cool Whlpa 
(open jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port BIlliards, 39 Forest Aw, Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Ootta o.nce. Inc.. Thon.,..on's Point, 
second floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smoke 
and chern-free dances with swing, latin 
& baHroom music Fridays from ~ 12 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3556. 
The Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... F~Sat untl 3 am. 
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college alter-
nalMl night. No co_ with college 10, $1 
wi1hout. 871-0663. 
"11ItH, 20 Milk St. Pof1Iand. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No co_. 774-4200. 
T-8IreI· .. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
football afternoon, comedy night;· Mon, 
chem-free; Wed,local bands; Thurs, col-
legenight; Fri & Sat, bands and/or deejay, 
allconternporar;dancemusic.773-8040. 
Whe ..... _O'n ... Club.29ForestA~. 
Portland. Progressl~ muM:. Fri, Groo~ 
Academy with deejay duo Spence & Ill; 
Sat, Women'.Nlghtfrom~1 with deejay 
Dab. 874-9770. 
ZoaU.31 FOI1IIIIAw,PoI1Iand. Wed:c:hem-
free, Thu: viauIII vile, F rI: deejayllive 
muM:, Sat cutting edge dance, Sun: 




I ... c 8t .... (classical vioin) 8 pm, Port-
land City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. 
Stem will ba accompanied by pianist 
Robert McDonald. who appeared last 
season with Midori. Tix: $,2, $22, $32 & 
$40. 772-8630 or ~~2707. 
SUNDAY 1.5 
Schooner F.re (Yankee folk trio) 8 pm, 
Chocolale Church. 804 Washington St, 
Bath. Tix: $12, $10 seniors & children 
under age 13. 442-8455. 
TUESDAY 1.7 
Portl.nd Symphony Orch .. tra featur-
Inll Kur1 Hlkksn.n (violin soloist) 7:30 
pm, Portland City Hall Audilorium. 30 
Myrtle St, Portland. Schmidt's Inlermezzo 
from Notre Dame, Beethoven's VIOlin 
Concerto, Elgar's Enigma Variations. Tlx: 
$10-$28. Call 773-6191 forresetVations. 
UPCOMING 
Portl.nd Symphony Orch .. tra 1/11192 
at 8 pm & 1112192 at 3 pm (classicaO 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle 
St, Portland. "All Aboard the Orient Ex-
pmss," with soprano Rhee Michelle per-
forming aelectlons from "Gigi" and "My 
Fair lady." The orchestra will also per-
form Offenbach's Orpheus in the Under-
world Overture, Camival of Venice, 
Strauss' Tales from lhe Vlefma Woods 
and Mozart's Abduction from the Sera-
glio Overture, as well as other worlcs. Tix: 
$10-$13. Cal 773-8191 forraservations. 
ART 
OPENING 
3 VI_ Q.llery. 112 High St, Portland. 
Opening reception Jan 10 from 6-9 pm 
for "Figurati~ Wor1<s" by artists includ-
ing Anne Alexander, Granl Drumheller. 
Charles Oakes and others. On view 
through Feb 10. Gallery hours: Fri&SaI9 
am-5 pm. Sun 12-5 pm, and by appoint-
ment. 781 -4291 . 
Bat_ Collage Mu .. um of Art, Olin Arts 
Center, lewiston. Opening reception Jan 
9 from 7-9 pm for "The Graphic Work of 
John Heegan Eames," watercolors, etch-
ings and drawings of architecture and 
landscapes by theWiscassetprintmaker. 
Showing through March 8. Gallery hours: 
Tue-Sal10 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. Frae 
admission. 786-6158. 
AROUND TOWN 
Alrlcan Importa .nd N_Engiand Ma. 
1 Union St, Portland. African crafts, jew-
elr; and sculpture as well as New En-
gland crafts, artifectland arts. Hours: M-
Sat, 10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9. 772-9505. 
AREAGaIlety. USM CampusCenter, Port-
land. "Donald ~bose Duncan: Photo-
graphs 1980-1991, "showing through Jan 
17. Hours: Mon-Fri, 7 am-l0 pm; Sat-
Sun, 10 am-l0 pm. 780-5460. 
Art Gallery .t the Phoenix, 630 Forest 
A~, Portland. Worics by Jeff Penon & 
lou Mastro,lhN January. Gallery hours: 
Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10-5. 774-4154. 
Congreu Square Gallery. 42 Exchange 
St, Portland. SaIection of worlca by gal-
lery artists -including Philp Barter, JIU 
Hoy, Meg Payson-Brown, Marsha 
Donahue, Gina Wer1aI & Rob Pollen -
on view through Januaty. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat, 10:3G-5; Thin-Sat _ till g; 
Sun n00n-5. 774-33119. 
Froet Qufly Gallery. 411 Congress St, 
Portland. A group exhibition featuring the 
wor1<s of all gallery artists. Including oils, 
watercolor, pestels, and sculplure in a 
wide range of styles and subjects by 
Dalav lpear, OeWrtt Hardy. Eric Green, 
laurenze Sisson. Alfred Chadboume. 
Martha Groome, Sharon Yates. Cabot 
lyford and John Laurent. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by appt. 773-2555. 
areenhut Gallerl .... 146 Middle St. Port-
land. Wor1<s by Connie Hayes, Alison 
Goodwin. Peyton Higgison, leo Brooks. 
Jeffrey Vollers , George lloyd, Jane 
Dahmen and others through Januar;. 
Posterand framing sale through Januar;. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, ~5:30: Sat. 10-
5:30; Sun, 11 -4. 772-2693. 
Jewell Gallery. 345 Fore St, Portland. 
Holiday show of walercolors, oWs, prints 
and glass works by Bill Jawell, Paul Black, 
Bert Weiss. Cynthia McMullin, James 
Carpenler, Buckley Smilh. Thomas 
Nadeau, Joseph Cousins. Showing 
through Jan 30. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 
10:15 am-6 pm. or by appt: 773-3334. 
Th. Lewis a.lI.ry. Portland Public U-
braty, 5 Monument Square. "Seeds of 
Change," a nationwide travaling exhibit 
based on a major exhibition at the 
Snithsonian Institution National Museum 
01 NatlXlll History, presenled in conjunc-
tion with the Columbus Quincentennial. 
Panels dealing with Native Americans 
and what the world was like in 1492 -
500 years of encounler and exchange 
(and a little bit of bloodshed). Showing 
Jan 4-30. Hours: Mon. Wed & Fri ~6: 
Tues& Thurs n00n-9; Sat~5. 871-1710. 
Mariner'. Church Bakery. 366 Fore St, 
Portland. Portfolio of hand-colored pho-
!ographsfrom "The Pool Series" by Donna 
lee Rollins. showing lhrough Jan 15. 
773-BAKE. 
Thoma. Moeer C.blnetmak ..... 415 
Cumbariand Ave, Portland. Exhibition of 
wat8lC01ors and stone lithographs by Allan 
Foresl Smal , known for his intimate wa-
tercolors of landscape and architectural 
subjects. His latesl works focus on almo-
spheric Maine scenes. ThNJan 30. Show-
room hours: Mon-Sat, ~5. 774-3791 . 
The Pin. Tree Shop .nd Bayview aal-
Iery. 75 MaricetSt, Portland. Gallerygroup 
exhibit faaluring new wor1< by Neal Par-
ent, carol Sebold, Robert Stebleton, 
Helen St. Clair, Matthew Smith, David 
Clough, Tlna Ingraham, Sean Morrissey, 
Bear Blake & Mar; Brosnan. ThN Janu-
ary. Hours: Mon-Sat. 10-6. 773-3«)7. 
Portl.nd Muaeum of Art. Seven Con-
grass Square, Portland. Hours: Tues. 
Wed,Fri&Sat,10am-5pm:Thursl0am-
9 pm: Sun 12-5 pm. Admssion: adults 
$3.50. senior citizen. and students with 
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1. group rate 
$3. Museum admssion is free lOam-
noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
'Anllela to the J_ Series of works by 
leonard Baskin, a Massachusetts-based 
artist whose worlcs include sculplure, 
prints and worlcs on paper, the latter 
featured in this exhibit . A group of spec-
tacularly colorad. larger-than-Ife angels 
incorponlles a tul range of themes com-
mon 10 Baskin's work: religion, mytho-
logical symbolism, and the grace and 
mystery of the human spirit. Showing 
through Feb 9. 
'''renlce Abbott. Photographer: A 
Mod.mVlalonceiebralesawomanwho 
began as an apprentice 10 Man Rayand 
and retired 10 Monson, Maine, unlil her 
recent death. This retrospective of 120 
photographs encompasses five major 
themes in Abbott's wor1<, including a se-
lection of Images from "Portrait of Maine, " 
a photographic study she began upon 
moving to the stal e in 1959. The show 
also includes Abbott 's portraits of artists 
such as James Joyce, Andre Gide & 
Djuna Bames: her startling images of 
NewYor1<City in the 1930s; seminal work 
of scientific photography from the 19409 
and images from her travels along U.S. 
Highway 1 in 1954. Through Jan 12. 
Raffl .. C.f. Book.tore. 555 Cong rass 
St, Portland. Recent wor1<: abstract painl-
ings and drawings by Barbara Keilson 
showing Jan 3-31 . Hours: Mon-Fri, 6-5, 
Wed & Thurs till 7. SaI9:30-5. Sun 12-5. 
761 -3930. 
........... Club. 1 Exchange St. Portland. 
Portland School of Art Student Show 
through mid-Januar;. 772-7311 . 
The 8p1r1ted aounnet. 142 St. John St, 
Portland. Suzanne Mcleod's mixed me-
dia works through mid-Januar;. Hours: 
~n-Fri, 10-6: Sat. 10-2. 773-2919. 
The at.ln Gallery. 20 Milk St, Portland. 
Contemporary glass sculpture by gallery 
artists, featuring a variety of techniques, 
textures and styies - blown, cast, sand 
blasted, constructed glass. Showilg Jan 
2-Feb 15. Gallery Hours: Moo-Fri, 11 am-
6 pm; Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 11-4. 772-0072. 
"n Gallery. 496 Congress St, Portland. 
Rhonda Wilson-Ervin's abstractions 01 
slillifes and Interior spaces In 01, show-
Ing through Jan 25. Galefy houts: Wed-
Sat, 11 am-6pm orby appointment. 828-
47eo or 773-8816. 
Dean Velentgu Gallery. eo Hampshire 
St, Portfand. Exhibit of cera me fine art by 
lucy Breslin and Marlc Johnson, both of 
whom take a functional, utilitarian me-
dium and puah It toward non-functional 
art Showing through Jan 12. Gallery 
houts:Thurs 12-8pm, Fri&Sat 12-5, Sun 
12-4 and by appointment 772-2042. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Mlch •• 1 Benoit Gallerl_. 50 Maine Mall 
Road, S. Portland. Group exhibition of 
paintings by John Swan, Ed langford, 
John MuenCh, Robert Eric Maora, Michael 
Palmer, Wen~ Turner. Wade Zahares, 
VemerReed. Edith Tucker. Through Feb-
Nary. Gallery hours: Tues-Sall 0-6, Sun 
& Mon by appt: 761 -9011 . 
Bowdoin Collage Mu.eum of AI1. Walker 
Art Building, Bowdoin CoHege, Brunwlck. 
The museum is open to the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, lOam-
5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. For further infor-
mation, can 725-3275. 
"The Photography of Todd W.bb Im-
ages drawn from the museum's perma-
nenl collection, span the car_ of one of 
the moat distinguished AmerIcan con-
ternporar; photographers. Showilg Jan 
14-March 1. 
'Rembrandt .nd His Contemporarl.s 
Exhibit focusing on Rerrbrandt's contri-
bution to the art ofthe print. Hisworks are 
displayed in the conlext of the graphic 
production of his Dutch conlemporaries 
such as Claes Comelisz. Moeyaert and 
Jan liavens. Worlcs exhibited include 
portraits. Biblical themes and images 
drawn from daily life in 17th-centur; Hoi-
land. in lha John A & Helen P. Backer 
Gallery. Through Jan 12. 
"Tw.ntleth-Century Art: .. Iactlon. 
from the P.rmanent ColI.ction A 
showing that provides an opportunity to 
study worlcs dating from World War I to 
the present day including artists as vari- i 
ous as Staphen Elnier. Marsden Hartley, 
Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William 
Zorach. showing through Feb 9. I 
Cry of the Loon Art aallery. Route 302, 
S. Casco. "Affordable Art for the Holi-
days,· worf(s by Milton Christianson, Dave 
Hall . David Cedrona. Bob Staffieri , 
Chal1ene lea. Cissy Buchanan, Evelyn 
Winter. et ai, showing through Januar;. 
Hours: daily 9:3G-5:30. 655-5060. 
Unlverwlty of H.w En9land. HiDs Beach 
Road. Biddelord. Two exhibits: Contem-
porar; Gouaches & Walercolors by 
Priscilla Palron, Campus Center lobby, 
Mon-Fri, 8 am-5 pm: and Walercolors, 
SIe1la Maris lobby, Mon-Fri 8am-l 0 pm, 
Sat 12-8 pm, Sun 12-10 pm. Both exhib-
its Nn Jan 41hrough Feb 29. 263-0171 . 
York Inatltut. Mu .. um, 371 Main St. 
Ssco. "Forgotten Conn'!CtIons: Maine's 
Role in the Navajo Textile Trade. 1880-
1930," an exhibit that explores the fasci-
nating but little-known contact between 
Mainers and Navajo craftspeople at the 
tum of the cenlur;. and features blan-
kets, saddleblankats, rugs, pillow covers 
and other textiles - all owned by Maine 
families 50 10 one hundred years ago. On 
view through Jan 26. Hours: Tuss & Wed, 
1-4: Thurs 1-8. 282-3031. 
OTHER 
Th. Cre.tora Guild is a non-profit orga-
nization open 10 all individuals who, hav-
ing suffered from mental or emotional 
illness, seek a crealive outlell0 display 
their artistic wori< and to improve self-
confidence. Annual fee of $15 plus 30% 
contribution of gross sales. It's located al 
81 Ocean St, S. Portland. Call7~8575 
for further info. 
Drawinll CI ... for Beglnnera will start 
Jan 6 al a Portland studio. Course runs 
for six weeks. every Mon from 6:30-8:30 
pm. Call Women'sArt Worlcsat775-2442 
for further info. 
AlIi.nc. Franc.i .. Brown Bag lunch will 
sponsor a Three WISe Men Celebration 
on Jan 8, from noon-l pm. in Room 316 
of Portland Pubfic librar;. 5 Monumenl 
Square, Portland. Call 774-1474. 
Biz CIa_ Continuing Education forBusi-
ness al USM announces classes for the 
Jan/Feb lerm. Courses for lhe certifi-
cates in management, human resource 
management, office management & su-
pervision begin the week of Jan 6. The 
Business of Managing Groups. a series 
of six evening seminars pmsented by 
Michael Schack, begins Jan 7. The Pro-
fessional Engineers Review Courses for 
Electrical, Mechanlcaland Civil Engineool 
begin Jan 7. Cal CEB at 874-5610 to 
register. 
ExpIorInll the TIIO Ongoing group con-
siders how to live in alignment with The 
W~ as described by lao Tzu and other 
Taoists. Meetings are held Wednesdays 
at 7:30 pm at Mayba Someday ... Book-
store, 195 Congress SI, Portland. It's 
free, and all ara welcome. Call Jim at 774-
9217 or Bonnie at 773-3275 for info. 
The Boneheads. Piwto/SuSlt1l Mills 
Bonin' up on the basics 
• A rockln' conversation with the Boneheads 
It really doesn't take much to make authentic rock 'n' roll. I 
mean it's not brain surgery ... not even dentistry. All it takes is a 
little heart, a little guts, a little attitude. Probably some musical 
chops might be helpful too. You know. The basics. 
ThaI's the main point with the Boneheads. No doubt you've 
heard of these guys - they've been playing their original R&R all 
over Portland lately. It's the kind ofbluesy bar band stuff that 
never goes out of style. Unpretentious. Danceable. Authentic. 
The faces might be familiar too. Formed exactly a year ago, the 
band brings together former members of the Inspectors, the 
Upsetters and Papa Loves Mambo, certainly three of the better-
known acts in the Portland-ta-Bangor bar circuit. 
You may even have heard them on the radio; lately they've 
been dropping in on WMPG, WERU and any other Maine station 
that will let them, banging out tunes on acoustic guitars and 
making themselves known around the state Buddy Holly-style. 
I caught up with the band at Spring Point Cafe in South 
Portland, where they were booked for three nights over the 
weekend between Christmas and New Year's. Chowing down on 
SPC's deep-fried grub before the first set, they talked and joked 
about the band's busy first year, and what it means to be a 
Bonehead. 
"We definitely don't take ourselves too seriously," said organ/ 
piano player Bob Colwell. "We like to goof." 
"Gooferino," nodded drummer Andy Cloutier. 
The rest of the guys concurred, except for bassist Charlie 
Johnson, who'd been sitting quietly the whole while. Maybe he's 





"We write about everyday things," said Colwell, who along 
with guitarist Steve Jones pens all of the band's original songs. 
"Showers, poops and naps," laughed guitarist Roger Sampson. 
"Which is the working title of our next release." 
There you go. The basics. 
Yep, the Boneheads are regular guys in every sense; even the 
fart jokes seem appropriate. But stupid they're not; once on stage, 
they ease into music that reaches back a good 40 years stylistically, 
yet still sounds enormously fresh and energetic and fun. And lest 
music you think that unpretentious means sloppy, these guys do take their musicianship 
seriously: The arrangements 
are airtight, the riffs are fluid, Colwell and Jones pour on the 
soulful vocals, and Cloutier snaps his snare with an insistent 
"dance to this" underpinning of funk. Once they begin to cook, 
whether on their own tunes or the rock 'n' soul covers they rely on 
to fill out their bar sets, the Boneheads can positively burn. 
Too bad not much of that heat is captured on the Boneheads' 
self-titled independent release. The album-length cassette, re-
corded last August, is a somewhat lifeless collection of Colwell and 
Jones songs that barely does justice to what this band achieves live. 
Here's hoping the next attempt, due out in February, fares better. 
But that's not to say there aren't bright spots, in particular 
Colwell's archly anti-avant garde "Can You Dance" and Jones' fine 
"I Know What ( Know," complete with guitar licks worthy of Dave 
Edmunds and lyrics John Mellencamp might be proud of: "( know 
what I know/Life ain't TV/Love ain't money/Justice ain't 
greed." 
Like Mellencamp, Edmunds and the members of NRBQ 
(Boneheads' faves), the band can see themselves cranking out rock 
'n' roll for decades to come ... senior citizenship be damned . 
"That kind of longevity gives you a certain freedom," explained 
Sampson. '1f we aspire to anything, it's simply to have a solid 
following who are going to support you, let you be who you are 
year after year, and get respect for that." 
Yeah, but a geriatric rocker is not always a pretty thing. '11's 
kind of scary," Sampson admitted. 
For the time being, the Boneheads seem to be having a ton of 
fun sticking to the basics, and giving the bar crowds a great time 
along the way. 
"We' re getting away with it," said Colwell, grinning a big 
Bonehead grin. 
Miclulel Toumsmd 
"Th. Historic Arch •• logy of M.ln •• •• 
Coa.tal Economr" Yarmouth Histo';' 
cal Society wi. hold a series of lectures 
on altemale Thursdays, beginning Jan 16 
a17 pm, al the Jewett Machine Technol-
ogy' Center, Southern Maina Technical 
College. S. Portland. Suggested dona-
tion: $3. caa 846-6259 for more info. 
J ..... n ... Bu.lnes. Culture USM will 
prasenl a one-day seminar on how to 
conduct business with the Japanese, in-
cluding role-playing exercises. Jan 22, 
from 8:30-4:30 pm, at USM Intown Can· 
ter,88 High SI. Portland. Fee: $149, in-
cludes - whal else? - Japanese lunch. 
Call 874-6510 for info. 
Non-hunt .... Right. Alfi.n ... (NhRA) All 
property owners who want thairpremises 
off limits to hunling should contact NhRA 
immediately. NhRA's "Project Safety 
Zone" program will register private land 
in the appropriate rrunicipal offices and 
with the stale Fish and Wildlife service. 
To haw your land included orto help wilh 
the project, write PO Box 8182, Bangor 
04402, tel . 236-6328. 
... rlIa .... ntary 8aaalon Workahop cov-
ering how to run a !Meting, how 10 write 
bylaws and hold to hold elections foryo..-
organizalion will be offered Jan 11. from 
9 am-noon. at Woodfords Congregational 
Church. 202 Woodford St, Portland. Cost 
is $5. Make your reservations by Jan 8. 
Call 683-2379 for more info. 
Proprioceptive Wrltlnll Cent.r Winter 
COu .... Offering. include the following: 
"Class Undercunents: Discussing Femi-
nism with linda Trichter-Matcalf, Ph.D." 
This course for seasoned feminisls will 
address class-bound behavior with re-
gard 10 body knowledge, family life and 
sexual desire. For women only, meeting 
ahamate Tuesday eves beginning Jan 
14. "Nurturing a FerninistConsciousness, 
with Sheila O'Co~nell and Barbara Pol-
ler." Tha purpose of this course wiD be to 
discem connections between our per-
sonal wounds and lhe patriarchal cullure 
lhat shapes us. For women only, meeting 
altemate Tuesday aves beginning Jan 7. 
"Money. Honey:AConsciousnessWorlc-
shop with Barbara Potterand Mary Hinas.· 
A workshop 10 help participanls bacome 
more conscious of the many ways money 
influences our self-image. our worlc and 
our relationships. Jan 24 from 7-9:30 pm, 
& Jan 25 from 9:30-5 pm. The center will 
also offer a basic intensive wor1<shop 
from Jan 10-12. Fee based on sliding 
scale from $100-$400. For registration 
and info. contact lhe center at 38 Deering 
St, Portland. tel. 772-1647. 
"8tar1 Your Own Bu.ln ... • Service 
Corps of Retired Executives will sponsor 
this seminar Jan 7 from 1-4 pm in Room 
210,66 Pean St. Portland. Call 772-1147 
for reservations. 
Tex Pf.nnlng for 8enlor Cftlzen. 
Westbrook's Walker Memorial Librar; wWI 
host "Retirement, Estate and Tax Plan-
ning," a fraeworlcshop with financial whiz 
Cliff Ryan, onJan8 al10am&Jan 9 from 
7-9 pm. Call 854-0630 for further info. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Th. Ald. Project Nead. Hotlln. Work-
.... willing to worlc a four-hour shift one or 
more times per week. Training will ba 
provided on how to answer calls on state-
wide hoijine about Aids and HIV trans-
mssion. a nd how to provide support and 
peer counseling for callers' concerns. If 
you are good at lislening. have a com-
passionate nature, and would liks to give 
to a community in desperate need of 
support and education, call the United 
Way Volunteer Center at 874-1000. 
HabltatforHumsnlty8eeksVoIunteers 
to help construct a duplex home to be 
sold 10 farnlies who oth6lWise could not 
afford a house. Skills in finishing, general 
carpentry, painting anddrywaA. and elec-
lric wor1< needed. Duijes assigned daily. 
with daytima work preferred but some 
avening hours. call 874-1000 for info. 
Paranta Anonymou. Hotlln. Share your 
lalents and rafine your skils whUe taking 
an active role to strenglhen families and 
prevenl child maltraatment. Parents 
Anonymous will be sponsoring a hotline 
for which volunteers are needed to an-
swer parents' calls . No overnight shifts 
required . Training for interested volun-
teen; w~1 ba offered in Januar;. Pte-
registration required. call 871 -7445. 
United W.., ...... VoIunt ..... inckJding 
a publicity specialist to worlc with the 
AARP tax-alde program, a membership 
manager with some organizational and 
computer skills and a coordinator for the 
EventsCalandar.lnterasted,cal 874-1 000. 
Volunteers for Retired 8anlor VoIun-
t_ Program has s~1 vacancies 
including clertcal & special education 
assistants and stafflorthe ParentHelpine. 
Commitment entails 3-4 hours per week. 
call 775-8503 for more Info. 
.-19 
HELP 
Th. AfD8 Project (TAP) sponsors a sup-
port group for HIV-negative partners of 
HIV-positive persons. The group is facili-
laled by TAP case managers with the 
purpose of making a space for 
seronegative partners to share thair leel-
ings and concems in a conridential set-
t ing . The group !Mets regularly on Mon-
days from 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monument 
Square, fifth floor. For info call John Bean 
or Chris Monahan at 774-6877. 
A Brain Tumor Suppor1 Qroup !Mets at 
New England Rehabifitation Hospital of 
Portland(NERH-Portland),13ChariesSt. 
This group has been designed by NERH-
Portland and the American Cancer Soci-
ety to !Mel the spacial needs of adults 
with brain tumors and thair families. The 
group rneetsthesecond and fourth Thurs-
days of the month. Interested partici-
pants should contact Rev. Wish prior to 
their first meeting for a briaf preliminar; 
interview. People are encouraged to join 
anytime bycaliingWish at 775-4000. ext. 
542. 
DI.bet .. Support Group Sponsored by 
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southern 
Maine, lhis monthly support and educa-
tion group for diabetics and olher inler-
esled persons provides a place for shar-
ing and problem solving around the many 
facets of diabetes. Informalion and edu-
calion is provided by a registered nurse 
and a variety of guest speakers. All meel-
ings are held at the VNS' Saco Office, 15 
Industrial Road . Free. For more informa-
tion. call 264-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS. 
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Port-
land Conrldential support group meeting 
Monday nights in room .2 at the Dana 
Heallh Center, Maine Medical Center. 
Portland. For more info, call 774-4357. 
Fathers Hefplng F.th .... is a nalional 
support networlc of falhers faced with 
inlerstale custody. visitation and support 
problems. Contact the networlc at 2103 
N. Decatur Road, Suite 149. Decatur. GA 
30033-5307, or cal (404) 633-5183. 
Inc .. t Survivor Group for women survi-
vors of sexual abuseflllCest held weekly 
at Woman space Counseling Cenler in 
Portland. AI groups are facilitated and 
strictly confidenlial. For more info, call 
VIVian Wadas. M.A., at 871-0377. 
Ingniiham Volunt ..... Help available by 
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP. 
Moving Through arlef A 1 o-week worlc-
shop exploring the grieving process 
through movement. music and sharing in 
asafe and supportive environment. Group 
facilitaled by peers professionally skilled 
in movement. the arts. pastoral counsel-
ing and grief facilitation. Mondays at 7 
pm. beginning Jan 6. Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Slid-
ing scale. Call 772-8277 for more info. 
Head to T.lk? Dial Kids holline is for teens 
who have a problem or need to talk. The 
hotline is open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fri. 
Teens calting in talk to other teens who 
are well1rained to listen and help. Calls 
are kept confidential, except when the 
caler is in danger. Topics discussed on 
the hoijine range from family and school 
to sexuality and relationships. peer rela-
tions, birth control,loneliness, substance 
abuse & suicide. If you need to tal<, call 
774-TALK. 
Outright. the Portland Aliance of Gay and 
lesbian,8Isexuaiand Questioning Youth, 
offers support and information for young 
people 22 and under. in a safe environ-
ment. every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at 
the Preble Street Chapel, comerof Preble 
and Cumberiand avenues. Forinfo. write 
or call: Oulright, P.O. Box 5028, Station 
A, Portland 04101. lei. 774-HElP. 
P.rent Suppor1 Group sponsored by Par-
entsAnonymousandtheFamilyRasotrce 
Cenler is hefd weekly at the Famiy Re-
source Cenleron Fridays from 10-11 :30 
am. Parenls are given an opportunity 10 
meet with others and discuss parenling 
issues and concerns. No fees, no waiting 
lists. For more info. call 871 -7445. 
South.m Maine Are. Agency on Aging 
offers a trained advocate in Portland al 
237 Oxford St every Friday from 10 am-
I pm, to assist older rasldenls and their 
concerned family members and friends 
with questions about Medicare, Medic-
, aid, insurance. housing, social services, 
consumer issues and others. To sched-
ule an appointment. call the agency at 
775-6503 or 800-427-7411 . 
Tran.ltlonlng Toward Hew Horlz.n. A 
Transition Fair will be held Jan 28 at 
Portland Regional Vocational Technical 
Cenler from 3-7 pm to explore convnu-
nity options for individuals with special 
needs. Representatives will be avaiable 
to discuss issues such as employment. 
residential living, education. leisure and 
recreation and more. Middle and high 
school students are encouraged to at-
tend. Transportation and spacial accom-
modations are available by calling 800-
47~9228 by Jan 10. 
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FAMILY PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN 1. O'GUIN, D.O. 
Ati"lt/ Petiill.tric Metiicine • Offiu Gynecology 
Mllnipuliotion • Prnentlltipe lmtiicine 
Walk· In and by Appoinbnent . . 
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Port1ind, Maine· 871< 1300 
Tired of Credit C_pan"s Calling You? 
Interested in a Fresh Start? 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
50 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND MAINE 
Sandwich platters for 
your office luncheons. 
Week(tj wine specials. 
Delicious Homemade Soups Daily I Hours: 
Tel: 772-4647· Fax 772-5294 Mon·S8~ 9:30 _ 5:30 
168 Middle Sl in Portland's Old Port Fridays: 9:30 . 6 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to Instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Health line," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
January, Rose 
6pecial 0.~ 
12 Qoses for $15 
&p:cia1ly Wrapped· 1()'14 inch ~ 
To kccp cul flower! frcsl! 
longer. tIim away a111c:avc:s 
belOw the Taler line. 
HARMON'S 









Continued from p«ge 19 
WELL 
NESS 
Buddhl.t-Oriented Meditation Group 
now meeting f!N8fY Sunday. from 10-11 
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small 
donalion. For more info call 839-4897. 
Th. Cent ... for Men offers a discussion 
on experiences in separateness. isola-
tion & loneliness. Join them Jan 4 from 1 0 
am-noon in Room 410, Luther Bonney 
Hall. USM Portland. Call Bilat773-0253 
for more info. 
Dane .. of Unw-I P.ace Meditation 
through sacred walks and dances in the 
tradition of the Sufis. these dances cel-
ebratethe unity of religious ideals and are 
based on sacred songs and chants from 
the world's spiritual trad~ions . Dances 
are now held twice a month on the first 
and second Saturdays from 7 -9 pm atthe 
Swedenborgian Church. 302 stevens 
Ave. Portland. For info cal Greg at 846-
6039 or Mufti at 874-2938. 
F ... lntroYog.CI ... TheYogaCenteris 
offering a free intro class Jan 4 ~t lOam. 
The winter session of classes - in the 
Iyengartraditionforall levels. therapeutic 
and prenatal yoga & meditation- begins 
Jan 6. The studio is located on 
Thompson's Point. Portland. Cal 799-
4449 or 77f>-0975 for info. 
F ... !ywn9llr Yoga Cia .. will be offered 
by Portland Yoga Studio Jan 5 from 3-
4:30 pm. Seven separate sessions of 
Iyengar Yoga will be offered beginning 
Jan 7. 8. 9 & 10. All of above are offered 
at 616 Congress st. For more Info call 
797-5684. 
F ... lntro Krlpalu Yoga C .... will dem-
onstrate meditation-in· motion. Jan 11 
from9:30-11 am. upstairs at 10Exchange 
st. Su~e 202. Portland. Contact Kim for 
more info at 874-234t . 
F ... Introductory Yoga CI •• _ com-
bine lectures and some basic posttions. 
Jan 2 from 7-8:30 pm. Jan 3 & 4 from 
9:30-1 tam. Pr&-registralion not required. 
For further info can 72f>-6370. 
Hatha Yoga for Peopl. WHh AIDS will 
continue through March 25 from 12:40-2 
pm every Wednesday at 22 Monument 
Square(takethe elevatortothe fifth Il00<). 
Cost is $1 forthose who can afford ft. Call 
the studio at 797-5684 for more info. 
I Canl 8ucc_ful Goal Setting for 
W.lln_ ActIvItI .. The USM LWeine 
Cenler for Fitness. Recreation and Reha-
bilitalion will ba offering a four-week 
course designed to help individuals de-
velop personalized strategies for imple-
menting a sound wellness lifestyle. Top-
ics will cover nutrition. stress and fitness. 
The next session begins Jan 8 from 6:30-
8 pm at the Portland campus. Registra-
tion deadline is Jan 3; call 780-4170. 
In CeI.br8tlon of F."",I. FrI ... dahlps 
Diane Paige, MA. and Jane McCarty. 
LCSW announce a series of three semi-
nars e~pIoring our female friendships: 
Feelings About OUr Female Friendships 
(Jan 13 from 8:30-9 pm). Negotiating 
Acceptance in OUr Friendships and Cel-
ebrating OUr FemBle Friendships. Call 
828-0526 or 761-7783 for registration. 
Intuition Worilshop Join Portland Sufi 
Order fora day of Sufi pr8(;tices focusing 
on developing intuftion with Aziza Scott. 
director of the Sufi Order Training Pro-
gram. who has traveled and studied ex-
tensivelywith PirVilayatlnayat Khan. Jan 
11 from 10 am-5 pm with pot luck lunch 
at Expressive Therapy Cenler. 150 St. 
John st, Portland. Cost: $30. Leave your 
name and phone nurrber at 774-1203 to 
register. 
Lcwe Your Back USM lifeline offers this 
program designed for individuals who 
have a history of beck problems. Ses-
sions include Iow-leYeI exercise and up-
dated educalional components. Empha-
sis is placed on improvements in stren,gth 
and flexibility. Next four-week sesston: 
Jan 6 at 5 pm in the Multipurpose Room 
in Portland campus gym. Pr&-registra-
tion is required; call 780-4170. 
Meditation & Buddhist Chantlll9 will be 
offered by Friends of the Western Bud-
dhist Order. beginning Jan 6 from 7:15-
9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John St. Portland. 
Call 642-2128 for details. 
Medltatlon-In-MGtIon Free meditation ev-
ayTuesdayfrom 12-1 pm; corneas you 
are. Kripalu yoga noon-time class evay 
Thuf$dayflom 12-1 pm-$10. Ongoing 
schedule of Kripelu yoga cla_ and 
Phoenix Rising yoga therapy sessions. 
AI upstaif$ at 10 Exchange st. Studio 
202~Can Kim Chandler at 874-2341 . 
Polarity Th .... PJ. Omega a R.nd Open 
Hou •• Jan 12 from 2-5 pm to announce 
opening of Jeanette Schmid. Kristin Erico 
& Ken Goulet's new space adiacent to 
the Center for New Age studies and the 
Yoga Center. at .IA Sewall St. 
Tho~n·sPoint.Portland.Relaxingand 
hea6ng afternoon with free handouts. 
consultations and mini sessions. Can 499-
7515 for more info. 
Pop Ego'. Balloon and EnjoyYourTru. 
Self Sahaja yoga meditation Tuesdays. 
from 7-8:15 pm. in the Faculty Lounge, 
Student Center, USM Portland. Cal 767-
4819 for more info. 
Portland Yoga Studio will offer yoga & 
rolling Jan 11. from 8:30-10:30 am. at 
616 Congress St. Portland. Cost: $20. 
Call 797-5684 for info. 
Stretching the SpIrit A yoga class of 
genlle breathing and stretching ending in 
deep relaxation. All are welcome to this 
creative approach to body. mind and 
spiritual well-being. Bring a mat Wednes-
days from 5:30-6:30 pm. Salurdays from 
!H 0 am at the Swedenborgian Church, 
302 Stevens Ave. Portland. Donation: $3. 
For more info. cal 772-8277. 
8ufl Medltstlon Join the Portland Sufi 
Order for meditation sessions based on 
the works of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir 
Viayat Inayat Khan. Experienced teach· 
ers will offer sessions working with cre-
ative visuaization. breath. sound. light 
and divinequaities. Open to all; noexpe· 
rience necessary. Bring a meditation pil· 
low or bench if desired. No fee. but dona-
tions are gratefully accepted. Sessions 
held at 232 St John St (Union Station). 
Room 132. Formoreinfo. call Hayat Ricki 
Schechler at 657-2605 or Rosanne at 
646-6039. For newsletter with activities 
list. call Eli at 774-1203. 
Th. Teen!Young Adult Clinic is a place 
to go it you have a health concern or 
medical problem. need a sports/school 
physical done. or have birth control is-
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21 . 
every Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine 
Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St. Port-
land. Call 871-2763 for an appointment. 
Walk-ins seen if -they arrive by 7 pm. 
T_ard. a Whol._ Llfeetyi. USM 
Lifeline Center's upcoming four-pert pro-
gram deals wilh stress. fitness. nutrition. 
etc. Classes start Jan 8. from 6:30-8 pm. 
Portland Campus Gym. 96 Falmouth St. 
Portland. Registration deadline: Jan 3; 
cal 780-4170. 
YMCA YOUII9 F.t ...... • Prog ... m Advo-
cacy and support forfathers ages 14-24 
with individual case management, coun-
seing and an ongoing support group 
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland 
YMCA. 70 Forest Ave. For more info. call 
Steve Ives at 874-1111. 
OUT 
SIDE 
Alpin. 81111119 History Experience it Jan 
11-12asl.l. Bean hosts an exhibit from 
the New England Ski Museum featuring 
19th'century equipment & apparel. as 
well as movies and videos of pioneer 
skiers and techniques. In conjunction with 
this event. the retail store staff will be 
conducting c~nics on ski waxing and 
tLning . dressing for cold _tiler actJvI-
ties and answering questions on skiing 
techniques. At the Freeport retail store. 
For more details caU 865-4761 . 
a..lc C ...... Country SId Skill. Two-
plus hours of instruction by the l.l. Bean 
Cross Country Ski School staff for the 
skier who is just starting out. You will be 
shown the fundamentals of good gliding. 
how to useyourarms effICiently and how 
to get comfortable about your downhill 
and stopping skins. Time: 1-3:30 pm. Jan 
4 or 18. women only Jan 11. otherFebru· 
ary dates. at l.l. Bean Fogg House. 
Freeport. Fee: $15. Call 865-4761. ext 
7800, or 800-341 -4341. ext 7800 to reg-
ister. 
C ...... Country SId Skating This tech-
nique changed the face of cross country 
skiing in the '80s. "'s fast. exciting and 
fun. This two-hour class. taught by l.l. 
Bean is best for the individual with basic 
ski skills and will coverthefollowing tech-
niques: diagonal V for hill climbs; mara-
thon skate for flal terrain with tracks; Vl . 
popular on flats and slight inclines; V2 
Alternale and V2 for faster speed on flats 
and downhills. Times: 1 O-noon or 12:30-
2:30 pm. Jan 5.12 or 19. other February 
dales. atl.l. Bean Fogg House. Freeport. 
Fee: $15. Call 86f>-4761. ext 7800. or 
800-341 -4341. ext 7800 to register. 
Intro to TeI.mark Skiing This is a great 
class forthe cross country skier comfort-
able with a snowplow but who wants 
more control on down hills. The three-
hour class taught by the L.L. Bean Cross 
Country Ski School staff includes snow-
plow turns. stern cristies. telernark posi· 
lion and telemark lurns. Times: 9-noon. 
Jan 5 or 19. other February dates. at 
Mount Abram Ski Area. Locke Mills. Fee: 
$35. Call 865-4761. ext 7800, or 800-
341-4341. ext 7800 to register. 
M.ln. Audubon Socl.ty Wint.r ecol-
ogy Walk. will take place Jan 8-March 
27. between 8:30 am-3:3O pm. atSO-acre 
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth. 
The 1112-hourwalk is open 10 any group. 
Fee: $3perperson orminimumof$15 per 
group. Reservations must be made in 
advance. Can Carol at 781 -2330. 
M.ln. Outdoor Adv ... tu .. Club(MOAC) 
brings together people who enjoy the 
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events 
to people of all skill levels. beginner to 
expert. All are welcome to attend the 
monthly meetings. highlighted by a slide 
presentation. Upcoming: Jan 8, monthly 
meeting with program of around-the-
world trip. 7 pmatN. Deering Congrega· 
tionaIChurch. l364 WashingtonAve;Jan 
18-19. Acadia Winter Camping. call 773-
1786. Ongoing: every Tues (6 pm) & Thur 
(6:30 pm), after work leg stretch around 
BaxterBivd. leaveat8:3OpmfromPayson 
Park. For updated trip info. call the Out-
door Hotline at 774-1118. For club & 
membership info. call Careyat772-9831 . 
M.ln.'. SlefTII Club monthly meeting 
and discussion with NOAA representa-
tivewill take place Jan 3 at7:3O pmat the 
BatTOn Center Audilorium. Brighton Ave. 
Portllmd. Call 761·5616 for more info. 
FOR 
KIDS 
Childbirth CI ..... Childbirth Discovery 
Educationoffers six-week prepared chid· 
birth classes including anatomy & physi· 
oIogy of labor. relaxation & breathing 
techniques. pain management options 
during labor. role of coach or support 
person. physical & emotional changes 
after birth. and much more. Classes a~ 
held Mon or T ues eves from 7-9 for s.x 
weeks. Cost: $60. including handbook. 
gift packs and articles. To register call 
797-4096. 
A Fun Ev ... t lor the Big Bro or SI. To Be 
Carol Ridlon. childbirth educator. and 
Kathy Dahms, RNC. offer this two-hour 
activities session 10 help prepare chil-
dren. ages 3 112-10. for the arrival of a 
new baby. Children are asked to bring a 
newborn T-shirt to make a gift for their 
new baby. Activites include movie: st~­
ries. coloring books to keep. 0~181 dl-
ploma.articlesforparentsand a birthday 
cake for the children. Next class will be 
held Sunday. Jan 12 from 3-5 pm in the 
first floor conference room of Brighton 
Medical Center, 335 Brighton Ave, Port-
land. Cost: $10. Call 879-8458 from 9-5. 
Mon-Fri, to pre-register. 
""n"'-On P"netarium ProjectorWortI-
.hop will alow your cMdren. ages kin-
dergarten through eighth grade. to help 
build a working planetarium projector. 
The projector will create an accurate re-
production of the evening sky on the 
wells and ceiling of a bedroom or living 
room. Children will also see a demo in the 
planetarium of the special effects projec-
tor used during shows. Jan 11 from 9:30 
am-noon, at USM's Southworth Plan-
etarium 96 Falmouth SI. Portland. $15 
fee incI~ materials. Space Nmited; ring 
Maine Parents for GiftedlTalented Youth 
for _lions at 642-3302. 
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Larger-than-life athletes 
This time of year, it helps to be larger than life. Santa Claus 
comes to mind. In the sports world, you know you're in Saint 
Nick's league of legendary status when a nationally famous 
SCulptor takes the time to create a life-size statue of you and then 
has it placed in either a regional or national hall of fame. 
Enter Armand laMontagne of Scituate, R.1. His wood sculp-
tures of Ted Williams and Babe Ruth are displayed in the Baseball 
Hall of Fame. His sculptures of Carl Yastrzemski, Larry Bird and 
Bobby Orr, now in the Sports Museum in Boston, Mass., are each 
worth several hundred thousand dollars. 
Four years ago I visited the lobby of Casco Northern Bank at 
Monument Square to see Larry Bird's statue (which was on 
temporary loan for Portlanders to see and appreciate). At that time 
I wondered what it would be like to have a superstar Sitting in 
your studio modeling for such a painstaking, time-consuming 
project. 
Lately, laMontagne has gone public with his trade secrets, 
tidbits about his wooden treasures. These stories of New England 
sports legends go a long way in shOwing the private, off-the-field 
side of their lives. Since we are unlikely to see these megastars 
waiting in our doctor's office or standing in line at the supermar-
\c;,et, this glimpse from the master sculptor may be the closest we 
getEnjoy these quasi-sports insights from laMontagne. He had a 
lot to say about Larry Bird: "I like to do a face like Larry's. Strong 
nose, distinctive shape to the head. Lots of handles to go by. Larry 
was a stickler for details too. Like that little bent finger on his 
shooting hand, the one he crunched in basketball, is always re-
injuring, and still tapes up 
I ~ before games. Well, on one of 
~. his last visits here he goes 
right up and stares at that 
little finger in the statue. He complained about wrinkle lines and 
showed me that even when the finger is straight, it's perfectly 
smooth at the knuckle. I t~k out the lines. Larry also showed me 
a fresh scar on his face he'd picked up recently diving for a loose 
ball. He saw the scar as a badge of courage, I guess. I put it in and 
he was happy." 
On Bobby Orr, everyone's favorite Bruin, laMontagne offered: 
"Bobby was very conscious of his nose and insisted it not be made 
too big. I told him r would not give him the Norman Rockwell 
treatment which is 10 pounds lighter and 10 years younger. He 
agreed. However, on the skates, he pointed out that he always left 
the final three holes open and did not lace them all the way up. 
Accuracy was very important to him." 
For you old-timers, here are a few comments the sculptor had 
on the Splendid Splinter, Ted Williams: "He took quite a few 
swings for me right here in the studio. Ted was fascinated by the 
whole sculpting process - from the chain saw beginnings with 
solid blocks of laminated basswood to the final painted finish. He 
was a perfectionist, requesting that his hair have the feathered, 
tapered look of the 195Os, the date of the sculpture. Ted and I had 
a great time. All the work was worth it. When he saw his youth 
unveiled at Cooperstown he began to openly weep before the 
statue." 
In an age where athletes weep if they don't make five million a 
year, this emotional reaction was a refreshing change. From your 
favorite superstars to you, have a great holiday season - and of 
course in their memory, knock on wood. 
.... lthy Beginning. offers classes for 
expectant and new parents to assist in 
making birth and parenting a joyful and 
fulftling experience. Upcoming classes 
include 8reestfeeding Jan 13 from 7-
9:3O pm. $12 percouple; Prepared Child-
birth Jan If>-March 4 from 7-9 pm, $75 
per couple; and Childbirth Refresher Jan 
27 -Feb 17. For more info cal Mary Taylor 
at 829-3362. 
Th. Portland Public Library'. 
Children'. Room Schedule for the 
~ of Jan 2: Jan 4. 10:30 am. Story 
11ma; Jan 6. 10:30 am, Preschool Story 
Tima; Jan 8. 9:30 am. Finger Fun for 
Babiee; Jan 8. 10:30 am, Preschool story 
Time; Jan 10, 10:30. Tales for Twos; Jan 
11, 10:30 am. Movies. Five Monumenl 
Square. Portland. Forinfo caH 871-1700. 
Mi~ Qumn 
Raml.land Dance will offerdance cia sses 
for students ages two and up beginning 
Jan 2 at 25A Forest Avenue. Portland . 
Classes are offered in Creative Move-
ment. Parent-Child Movemen~ Ballet. 
Modem Dance. Tap. and Dance Compo-
sition. Call Jill at 773-2582 for info. 
Y."",ha M.thod of Mu.lc teaches chil-
dren ages 3-6 music through expressive 
singing. note reading. soWege singing . 
rhythm activities. dancing and rhythm 
activities. Classes begin Jan 8. For regis· 




can Lung Assoc & Maine Nordic Ski Coun· 
cil are offering the Gold Card. which al· 
lows the holder five visils at each of 12 
partiCipating areas. It costs $50. Such a 
deal. For I1lO/e info call 800-462-5864 . 
Llfelln. Youth FIt_ Prog ... m The 
USM lifeline Cenler for Fitness. Recre-
ation and Rehabilitation offers this circuit 
weight training and cardiovascular fit· 
ness program designed for boys and 
giris. athletes and nonathletes. ages 13· 
17. Two new sessions will sta rt Jan 6& 7. 
A new after· school session will run Mon. 
Wed & Fri from 3· 4 pm. There will also be 
a Tues. Thurs 7-8 pm and Sat 11-12 
session. Sessions run for eight weeks 
and classes are held in the USM lifeline 
Bodyshop at USM Portland gym on 
Falmouth Street. Fee is $65. Cal 780-
4170 for more info. 
Main. Cricket Club is seeking experi-
enced players and curious beginners for 
its 1992 season. Games already sched-
uled. Call 761 -9678 for more info. 
M.ln. T.bl. T ... nl. Club at Tennis of 
Maine. Route 1. Falmoulh. Mon eves f>-9 
pm. Thurs eves 7·11. Cost: $5. Balls 
provided. Open play. plenty of room and 
tables. Players of aM ab~ities & ages are 
welcome. beginners and "basement" 
players encouraged. Call Greg at 823-
8231 or Howard at 772-5496. 
Men'. and Women'. Open Gym South 
Portland Recreation offers gym basket-
ball for adults 18 and older at Memorial 
Middle School. Women 's night is Mon-
day and men's is Tuesday. both from 7· 
9 pm. Cost : $lInight. Both programs run 
through April . Call 767·7650 for info. ' 
PortiandRecr.tlon'.AdultlndoorVol. 
I.yball offers pick-up games every Tues 
& Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Com-
munity Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland. 
Cost: $2 for residenls. $3 for non-resi-
dents. Call 874-8793 for more info. 
PorUand Recre.tlon'a Adult Socc.r 
Pick·up games every Friday ranging in 
skin level from intermediate to advanced 
every Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche Com-
rnunityCenter. 166 BrackettSt. Portland. 
Cost: $2 for residents. $3 for non-resi-
dents. Call 874-8673 for more info. 
Portland Recreetlon"Adult M ... •• Ba.-
k.tb.1I offers pick-up games every Mon 
& Wed. from5:1f>-7 pm; and Sat from 2· 
4. Fee is $2 for residents. $3 for non· 
residents. ReicheComm.mityCenter. 166 
Brackett St. Portland . 
Portl.nd Recre.tlon Cooed T .... Ba.-
k.tb.1I through March 26. King gym 
Tues & Thurs 6· 8 pm. Jack gym Tues & 
Thurs 8-8 pm. Cost: 50 cents each night. 
Call 87 4-8793 for more info. 
Portland Recreation'. Winter SWim-
ming Sch.dul.: Reiche Pool (166 
Brackett St. 874-8674): 7 :30-8:30 am 
Mon. Wed&Fri ; 12:1f>-1 :15Tues&Thurs; 
4:30-6:30 pm Mon. Wed & Fri ; 4:30-5:30 
Tues & Thurs. Open swim: 6:30-8 pm 
Thurs . Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave. 
874-8456): adult swims 12:15-1 :15 pm 
Mon-Fri. 12-1 pmSat.6:1f>-7:3OpmMon. 
Wed & Fri; open swims 6:15-8 Tues. 
7:30-9 Mon & Wed. 
Senior Fltn ... for Men a Women 55 
.nd Over USM lifeline offers classes 
Mondays. Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11 :15 am at the USM Portland 
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Pro-
gram consists of progressive exercises. 
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 
for info. 
ETC 
Casco Bay Move ... Wlnt.r Danc .... _ 
.Ion will run from Jen 8-March 14. with 
classes offered to adu~s and children of 
varying technique levels. New this ses-
sion: "Dance Magic" and "Street Funk" 
for children and balroom dancing for 
adults. The regular jazz. tap & street funk 
classes will also be offered. Call 871· 
1013 for info or to register. 
Th. C ... t.r for Performance Studl •• 
will begin its winter session of acting 
classes for adults and kids ages 9 through 
high school the week of Jan 13. Begin-
ning and advanced acting. singing. improv 
and voice will be offered once a week for 
10 weeks at the Center for Performing 
Arts . 25A Forest Ave. Portland. For more 
info call 774-2776. 
Th. Enrich'" Gold... Age Cent.r in-
vites men and women 60 and over to 
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona-
tion of $2 and programs a re as follows: 
Jan 8. COmrAJnity Entertainment Group; 
Jan 15. BClBSspeakeron Medigap; Jan 
22. Open Program; and Jan 29, music by 
Beau and Dave for January birthday par-
ties. The center is located on the ground 
level of the Salvation Army building. 297 
Cumberiand Ave. Portland. Res9tVations 
must be tmde inadvance.Call 77 4-6!f7 4. 
International Stud ... t Exchang. Pro-
grams seeks families willing 10 host Eu-
ropean. Japanese. Australian and other 
high· school age kids for the academic 
year. ASSE is also interested in Ameri-
cans who want to become exchange 
students abroad. Fordetails. contacl your 
local representative at 283-8677. 
Job. for Women Women Unlimited Pre-
Apprenticeship Training program is de-
signed to prepare women 10 enter ap-
prenticeship programs. Approximately 
160 hours of training in areas such as 
electncal. blueprint reading. carpentry. 
metal trades and electronics "';, betaughl 
Feb II·May 14 at Central Maine Techni-
cal College in South Portland. Program 
runs four days a week. Call 786-5259 for 
info and an interview (which will be held 
Jan 21 in Portland at Dept of Human 
Services. 509 Forest Ave). 
Meditation Through Bacred W.lka and 
Dance.lnthelraditionoftheSufis. these 
dances celebrate the unity of religious 
ideals. They are based on sacred songs 
and chants from the world's spiritual tra-
ditions. Dances are now held twice a 
month on lhe first and second Saturdays 
from 7·9 pm at the Swedenborgian 
Church. 302 Stevens Ave. For info call 
Greg at 646-6039 or Mufti at 874-2938. 
Peopl.wlth Aida Coalition 01 M.I ... will 
hold its Winter Antiques & Conectibles 
Auction in early February. Your generous 
donation will be appreciated. Items worth 
at least $50 can be picked up between 10 
am-4pm any weekday. Call 773-8500. 
R.m Island D.nc. Dance Classes for 
students ages 2 and up begin Jan 2 at 
25A Forest Avenue. Portland. Classes 
are offered in Creative Movement. Par-
ent-Child Movement. Ballet. Modem 
Dance. Tap & Dance Compos~ion. Call 
Jil at 773-2562 for info. 
Recycle Your Chrlstma. T ... Residents 
of Freeport and sutTOunding communi-
lies are encouraged 10 bring their trees to 
Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freeport Jan 
4 from 10 am-3 pm. whereMaine Audubon 
will be chipping the trees for wood chips 
to be spread on the trails in the spring. as 
well as offering refreshments and winter 
ecology activfties. Call Cathy at 781·2330. 
Southworth Planet.rlum Astronomy 
shows Fri & Sat at 7 pm. laser light con-
certs Fri & Sat at 8 :30. special children 's 
shows Sat at 3 . Admission: $3 adults. 
$2.50 kids & seniors . specials discounts 
for USM folks. The planetarium is located 
in USM Portland's Science Building. Call 
780-4249 for more info. 
Wo .... n Bu.ln ... Own .... of Great.r 
Portland will hold their monthly meeting 
Jan 2 at 6 pm in the non-smoking lounge 
atAndoverCoUege.901 Washington Ave. 
Portland. $6.50 includes a lighl dinner. 
For reservations call 761 -0041 . 
Yarmouth Chrl.tma. T ..... Recycling 
Yarmouth Recycling Center will be ac· 
cepting trees free of tinsel and all decora· 
tions In a designated area. The trees will 
be recycled into woodships and will be 
available for use as mulch by residents 
and future town projects. Chip trees Jan 
11 from 9· 4 at the center. Call 846-0568. 
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power) 
is a diverse group of volunteers united in 
anger and committed to nonviolent. di-
rect action to end the AIDS crisis. ACT UP 
meets every Monday from 7-9 pm at 72 
Pine st. Portland (Andrews SquareBuild· 
ing). New members are always Welcome. 
Wheelchair accessible. For info. write to 
ACT UPlMaine. P.O. Box 5267. Portland 
04101. lei. 774-5082 or 871-0959. 
YWCA Winter Clas.e. Walk-in registra-
tion will take place Jan 2-4. from 9 am-6 
pm. at 87 Spring SI. Portland. For more 
info call 874-1130. • 
ACT UPlPortl.nd A diverse. grassroots. 
direct action organization dedicated 10 
creating positive changes around AIDS in 
federal and local governments. the ma-
dia.and the medical. pharmaceutical and 
insurance industries through nonviolent 
public protests. Meetings: Sundays at 7 
pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring st. Portland. 
The meeting space is wheelchair acces-
sible. For more info cal 874-8095 or77 4-
6475. "We wli ACT UP as long as people 
continue to die of AIDS." 
BegInning IIgn Lall9u." for Adults 
Portland Recreation offers this class on 
Monday evenings from 6-e pm. Jan 8-
Mar 9 in Reiche Comm.Jnity Center. 166 
Brackett St. $25 fee Includes all materi-
als. Cal 874-8873 to pre-register. 
21 
IS PRINCE A 
SWEDENBORGIAN? 
A1I.IWer on January 23 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. ME 04 103 
1207) 772-8277 
ReI!. Ken Turley 
SenJice: lOam Sunday 
Magical Music 
Chi!dCare /JTOIiided 
92 Exchange St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone 77-LOCOS 
Open Every Day 
Appearing in January 
TONY BOFFA TRIO 
.. , blend of CIS)' lislcning an~ light d,lt1ung 




Pl.lymg an ("('!eerie blend of folk :md 
soh rock ~1mritcs on ,KOUSW: gun:tr 




OF THE EAST 
Sonesta Hotel Portland 
775·5411 





every thursday nite 
at 8 pm $3 
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A pre-school for children between the ages of 
















JANUARY 14, IS &: 16. 
We carry suppltes and glass 
for the statned glass artfsan. OPEN HOUSE • Outstanding Professional Staff 
• Centrally Located 




630 Forest Avenue 
Portland, ME 
774-4154 
MAINE BALLROOM DANCE 
614A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
773-0002 
6 Week Classes & 
Private Lessons 
BEGINNER I: This class is designed for people 
who have never taken a ballroom dance class. 
Waltz, Foxtrot, and Swing (Jitterbug) are taught. 
• Sat., 6:00 - 7:00 pm, starting January 11 
• Wed., 7:00 - 8:00 pm, starting January 15 
• Thu., 7:30 - 8:30 pm, starting January 16 
Intermediate & Advanced Classes adding Rumba, Cha Cha, Polka, 
For More information call 772-2833 
14 Locust St. • Portland • 0 osite Levinsk 's Plaza 
G Vl3.0PLE'S CO 
~ ~<'\.> 
0<> ForThe ~ 




Karen Hurll Montanaro 









A unique non-auditioning 
A comprehensive 16-hour first 
aid training program for both 
recreational boaters and 
professional sailors. 
TOJ'ICS INCLUDE: 
- Assessment and stabilization 
of life-threatenlng Injuries 
- Management of 
environmental emergendes 
- Care of fractures, dislocations, 
wounds, and burns 
A ND f\IOKE ! 
Tango, Mambo & others. Other classes include: Technique, 
Competition, Children's, Country & Western, Senior Citizens 
thealer experience for 
children. 
In Portland: Hon.i!( Thurs. eve., Jan. 20, 2.3, 27 i!(.30 
Sat. i!( Sun .. Jan. 25-26, 1992 
Sl!l~h'\ 11"1, {l1Il(·1 Bal/roolll D(/Ill (. Ever) Salim/a) (/lid 
SIlI/(/(/) l. \e/llilii Opell /0 I he ('11M". 
616 CONGRESS ST. PTLD 
766-Z857 
For Info call capt. Dick McGoldrick. EMT 
207·772·1132 
fournier's Olympic Karate Center 
550 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND 
Next to Great Lost Bear & Haven's • Ample FREE Parking • Convenient Classes 
Enroll your children 
and see improvement 
in these areas: 
./ Increased Self-Discipline 
./ Increased Confidence 
./ Positive Attitude & Habits 
./ Improved Concentration 
./ Overcome Shyness 
./ Weight Control 
We teach boys & girls from 








Tony Fournier is a 3 time AAU National 
Champion, Renowned Lecturer & 
Compet~or, with 20 years experience. 
.... --------------NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS: 
1. BUILD SELF CONFIDENCE 
2. LOSE WEIGHT 
3. LEARN SELF DEFENSE 
4. BECOME PHYSICALLY FIT 
5. LEARN PROPER BREATHING 
SAVE $30.00 
WITH THIS CBW CPOUPON 
7 WEEKS ONLY $77.00 




I ralgg~n!!J. marbling 
1 Day Workshop 
saturday, 
Jan. 16 
registraUon limited ... 
call to reserve space . 
.o" .... ·able 
POrtlan~~d;;--. CaI~ 1772-1939 
~o .OO :\<;~ ~O 
o ,- " '~1J"tll! ~ 0 Jazz, Tap, Streetfunk, 
~• ~(~.ie,r~~ ..-/ •. ~'W·" J ,.;, '~,~~_(5' • 
• • 
~ wife begin g 
~ 'Wor~nops ! 
o tn 0 
g 13eatfing! ~ 
• starting tnt end' uf Jlmuary. (, 
• cafl ur stop 6y fur info. ~ 
o • 
• 579 Congress St. Plld • 
• Mon - Sat • 772-8929 0 
O •• 0000.000.0 
CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT PERMANANTLY 
WITH CLINICAL HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP 
Call today for Information 
Class Begins 
January 15, 1992 
RUSSELL MOAT L.C.S.W. 
CERTIFIED HYPNOTHERAPIST • 775-1771 




Adults & Children 
Casco Bay Movers 
NEW STUDIOS at 
151 St. John St. 
Portland, Maine 
871-1013 




The RONKIN Educational Group is proud to announce 
the opening of its newest center in Portland, Maine. With 
over 10 years experience in educational counseling and 
140 centers nationwide, RONKIN services include: 
" Test preparation courses, including SA T, GMAT, GRE, 
LSATandMCAT 
" Enrichment courses, including study skills and writing 
techniques 
" College and graduate school counseling and .election 
" After-school homework help for middle school, junior 
high school and high school students 
Call us for Information on taking our FREE diagnostic test! 
Execu tive Office Centers 
Suite M, 5th Floor 
477 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 775-5700 
WINTER PROGRAM REGISTRATION 
Walk-In January 2,3,41992 
9amto6pm 
• Quilting • Volleyball/Basketball • 
One-day Workshop: Making Ends Meet 
Adult and Children's Swim Programs 
• Drop-in and Saturday Child Care • 
• February Vacation Camp ages 3-12, 
February 18-21 • 
For more info call 874-1130. 
87 Spring Street. Portland 
Evening Classes at Husson 
Evening classes for the winter session begin 
January 6 
Classes beillg offered illclude: 
·Principles of Accounting I 
-Principles of Accounting II 
·Managerial Accounting II 
·Advanced Accounting II 











·Introduction 10 Algebra 
-Statistics I 
-Composition 
Write or call for a free broch ure 
ZZZ SI. John St., - Portland, ME 04102·3093 
774·:2895 
JII1IJUUy 2,1992 23 
The Students, Faculty and Staff of 
NORTH YARMOUTH ACADEMY 
invite interested students and their parents to an 
OPEN HOUSE for Grades 6 . 8 
Saturday, February 1, 1992 
10:00 A.M_ - 12:30 P.M. 
• Outstanding College Preparatory Curriculum 
• Average Class Sl~: 11 ·8 to 1 Student-Faculty Ratio 
• Art, Music & Drama Classes • Life Skills Programs 
• 3-Season Athletics for Everyone • Bus Transportation 
For more information and reservations call 846-9051. 
Westbrook 
... offers seminars and workshops designed 
to sharpen your professional skills and 
augment your personal development. 
Held on the College's historic PdiiiliinifiCiinmls 
on Stevens Avenue, th1(e~s:e;:~~~;~~~~ 
of the progranuning V 
for the greater Portland co~iUnURi!w. 
COMPUTER~rr·Ll~.~ Il::~;.;;::;::;:~::;]~~~~~~~ 
Introduction to the Computer, begins ur, 
PC·DOSIMS-DOS. begins Thursday. 1/ 
Lotus 1-2-3, begins Thursday. 1/30. ~~~::::;=;:-"".-.:l~ •• iii 
Paradox, begins Thursday. 2(27.6--9 
WordPerfect, begins Tuesday. 3/17. . • ~:::==~ 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT F 
Whole Language, Reading & Literacy, Begins Wednes 
Evening courses begin 
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body & soul 
DEEP MUSCL£ MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
MA, L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, 
neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, 
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula-
tion, athletic performance. Byappointment, 
865-0672. 
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astro-
logical or Tarot readings. Phone, mail, or in 
person. Visund MasterCard accepted. Jan 
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic. 
207-725-8226. 
GIVE YOURSELF OR A LOVED ONE A PER-
FECT GIFT OF KRIPALU BODYWORK. Ex-
plore the unfolding of body/mind stress 
through massage, energy balancing, 
acupressure andfoot reflexology. Jacqueline 
Renee Lacoste, CMT, CPT. West End 761-
7608. Gift Certificates available for the holi-
days or special occasions. 
GIVE THE GIFT OF INSIGHT- A Tarot read-
ing makes a unique & personalized gift. For 
info call Jeanne, 799-8648. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an oppo-
nents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid 
system based on meditation in movement. 
Excellentfor spi ritual growth, radiant physi-
cal health and unequaled in reducing the 
effects of stress and tension in ones life. 
Beginners through advanced classes, in-
cluding Push-Hands. Visitorswelcome. For 
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
PARTNER'S OF INCEST SURVIVOR'S sup-
port group now forming to offer support, 
education and feedback with issues like: the 
impact of incest on the partner and survi-
vor, getting needs met, intimacy, trust and 
sexuality. Contact Paulette M. Bonneau, 
LCSW, at 775-1849. 
The art of being yourself. The art of being 
creative. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapist, 773-
4413. 
ACCESS NATURAL BEAUTY this season. 
Guided Back-tountry X-C Ski tours. Miles 
of wide trailed foothills. Special weekend 
package: $35/person- Jan. lllFeb. 8. Two 
ski tours (3hourseach); sweat lodge sauna; 
indoor, heated camping; warm showers; 
waffle breakfast. Also, Guided Touring by 
appOintment. 207-625-8189. 
'- Do It 
CBW &or xxx 
Like 
This! 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
MID-UFE CRISIS (Jan. 5)and PLANETS OF 
TRANSFORMATION (Jan. 4). Creative pas-
sages using five planet cycles as tools for 
making changes. Workshop with Mythic 
Astrologer Wendy Ashley. 10 am-5 pm, 
$45Iday; $8OIweekend. 766-5108. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, ach-
ing, stiff muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 
call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-
6636. 
NEW SEMESTER OF GROUPS: FROM SUR-
VIVAL TO THRIVING. Beginning week of 
January 20th for twelve weeks. Call Dwinell 
& Hall: 79g:.1024. 
FREE INTRODUCTORY YOGA CLASS- Sat-
urday Jan. 4th, 10-11 :30 a.m., in our newly 
renovated studio at THE YOGA CENTER, 
Thompson's Point. Winter session begins 
Jan. 6th. Classes in the Iyengar Tradition. 
Call 799-4449 or 775-0975. 
EXPLORE YOUR SPIRITUALSELF-l0week 
group for men & women using guided 
visualization and art materials. Starts Feb. 
6th.$201wk. Call Jane Gair, 774-8633. Also 
available for individual therapy. 




Paulette M_ Bonneau LCSW 
Ucensed Clinical Social V1brker 









WE MAKE NEWS MAnER 
INNER CHILD DISCOVERY GROUP 
1.TIlUZING RUBENFELD SYNERGY AND TIfE PHILOSOPHY 
OF JOHN BRADSHAW. 
A gentle integration of body, mind & spirit. 
6 week group forming In January. Call for more info. 
871-8163 In Portland 
363-8939 in York CAROL V.JENKlNS, M.A., c.R.S, 
MONEY IN OUR LIVES 
Meanings_ Myths. Memories. 
New Concepts. New Tools_ New Habits. 
6-week money-issues groups start in early January 
~\;MBJlu::~g§:J .i:i~S:!: Mqo.~YiliQ1M1i.l'irqt:j]~ll&j~~I\;mili 
Polarity Therapy 
Jeanette Schmid, CPT 
499-7515 
Open House January 12. 3 to 5 p.m. 
- N u rtu ring body & energy work 
- Deep emotional release 
- Re.awakening intuition 
"Living from the truth that is inside of us 
using our natural free-flowing energy" 
Precticing in Portland. Kennebunk & Dayton 
r shiatsu /S\:~ . 
. acupressure !.. ~ ) 
Gmllt, rtl4xing. hlAling '-.: .... __ . __ ...... / 
An aptriu,et of Jeep bAlAnu 
Ann foner T abbun, AOITA 
\. 799·92S8 ~ 
Usa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Individual & Group Therapy 
for Women Focusing on 
- Food 
- Body Image 
- Sexuality 




It's hard to believe. but many 
people don't. Find your dream 
job. Discover the link between 
dreams and a career. For more 
information, call now. 
1'- '~I 207/774-8780 
VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN 
Certified Nf!uroMuscular Therapist 
.:- 772-6411 .:. 
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF 
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN 
An Invitation 
* We all have'· ai~as··in our lives we wish to shed light on. 
CHANNELING 
·,··,······,,····'·2B·:;C772:S·2Sg'······,·····,' 
Starting January 6th 
New Student Special 
7 Weeks - $40 
Morning! Afternoon!Evening 
ATTENTION: WELLNESS DIRECTORY ADVERTISERS 
Save MONEY in 19921 
Try Jacki's Aerobic Dancing 
"The serious but rw:. workout for all fitness levels" 
* Lose inches 
A Special offer to all of you who advertised in any 
of the 1991 Well ness Directories: Reserve space in 
a114 of Casco Bay Weekly'S 1992 Wellness 
Directories, a regular feature of our Quarterly 
Wellness Report, and we'll honor the 1991 rates: 
Issue Date: January 23 
Deadline: January 15 
LESS 10%! 
Call Michael at 775-6601. 
* Gain energy * Increase strength * Bulld cardiovascular endurance 
Almost too mucb fun to be exercise! 
Locations: Portland, Falmouth, Yarmouth, 
Gorruun, Windham, Raymond, Brunswick, 
So. Portland, Scarborough, Old Orchard 
Beach, ~brook, Wells 
Babysitting atJailab/e in a .m. class ... 
CALL TODAY! 
Karen or Karan 
892-7291 929-4846 
MONEY IS LIKE THE WIND •••••••••••••• YOU ONLY FEEL IT WHEN IT'S MOVING 
So let's start 1992 off by moving some stuff for money! Sell $92 ... Iist that item, or those items in Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds 
ANYTHING, that's ANY old couch, record collection, work of art, under "STUFF FOR SALE," ask $92 for the stuff & we'll run the 
clothing, car, house, boat, waterbed, bicycle, t.v., piano, etc... ad FREE for 1 MONTHI Call CBW CLASSIFIEDS at 775·6601. 
(OFFER ENDS JANUARY 31s~ 15 WORD LIMIT. NO CHANGES) 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 775-6601 ORDER FORM 
RATES 
1 week add'i weeks 
up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word .25¢ 
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16. no changes. 
no refunds 20 word limit 
DEADLINES 
Une ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
FINE PRINT 
C_ifled ade muet be paid for in advance w~h caeh, 
pereonaI check, money order, Vi ... or MasterC8fd. l.o8t 
& Found ~enl8 Noted flee . Classified ads are 
non-refundable. CBW shall not be iabIe for ""i 






o ollle .. /rent 
o 8tudioeJrent 
o _.onal/rent 
o ... I_tate 
o.uctlone 
o child care 
olMlpwanted 
o job. wanted 
o t.u.i ...... rvices 
o t.u.i .... opportunitin 
o dating .. rvie ... 
o .tuff lor .ale 









o Ioat " found ifree) 
o legal notice. 
o bullortin board 
ad which do not affect the value or content, or 
eubetantially change1he meaning olthe ad. CJed~ w~ 
be ioeued when a viable error has been determined 
withil one week 01 pubication. Tear ohee1. available 
'or $2!oopy. 
Your classified ad: ______________________ _ 
Name: ____________ _ Total words: ______ _ 
~r~~· __ ~ _______ ___ 1st week: ______ _ 
__ add'i weeks al: ______ _ 
T~hooe~·---------------------- Tota/: ______ _ 
PHONE IT IN: 207 -775-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard oVisa 0 Mastercard 
MAlLlWALK IT IN: CBW. 551A Congr~ St.. Credit Card #: ----------
Portland. ME 04101 Exp.date·:... _____ _ 
body & soul 
DREAM GROUP -Jungian 
Starting in Portland 
in January 
Call 
Glen Morazzin1, LO>W 
LicenSed Psychotherapist 879-1981 
THE YOGA CENTER 
&~
'- in 1he lyangarTrad~ion 
'00 O~ Winter Session 
. Begins Jan. 6 
Vicki Ubby Jennifer Cooper 
775-0975 799-4449 
KIM MATTHEWS 
ATTORNE Y AT LAW 
-Sexual HarassmenVAbuse 
-Divorce. CUstody. Support 
-Wills. probate 
_ Environmental Law 
772-2790 
roommates 
WALK TO USM. Responsible female NIS 
wanted to share large sunny 4-bedroom 
apartment. Balconies, WID, oil heal. Must 
like cats. $2501mo. + 1/3 utilities. Call (207) 
773-7701 . 
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE NIS MIF room-
mate to share new, large home in 
Scarborough Beach area. Warm & friendly 
atmosphere in quiet neighborhood. $325 + 
112 utilities. 883-8454. 
EASTERN PROM- SpaciOUS, bright, deck, 
storage, 3rd floor, harbor views, newly 
painted. Short term welcome. $2OO/mo. + 
112 utilities (oil heat). 797-8056 or 874-
9878. 
WINDHAM-FEMAL£ ROOMMATE NEEDED 
for condo, two bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 
townhouse style. Lots of privacy, pool, ten-
nis, parking. $32OImo. includes all but 
phone. NIS preferred. Call 892-3971 , leave 
message. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: Live in very clean 
and pleasant house. Rent at $801wk. utili-
ties inciudedor$2501mo. + 1/3utilities. Call 
879-0725 after 6 p.m. 
DEERING AREA HOUSE TO SHARE with 
adult male and teen age son. WID, parking, 
1-1/2 bath. $250/mo. + 1/3 utilities + secu-





Soutb Portlatul, ME 
$600 to $625 
• Heat tncluded 
• W/W carpettng, appliances 
• Laundry room facUmes 
• PaNo and walk-tn storage 
• Close to manna and beach 
• Ample parkt1l8 
_ No pets, one year lease 
Modenl two bedroom 
apartments 
in a quiet vUlage setting 
799-3475 
SOUTH PORTLAND- Newly renovated 1 + 
BR apt. Hardwood floors, WID h~k-up, 
parking, full basement. $515Imo. + u~hnes. 
353-9822, eves. or leave message. 
MORRILL'S CORNER: 2 BR modern 
townhouse quiet country setting, wlw car-
peting, dishwasher, WID, garbagedisposa!, 
parking, pets(?), supplemental K-l mom-
tor heal $625 + utilities, sec. dep., lease. 
Avail. Feb. 1st. 797-0860. 
PORTLAND- DEERING OAKS AREA- 2 BR 
heated apts. available. $4951mo. includes 
all utilities. On bus line, intercom security. 
Call 871-0103 eves. 
WESTBROOK- 4 rooms and bath, large 
yard and parking. Nice location. $4951mo. 
includes heat and utilities. Dep. req. Please 
call 856-6042, leave name and number. 
PORTLAND OLD PORT-Charming 1 BR, 
modern kitchen, carpeted, laundry room, 
elevator, carpeted. Only $399/mo. includes 
trash removal. 99 Silver SI. 797-6013. 
OBSERVATORY- Heated 2 BR w/deck, 0/ 
W WrN carpeting, jumbo skylights, versa-
ti'~ floor plan, good neighbors, ample stor-. 
age. $540/mo.l55 Congress SI. 772-2570. 
CUMBERLAND AVE. 154- 2nd Floor, very 
attractive 3 BR wAarge deck. carpeted, pri-
vate yard, modem kitchen, WID, parking, 
heat all included. $950/mo. Available Jan. 
1. 772-2570. 
SCARBOROUGH CONDO- 2 BR, 1-1/2 bath, 
wlbasement, deck, fully applianced, newly 
carpeted & painted. $6OO/mo. + utilities. 
846-6728. 
ARTIST FRIENDLY BUILDING-Studio/apt., 
$285Imo. 1 BR, $350/mo. Free muffin & 
coffee at the Good Egg. 773-0801. 
FALMOUTH-2 room, kitchen & bath, heat & 
utilities included shortwalkto private beach, 
laundry, no pe~ . $450/mo. Call 781-5205. 
WESTBRooK- 1 BR, clean, newly reno-
vated, easy to heat, WrN carpet, WID, yard, 
parking. $340/mo . .. utilities. 773-9022. 
LENOX STREET. OCEANFRONT DUPLEX, 
deck, yard, garage, one bedroom $450lmo. 
+ two-bedroom $590/mo. +. Eastern Prom 
I~cation : One bedroom, all utilities, parking. 
$410/mo.879-7038. 
NYE STREET-Spacious 2 bedroom, WrN, . 




112 duplex, 3 bedrooms,liv., dining room, 
large kitchen. Quiet dead-i!nd street, chil-
drenwelcome.$600/mo. plus utilities,lease, 
security. No pets. 772-3522. 
real estate 
NICELY RESTORED WEST END House with 
3 bedrooms. Great intown location. Why 
rent when you can own? $667.30/mo. FHA 
30 yr. 8.5%, 5% down, APR 9.17, 2 pts. 
Bruce at Century 21, 774-2121 . 
TOPSHAM- 3 BR, 2-112 baths, carpeted 
family room rec room and dining room, 
hardwood fl~Ors, tree shaded setting. Min-
utes from 1-95. A steal at $109,900. Please 
call 729-1830. 
$156 for 180 months 
and we'll even 
WARRANTY 
it for 5 yearsl 
$1,499 down, $14,995 
New 3 BR, APR 11% 
Double wide, $24,995 
Champion, Holly Park, 
Imperial, Norris & Redman 
********* 
LUV HOMES 
I-ty 2,1992 25 
$13,995 
70' X 14' 3 SR 
•••••• 
$16,995 
80' X 14' 3 SR 
•••••• 
NEW DOUBLE WIDE 
$24,995 
• • • • • • 
Homea from Champion. 
Fleetwood. Henderson. 
Imperial, Mansion, 
Norris & Sterling. 
********* LUV HOMES 
At 26 Oxford, Maine 
Daily 9-6, Sun 10-5 
539-4759 
SCARBOROUGH BY OWNER-Near beaches 
and marsh. Sunny 3 BR, 2 bath Ranch. 
Famity room and office in ba~ement. 2 car, 
over-sized garage, 213acreWlth2fenced-1O 
yards. #9 Nonesuch Cove Rd., Scarborough. 
$128,500. call 883-1168 for info. 
child care 
CHILDREN'S CO-OP DAYCARE has full or 
part time openings for children ages 2-112 
to 5-112. Developmental program includes 
daily activities and wholesome foods. Open 
7:30am-5:30pm. call 774-9029 for appli-
cation. 
BABYSITIING IN MY HOME. Near Maine 
Mall. Call 773-3118 anytime. Excellent ref-
erences. Very reasonable. 
NIS, no pets, clean child-proof home. Reli-
able flexible Mom oftoddler. Collegegradu-
ate, 'experienced, written refrences: Port-
land-Cheverus area. Personal attenMn for 
any age. Full time. Gina- 773-8587. 
To respond to a 
PERSONAL CALL" 
RESPONSIBLE MATURE MIF roommate 
desired to sha;e quiet apt wlviews with 2 
males on Tyng St $166/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 
Call Scott, 871-0126. 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
Residential Meetinghouse Hill 
area. Immaculate 2 BR in quiet 
new building. Laundry. parking. 
GORHAM- IN THE COUNTRY, 1 BR apt. 
with heat & utilities. Parlling for 2 vehicles. 
Basement access for storage. $450lmo. 
892-0007. 
Rt 1 A Holden, Maine 
Daily 9-6 Sunday 10-5 
989-7644 
ad, All you have to do is._. 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 
24 hours a day $1.49/min 
HOUSEMATE WANTED for Jan. 1 to share 
beautiful four bedroom home- fireplace, 
hardwood floors, dishwasher, two blocks 
from USM- with two women, one profes-
sional one student. Seeking responSible, 
neat NtS who loves cats. $318/mo. + utili-
ties.' References appreciated. 773-1988. 
SCARBOROUGH AREA- House to share with 
large yard, deck, laundry, and woodstove. 
15 minutes to the Mall and close to USMI 
Gorham. $3OO/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 1-929-
3413. 
MIF ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 BR 
home in Falmouth. Cozy & comfortable,S 
minutes to Portland. Quiet setting. $2501 
mo. 797-5111. 
ROOMMATE WANTED- Share 2 BR home, 
Peaks Island, M, N/S. $1751mo. includes 
utilities. 766-5781, evenings. 
1 OR 2 VACANCIES IN 4 BR HOUSE wl2 
straight working men 50 & 40, chern-free, 
NIS semi-rural quiet, 15 minutes from 
d~ntown Portland, $2oo/mo. + 114 utili-
ties+ $125 security payable over 5 months. 
Oil hotair + woodstove. Call Michael, Marcus 
or Fred 854-4827. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
lovely house on a quiet street near USM 
with WID. $3OO/mo. + 1/3 utilities. NIS, no 
pets please. 774-1648. 
FALMOUTH-Quiet Mackworth Island neigh-
borhood. Share attractive home with tidyN/ 
S owner. Many amenities include bedroom 
with fireplace. $4OO/mo ... 112 oil :'781-4590. 
LIVE FREE ... from smoke, alcohol and tire-
some conservative ideologies for only $300/ 
mo. wI utilities. Large, comfy West End 2 
BRwilhshared, furnished LR, kitchen, study/ 
office space & award-winning hallway. 
Ready when you are (DEC or JAN). 773-
1782. 
BuxtonlGomam area house to share, 2 car 
garage, washer/dryer, MIF, non-smoker. 
$200 plus 112 utilities. Call anytime 727-
3557. 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlS G or tolerant 
MIF roommate to share 14 room country 
house desirable Portland suburb. Near 
beach~S, acreage, garage, all utilities i~­
cluded. Mustvalue privacy and be commit-
ted to keeping the house clean and comfort-
able. Securitydepositand references.$3OOI 
mo. 799-9761. 




NEAR MAINE MALL 
. 295& 1-95 
Modern Spacious 2 Bedrooms. 
Heated or Unheated. 
• All modern appliances. 
• Incls. Microwave 
• DishwasherlDisposal. 
• Self cleaning oven_ 
• Frost free refrigerator 
• Lg. laundry facility on 
premises 
- WfW Carpeting 
• Private balconies 
M - F: 9-8, Sat & Sun: 12-5 
761-2881 
Pi .... • o'::.~r.,,--' by INC. 
Meadowbrook Apartments- SANTA SPE-
CIAL - Move into one of these spacious, 
beautiful 2 BR apts. before Christmas and 
1st month renl is only $300, sign HI2 yr. 
lease and move-in for $2OO! Quiet location, 
WID hook-up, disposal, dishwasher, park-
ing, large yard. call SPECTRUM, INC. 828-
0500. Evening and weekend appointments 
welcome. 
BRIGHTON MED/ USM AREA- 2 BR apt. 
$575/mo. includes heat and HW. Refer-
ences required. Call 892-6899 after 5pm. 
MONTGOMERY ST. 2 & 3 BR apts. avail-
able. Newly remodeled, carpeted, niceviews, 
coin op. laundry on premises. Starting at 
$SOD/mo. includes heat, HW, gas. Cal) 797-
0239. 
PORTLAND- 4 LARGE ROOMS, fireplace, 
parking, $6OO/mo. includes heat & HW. Call 
879-o495,Ieave message. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- Sunny, clean 2+ BR, 
parking storage, washer hook-up, near 
Willard 'Beach. $575Imo. + utilities. 353-
9822, eves. or leave message. 
by Lynda Barry 
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26 CAsco Bay Wed1y 
help wanted dating services learning 
S40,OOO/yr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. 
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re-
cording. 801-379-2925. Copyright 
IMEI14EB. 
MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriage-
minded ladles from Asia, Russia, Europe, 
North & South America. For FREE photo 
brochure and complete details call 702-
451-3070 anytime and leave maiUng ad-
dress. 
STUDENT MODEL REFRIGERATOR w/cut-
ting board top- $100. Panasonic stereo 
cassette with turntable and speakers- $75 
Clarinets- Artley, $100, Bundy- $50: 
Emerson BIW TV, works, $20. Fender 
Stratocaster, $3SO. 1968 Gibson $350 
773-7701. ' . 
ORIENTAL RUG- New, 8'x 10', all wool, 
valued at $1 000, askingS800.largewooden 
rocker, colonial style, excellent condition. 
Must see! Best offer, 642-3835. 
Begin the New Year with art and creativity. 
BEGINNING WATERCOLOR: 8 sessions-
Mon. A.M., 9:30-12:00, Jan. 27-March 16 
OR Mon. P.M., 6:00-8:30, Jan. 13-March 2 
$170. DRAWING: 6 sessions- Fri. A.M.: 
9:30-12:00, Jan. 17-Feb. 21, $140. CALL 
Sarah Knock- 829-57SO. 
bulletin board 
~AlIFORNIA- $149! Fly coast to coast any-
time. EUROPE- only $160! Hitch a ride on a 
commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only $189! 
Round-trip air to somewhere warm & sunnyl 
AIRHITCH(r)- 212-864-2000. . 
STAY HOME- EARN A SUBSTANTIAL IN-
COME! Hundreds of companies are looking 
for homeworkers NOW! Curious? Our re-
corded mesage reveals details. Call 603-
425-5211, Dept. 1. 
CRE,:\TING COUPLES 
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION: Nurture your 
genius within. Try Judy Faust'sArtTherapy 
class on Relationships, Introduction to 
Sculpture, or Watercolor sty/es. All levels 
welcome. Supportive, small classes, flex-
Ible times, very reasonable. Call 879-0922 
by Jan. 4th. 
Respond to any 
personal ad 
by calling 
A DATING SERVICE 
DeSigned for discriminating 
people Over 40. 
BEDROOM SET -Che rry, Queen size 4 posted 
b~, double dresser, bureau, cedar chest, 
night table and mirror. 2 years old 
$1,SOO.00.767-5831. . ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income, easy work 
assembling products at home. 7 -day 24-





Call costs $1.49 a minute. 
DEADHEAD- to sell my jewelry and mineral 
specimens on tour. For details call MINED 
DESIGNS, 879-1873, leave a message. 
• Supportive & 
Individualized Attention 
PROVEN URCHIN BOAT- 28' Owens cabin-
cruiser.'Sleep4, galley and head. Enclosed 
canvassed stem with diver's platform. Ne~ 
transmission (still under warranty). 327 
Chev. $3,500. Call 633-7290. Includes Myers-Briggs 
Personality Inventory. 
Is Your Child 
Bored or Ignored? business services 1-800-810-3318 
CH IMNEY -20 ft. double-lined meta/-bestos 
includes elbow and cap. Uke new. Cost 
$735, sell for $300.773-5573- Robinson. Hili School may be the answer 
you've been looking for. COlLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail-
able to do odd jobs and mOVing. Very handy 
and can fix most anything. Experienced 
mover who will move you for less. 774-
2159 anytime. 
WE MAKE NEWS MAnER wanted Our home school envlrorvnent will nurture and H ; II Chal~nge your child, kindergarten through Grade 5. 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM 
Recycle~ and. find out more. Casco Bay 
Weekly IS using our service and we can 
work for you, personally or profeSSionally. 
Call Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998. 
POW~R FOR THE PEOPLE! For all your 
electncal or refrigeration needs rehab 
rewiring, upgrades, or new construction' 
call Marc or Ann'Marie at 998-4835 or774~ 
3116. "Uncompromising qua6ty". 
KATY'S ClEANING SERVlCE- We provide a 
personalized service. We clean the way you 
want us to cleaOl References, insured 




• QUICK REFUNDS. 
Many- Returns Completed 





SOUND ALTERNATIVES PAYS CASH for 
used records, tapes, COs. Call 774-4446. 
music 
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC! PianoNoice 
lessons- 10 years of experience teaching 
ages 5-70. Boston and Portland areas 
Please call (207)774-2657. . 
wheels 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED '89 
Mercedes ... $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 
Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ... $50. 
Choose from thousands starting at $25. 
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details. 
801-379-2929. Copyright IMEI14JC. 
Certified, professionalteacher/state accredited. 
Sc h 0 0 I Now 8IYOiling ages 4-6. 
'-::-:~---=:"""::"':'---.J Please call or write. 
62 Monument St .• Portland, ME 04101 .879-1921 
REAL PUZZL6~, .. 
Take a seat 
SAVE .MONEY, get better coverage, join an 
aSSOCIation of over 300,000 self'ilmployed 
pers~ns. To see if you qualify for our Major 
Medical Insurance, underwritten by PFL 
Life Insurance Co. 1-800-955-1130. 
• Bookkeeping 
For estimate or appoinmunt, 
call John Hudson at 
CHEVYNOVA-I9864dr. Runs great looks 
great, no rust, automatic, 70,000 mi. $3700. 
~ 67~-3517 after 5 pm. 
Each of the seats 
at the right i. 
assodated with 
one of the 
characters below. 
See if you can 
match them up. 
772·1199 THE CLEANING LADY- 883-7152. Fully in-
sured, de!ailed residential cleaning. Call lor 
a free estimate. 
FIREW~D- KEEP WARM THIS WINTER! 
Cu~ split, and delivered green wood $901 
cord in Portland, $851cord local. Sea~Oned 
hardwood, readY to bum $13OIcord. Call 
787-3369. 
7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week 
'*UCTIlO .. "/ 
I!.6TAX FIl/N~ 
F(;, ..• ~.RT 1985 Automatic, excellent 
condo 01." 40,000 miles Cull selVice his-
to.ry documentation. Appropriately main-
tained every 3,OOOmiles. $2,500. 7754867. 
JEEP GRAND WAGONEER 1988- Black 
handsomp excellent condition. New All: 
T-~~IRTS, SWEATSHIRTS. Custom screen 
pnnting of logos and designs for business 
organizations, and individuals. Promotion~ 
totes and outerwear available. Call US at 
MAINESCREEN 878-2771. 
TAILORING, ALTERATIONS, WINDOW 
DRAPES and all other fabric work. Portland 
area's besttailoris ready to respond to your 
needs. Telephone- 797-2966. 
FRENCH TRANSLATED by person whose 
French skills have won prizes. A newspaper 
cop~ edlt.or, I also offer writing and editing 
seMces In English. 871-1480. 
Cus.tom made computer programs for your 
bUSiness or pleasure. Call anytime 727-
3557. 
AIeuond ... Fitzgmlld "'3 ..... 
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS 
501 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland 775-6301 
Writing and editing 
for non-profits, businesses, Individuals 
SHEILA WEUEHAN ~ 874-8049 
• An outatandlng wrlter.-
Barbara S. Nosonaw, Director, Portland Museum ot Art 
-I was tMIr.ct with the work she did tor Portland Stage' 
CarOline F. Tumer, Managing Director . 
Portland Stage Company 
Arts a specialty. Reasonable rates. 
NASTY 1 NEAT 
COMPULSIVE CLEANING 
... and other 1~8 eupport eeMcea 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 




Stuff for sale 
28 .FT. SAILBOAT- 1965, Stadel design 
allX!'lary sloop, cedar on oak hull, Atomic 4 
engme, wholesome family cruiser. $15K or 
B.O. 767-3831. 
BEAUTIFUL HAND-PAINTED BACKDROP 
and stand for studio photography. $200. 
775-6601, ask for Robyn. 
5MB 9005 1982- 5 spee(j, 4 door, new 
stereo, 115,000 miles & plenty left, good 
shape. $1800 firm. 797-2447. 
Terram akes, shocks. $10,900. 767-
2821. Lea," IIlcssage. 
JEEP GRANO WAGONEER- 1986 loaded 
sunroof and tow package, new engine thi~ 
year. Excellentcondition. 70 OOOmi.$8300 
Call 829-5367. ' . 
CHEVROLET Z-24, Sports model, V-6, 5 
spd., AmlFm cassette, excellent condition 
$2900.688-3317 or 774-6240. . 
FORO COUNTRY SQUIRE- 1984 Full size 
wagon, 57K miles, one owner, lik~ new, air, 
cruise, perfect family car. $2900. 688-3317 
or 774-6240. 
JEEP CHEROKEE, 1984- 2dr., 4cyl., 5 spd., 
roof raCk, good condition AmlFm. $2900 
774-6240. ' . 
~ORD TRUCK, 1988F-250, Excellentcondi-
tion. Must be seen! AmlFm stereo cassette 
heavy duty, 4WD. $10,950. Call 772-5480: 
PORSCHE 944, 1985 112- Many extras, 
59,000 miles, stored winters, must sell. 
$10,700.622-7771, leave message. 
NISSAN MAXIMA 9XE- Mint condition 
loaded, moonroof, Bose stereo, metalli~ 
grey. Only 26,000 miles. $12300. Please 
call 338-6375. ' 
CHEVY ASTRO, 1991- 8 passenger van 
Totally loaded, must sell. $14,500 or B.O: 
Please call 892-5970. 
SC~UT-1978, 4x4, auto, original owner wI 
maintenance records. Will trade for late =' Jeep Cherokee or $2500. Call 846-
AUDI4000-1982, DIESEl- Gets 40+ MPG 
great commuter car. Original owner hav~ 
all records. Will trade for late model Jeep 
Cherokee or $2500. Call 846-6858. 
FORO ESCORT GL-1988, 2 dr. hatchback, 
automatic, PS/PB, AmlFm stereo cassette 
paint & rustproof warrantees original 
owner. 27K miles. Call n3-5144 . 
F~RD TEMPO GL SPORT-I985, 2 dr., 2-3 
high output engine, AmlFm stereo cassette 
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
There i. a $20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-prize 
winner. The second-prize winner 
receives two free passes to The 
Movies at Exchange Street. 
Winners will receive their prizes 
In the mail. Drawings are done at 
rand.om. Contestants are ineligible 
to WIn more than one prize In a 
four-week span. Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, 
January 1. The solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear In the 
Jan. 16 issue of 0.5CO Bay Wtekly. 
Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #103 
Ozsco Bay Wtekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland. Maine 04101 
Solution 'to Real Puzzle # 101 (Fire Drill) 
A total of 13 ladders and stairways were used to make the descent 
(actually, 8SQ!J\t on the 6th, 11th and 13th floors). 
This week, Cape Elizabeth's Paul McGuire and a mend will 
~e at Alberta' •. Windham's David J. Van Baars and a 
mend will take In a movie at The Movies at Exchllnge Street. 
Solution to Real Puzzle # 102 (Slapstick) 
~lng that the left-hand Index represents 1.0, the approximate 
solutions to "Sllpstlckn are: 
A equals 14.6 
B equal. 6.45 
Oequal •. 393 
C equal. 2.54 
D equals 3.82 
Sighting along the hairline, the A scale 1. the square of the D scale the B 
C
9C8scal1e is thoe square of the C scale, and the CI scale is the reciprocal ~f the 
e. ose 1. good enough. 
(Don Rubin's bvok, BRAiNSTORMS, was r<U7ltly pwbiishtJJ IJy H"""".nd Row.) 
J/UlUAry 2, 1992 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 1.49/min) 
women.rmen 
SEEKING TAlL MAN, NIS, 38-55, who is 
sincere and affectionate, sends flowers and 
wants a friendship with a BIG BEAUTIFUL 
WOMAN, regardless of age orsize.1 am 50, 
5'9', loving, laugh easy, enjoy ocean, mu-
sic, crafts, fairs, dining in or out, traveling, 
animals and snow angels. Write or call. P.O. 
Box 122, Scarborough, ME 04070-0122. 
tr5969 
LITERATE, LIVELY WOMAN, 39, success-
ful, attractive, seeks similar creative, con-
scious man for great egalitarian adven-
tures. tr5971 
ECSVF- Eccentric Creative Single Vegetar-
ian Female seeks friendship with possibili-
ties. Love traveling, coffee, theatre, blues, 
beat poets, photography and Yes Books? I 
don't think we've met in Portland yet. Let-
ters preferred. P.O. Box 418, Belgrade, ME 
04917. tr5966 
men.r women 
LARGE, GENTLE, AFFECTIONATE 
PUSSYCAT, neverstrays, house-broken and 
rarely bites (hard), seeks sweet, loving 
Ladycat to explore new alleyways, chase 
snowflakes and share a dish of warm milk 
(or Lasagna) with. Mama Cat wI kitten is 
PURR-fectly wondertul. tr5953 
A TIRACTIVE, SUCCESSFUL male seeks 
woman for relationship. tr5952 
ABC's OF A SWM: Amorous Benevolent 
Constructive Degreed Energetic Fit Good-
looking Honest Imaginative Jocular Knowl-
edgeable Lean Mature Non-smoking Open-
minded Passionate Ouiuical Romantic Se-
cure Tall Unique Virtuous Witty XYN Yeam-
irig Zesffur. Newlo area! Winter wish7 
Warm welcome with wily woman. P.O. Box 
433, Freeport, 04032. tr5951 
VALUES DEFINED, REFINED; healthy seH-
awareness. 34 year old native. Attractive to 
most, 6'2", fit. Prepare and enjoy whole-
some meals. Can find my way around ... 
Intelligent, articulate, passionate. Living for 
today; seeking partner; want to have kids. If 
you feel good about yourseH, and share 
similar goals, I'd like to hear from you. 
tr5954 
JULIE, DROVE TO WORCESTER Friday. 
Thought of you from mile marker 86 to 111. 
From Boxborough to lawrence, it was noth-
ing but YOU! tr5956 
DWM, MIO-4Os, SINGLE PARENT (17 yr. 
old male), successful entrepeneur, smoker, 
non-drinkerl non-drugger, enjoys quiet 
times, dinner ou~ dinner theaters, travel, 
beach, etc. Monogamous. Seeking S/DWF 
forfriendship and companionship, and pos-
sible long term relationship. Condo near 
beach in OOB. tr5973 
WIM, MARRIED, LONELY, CARING, nice, 
36, NIS, clean, healthy, fit, well-built, good 
looks, seeks open-minded, healthy, trim, 
attractive, MlSF lover & friend. Enjoy din-
ing, conversation, mUSic, fun, massage, 
hot tubs, great sex. Mutual fulfillment & 
discretion. tr5972 
MERRY CH RISTMAS SWEETHEART-Santa 
goofed, I didn't find you under the tree, 
(there's still a chance). Earthy professional 
DWM, 40, seeks attractive N/S woman, 
healthy emotionally & physically, to share 
music, outdoors, friendship, love and ro-
mance, joyful, intimate, productive rela-
tionship. tr5967 
women.r women 
GWF, A TIRACTIVE, 36, professional, seek-
ing same for friend/lover. Enjoys dining 
out, quiet evenings at home, music. Not 
afraid of committment. Let's meet & talk. 
CBW Box 886. 
FAX FREE 
THURSDAY! 
45 words & 
Personal Call® 




WANTED BY SANTA: EXPERIENCED ELF, 
but will train right person. Many fringe 
benefits. The North Pole gets cold, be pre-
pared to get Santa hot. Send resume and 
phone to P.O. Box 6101, Falmouth, ME 
04105. 
GWM, 26, NIS, PROF., Looking for other 
mature & healthy GWM, 24-28, for com-
panionship/friendship.1 am not into the bar 
scene, and have not been promiscuous. I 
like quiet times, conversation, growing inti-
macy and romance. CBW Box 878. tr5955 
DOWN TO EARTH Professional M who is Nt 
S, fit, a decent person and who loves the 
outdoors including cross~ountlY skiing, 
hiking, and weekend excursions, seeking 
similar M. Friendship first, maybe more 
later. CBW Box 885. tr5957 
Respond to any personal ad by cellnG 
Il00-370-2041 
Calfs cost $1.4& • minute. 
person of the week 
ECSVF- Eccentric Creative Single Vegetarian Female seeks 
friendship with possibilities. Love traveling, coffee, the-
atre, blues, beat poets, photography and Yes Books? I don't 
think we've met in Portland yet. Letters preferred. P.O. Box 
418, Belgrade, ME 04917. tr 5966 
Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as 
CBW's 'Person of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. 
DWM, 6'2", 2101bs. Considered attractive 
and fit. NIS, honest, sensitive, affectionate 
with sense of humor. Like kids, exercise, 
most physical activities, relaxing, quiet, ro-
mantic times and caring about someone 
special. Seeking somewhat tall, fairly at-
tractive and fit female, 25-35, with similar 
interests and qualities who, above all, is 
readY for possible long-term with the right 
person. I'm ready, are you? CBW Box 888. 
tr5974 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St. 








the publication of 
the next issue. 
BEDROOM EYES 20 FRIIT - I enjoy swim-
ming, running, danCing, and reading. I am 
honest, Sincere, charged, and a thinker. I 
am looking to make new friends. (GWM 
5'11' 158Ibs., br. hr., br. eyes). Send me a 
letter and photo if available. I will answer to 
all responses. Happy Holidays 1991. CBW 
Box 887. tr5970 
_pond '" any p_ai ad by oaIlna 
800-370-204' 
c.lis cost ~.48 a min .... 
Respond to any 
personal ad 
on this page. 
Call 
900-370-2041 








Resolve to meet someone 
special this year with the 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals 
with Personal Call<!>. .. ..... 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals 
are the fast, fun and safe way 
to keep your resolution. ':. 
" 
To place your ad; Call -,' : • " 
775-6601 • ' : : , 
or fill out the coupon " " • ~ 
in the Personals Section. ' , .. 
liti(,j:f\1j :.:,' ,', . 
IIM44~[!) . "~~ ~ 
personals 
others 
F EXHIBITIONIST, enjoys posing & show-
ing off for M's, F's and couples, for photog-
raphy only. Friendly, sober fqlks only, age 
unimportant. No fees ever. tr5958 
SWM, 30s, GOOD LOOKING, professional, 
financially independant & straight seeking 
Bi F or lesbian couple for friendship & 
quality spenttime. No pressures, no owner-
ships, just good people together appreciat-
ing life in a great place we call Maine. Let's 
have coffee ... tr5968 . 
FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE THURSDAY 
For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL fax your ad on Thursday 
775-1615 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone. 
When Personal Call~ answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad thaI interests you. 
You may then leave a response, en ter another 10 number or 
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 aminute.) 
To respond to an ad without a 10 number, write to the P.O. 
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW 
box, be su re to print the box n umber clearly on the lower left 
hand comer of your envelope. 
How to place a caw personal ad 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at 551A Congress st. in downtown Portland. 
Call n5-6601 to find out more. 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use 
of a Personal Call1IP 10 number. When you place your ad, 
you" be you'lI be given a 10 number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheet. Irs important that you call and leave your 
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won't miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 90-second greeting, relax and be 
creative. Describe yourself - but don1 leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call. 
You can change your 10 message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a personal cost? 
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.) 
Use of a Personal CalillP 1r number is free. Use of a CBW 
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBW box w/o a10 numbercosts $9 a week. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All per-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Rules & deadines 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to 
edit or refuse any ad. 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the 
Monday prior to publication. Bring orsendyourad to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
Phone: n5-6601. FAX: n5-1615 
Your ad: 
Confidential infonnation: 




city. state. zip 
Category: 
o women or men 
Omen or women 




• af words: ----
(If more than 45) 
CoSUWeek: --------
See rates at 18ft 
• of weeks: _____ _ 
2·week rrinimum 
CBWbox: 
Add $5 or $9 /Week -----
See rat88 at left 
Totel due: ____ __ 
, ,I , 
I r 
1 " , , 
1 "f' ...... 
i ' 
I " 1 ; I 




CLARK'S -AFTER-CHRISTMAS Unfinished 
. Furniture ~"""""""""""""""""""""""""'"~ ~ii~;;;, Sturdy Work Station 








Plus oak chairs, tables, 
bookcases & wall units at 
low, low prices! 
Rugged Bunkbeds 
~ $199 
(bedding SWf, Sl00 extra) 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
582 Rte. 1, Dunston Corner 
Scarborough • 883·2145 
Mon .. Sat. 9:30 . 5:30, Thurs. 'tiI 8:00 
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WE'RE BUILDING NEW RElATIONSHIPS 
WITH THE PEOPLE OF MAINE 
We've heard that many Maine people are growing 
wary of their present banking relationships. For one 
reason or another, the people of Maine no longer 
feel they're getting the attention they need or the 
treatment they deserve. And we're going to do 
something about it. 
When we opened our doors on November 20m, we 
introduced ourselves to scores of old friends, and 
new customers. In the process, we also 
introduced them to a new era of Maine banking 
and personal relationships built with honesty, 
understanding, and commitment. 
Please visit the new Maine Bank & Trust at 
467 Congress Street, and discover for yourself, 
the only. maine bank for maine people. 
Hours: Monday , Friday 8:00am , 4:00pm Phone: 828·3000 
Saturday 9:00am · 12:00pm 
M9mb.,FDIC 
